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INTRODUCTION:
Thank you for downloading Fanspeak.com’s 2013 Fantasy Football Guide and Preview! This free
online magazine will be an up-to-date resource that you can use during your Fantasy Drafts and
during the season to help guide your team’s decisions.
If you’ve read Fanspeak.com Football Guides before, you know you’re getting a comprehensive
analysis, and this guide is no different! It includes our Fanspeak Big Board, Positional Rankings,
Roundtable Debate, Mock Fantasy Draft, interesting Feature articles and more!
This is written by Steve Shoup, Fanspeak’s resident expert and our Fantasy Football writing team.
Several of our writers pitched in to help Steve, so combined we have decades and decades of
Fantasy Football experience to support this analysis, rankings and strategy.
While Steve himself gives you his expert opinion for the Big Board, Positional Rankings and 2013
Projected Stats, our writers collaborated on the other articles, so you’ll see differing opinions from
time to time. But that what makes this guide unique and fun to read, because if we all felt the same
way, what fun would that be?!
Besides being FREE, the 2nd best part about this guide is that it’s the most up-to-date Fantasy
Football Guide on the market! Why? Because we were re-ranking players up until August 1. You
won’t find anything else this up-to-date! Not only will you not find Aaron Hernandez ranked in here,
but this also takes in to account the major injuries to guys like Percy Harvin, Dennis Pitta and Jeremy
Maclin.
We hope you enjoy this 2013 Fantasy Football Guide! Remember you can view it as either a .pdf or
online magazine format! Be sure to share this with other fantasy football GMs & friends.
We want to take this opportunity to also thank our writers and sponsors! Thanks to Fantasy Sports
Warehouse & Taco Bell for allowing this guide to be free for fans to download. Thanks also to Alan
Zlotorynski, John Manuel, Matt Campion, EJ McKinley, Josh Essig, Willypops, Jim Short and Allen
Yates, our wonderful Fantasy Football writers!
Thanks again for downloading…enjoy! And good luck on your fantasy drafts this season!
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Fanspeak.com Mock Draft Introduction & Disclaimers:
Joining Fanspeak resident expert Steve Shoup, were other familiar voices on
Fanspeak.com, including Alan Zlotorynski, John Manuel, WillyPops, Jim Short, Josh
Essig, Ryan Gerrity, Megan Shoup, Allen Yates and Matt Campion.

Please note this Mock Draft took place before the injuries to Jeremy Maclin, Dennis
Pitta, and before Percy Harvin opted to have surgery.

Here are the results from Fanspeak’s 10-Team Mock Fantasy Draft. This is a standard
scoring league and snake draft. After the mock draft you’ll see explanations of each
GM’s strategy.
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Fantasy Mock Draft - GM Explanations:
Steve Shoup:
Lucking into the 1st pick helped my strategy, but my general plan was to grab as many starting RBs
and WRs in the first 7 rounds as possible. For the most part I was able to accomplish this. I did end
up taking Tom Brady in that stretch, given his value on the board.
After getting my starting RBs & WRs, I then looked for a number of young, upside players who have a
good chance of breaking out this year. Tight End was not a major factor for me, as I thought there
was good depth, and I was able to get a guy like Brandon Pettigrew who is in a high powered offense.
Favorite Pick: WR Cecil Shorts – I view Shorts as a bust out sleeper, well over 1,000 yards.
Least Favorite Pick: QB Tom Brady – While Brady’s great value here, I really wanted to grab
another starting RB, but there wasn’t anyone I loved.
Biggest Regret: Not taking RB Matt Forte – it was between him and Frank Gore, and now I
think Forte would have been the safer option.

Jim Short:
The mistake of my draft was signing on with 7 seconds left to the start of our on-line draft and not
being familiar with ESPN system. I had the second pick of the draft and had to use the “Auto Pick”
button since I couldn’t find the big red button that said “SELECT”! This only affected my first pick and
the rest of the draft went well. Over all I selected a solid starting line-up with a middle class bench.
Favorite Pick: My QB’s P. Manning & R. Wilson
Least Favorite Pick: My bench of back-up running backs
Biggest Regret: My first pick of the draft…”Mr. Auto Pick” with A. Foster (Great player, but I
wanted Spiller)

Alan Z:
The strategy for my team was simple. I wanted quarterbacks that racked up a lot of attempts and
yards with the capacity to improve on touchdowns and I wanted to make sure I drafted what I felt
were three quality multi-purpose RB’s. I feel I got them in Ray Rice, Stevan Ridley and Reggie Bush.
Rice and Bush are both likely to catch a minimum of 50 balls this season while Rice could also rush
for another 1,200 in the process.
I also wanted to make sure I got a kicker that played for a high-powered offensive and in a dome if
possible. Mission accomplished with the Falcons Matt Bryant. I also wanted an opportunistic defense
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and it appears I got the best be from last season in the Chicago Bears. Chicago’s defense finished
first in 2012 with almost 200 fantasy points, which was nearly 30 more than their nearest competitor.
In the end, I only want to know one thing. Will you be able to get ZLOTORZYNSKI on the trophy?
Favorite pick: Reggie Bush. While not a popular favorite pick, I like the role he is headed for in
Detroit.
Least Favorite Pick: Tony Romo. He simply drives me nuts as a secondary Cowboys fan. I
cannot stand having a QB with a reputation of not being able to win the big one on my fantasy
teams. The big ones are usually as the fantasy football playoffs are happening in Weeks 14-16.
Biggest regret: Not being able to get a top tier third WR.

John Manuel:
I focused on running back and wide receiver early and often. And I’m very happy with my early picks,
as I have solid starters at RB and WR, and good depth. But that left my QB & TE picks a little
suspect, so I’m a little nervous there. I was able to get Andrew Luck in the 8 th Round, so that is
tremendous value and he could be a monster this year.
Favorite Pick: Jamaal Charles
Least Favorite Pick: Antonio Gates
Biggest Regret: Missed getting WR Julio Jones, as he was picked one pick before me in 3rd
Round.

Matt Campion:
Overall, I’m very pleased with the team I wound up drafting. I had the fifth pick in the draft and I
hoped to draft Jamaal Charles, but he was taken one pick earlier, so I took another solid running back
in Marshawn Lynch. Landing Drew Brees in the middle of the second round was critical, providing
me with possibly the top quarterback. I also was lucky to have the opportunity to take the best tight
end in Jimmy Graham.
Of my mid-round picks, I was especially happy to land Danny Amendola in the middle of round five,
and Seahawks defense/special teams in round nine. Amendola has injury risk, but could potentially
be the top fantasy receiver this year, giving my team a legitimate chance to have the top quarterback,
tight end, and defense in fantasy this season.
Favorite Pick: Danny Amendola
Least Favorite Pick: Darren McFadden
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Biggest Regret: I should have taken Ryan Williams in the eleventh round.

Willypops:
Like most people, I wanted to focus on the running back position early on, and in particular, I wanted
to try and get a few guys that were likely to catch the ball a lot out of the backfield. I was definitely
going to grab running backs on my first two picks, and if there wasn’t an early run on quarterbacks, I
wanted to also get a third running back in Round 3.
My plan was to then get my quarterback in the 4th Round and let the chips fall where they may with
the wide receiver position. I was able to get the quarterback I targeted all along and ended up with
some potentially solid point producers at wide receiver.
Favorite Pick: Matt Ryan
Least Favorite Pick: Daryl Richardson
Biggest Regret: I wish I could have taken WR Jordy Nelson, but was taken 5 picks earlier.

Ryan Gerrity:
I was the #7 pick in the Fanspeak Fantasy Football Guide Mock Draft and at #7, Doug Martin landed
in my lap. I wanted to grab a top tier wide receiver and I potentially have three with A.J. Green,
Demaryius Thomas, and Dwayne Bowe. I might have reached for the Texans D/ST, but overall I was
very pleased with my draft this year.
Favorite Pick: Doug Martin
Least Favorite Pick: BenJarvus Green-Ellis
Biggest regret: Wish I could have taken Tavon Austin, the rookie wide receiver for the Rams.

Megan Shoup:
I was a last minute sub to this mock draft, so I didn’t have a lot of time to prepare. So I went with my
gut with the first two picks (and my kicker) and they are obviously “homer” picks, picking from my
favorite team, the Washington Redskins. But I’m really excited about Alfred Morris, Robert Griffin III
(even though I know it was a bit early for him), and Kai Forbath.
If Griffin can stay healthy, I think he’ll be a top 5 QB this year! And I’m confident Morris & Forbath will
put up big numbers respectively. Because RGIII is an injury risk, I picked a back-up QB that has been
the pillar of health in Joe Flacco.
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Outside of that, I tried to get the best value each round, while making sure my positions & bye weeks
were evenly distributed.
Favorite Pick: WR Tavon Austin in Round 7 – think he could be a steal there!
Least Favorite Pick: RB Ryan Williams - was the only pick I didn’t feel excited about.
Biggest Regret: Really wanted Wes Welker or Danny Amendola, as I think both will have
successful seasons with their new teams. But both were taken just a couple picks ahead of
me in the 5th Round.

Allen Yates:
My draft strategy was to build a solid team around a top five fantasy player. I was looking to build
around Aaron Rodgers and LeSean McCoy with my first two picks, ninth overall. Rodgers and McCoy
will have to carry my team most weeks, especially after the Percy Harvin surgery news.
Favorite Pick: Aaron Rodgers
Least Favorite Pick: Ryan Mathews
Biggest Regret: I should have taken Demarco Murray instead of Ryan Mathews. I completely
forgot to choose him when it came back to my pick.

Josh Essig:
Overall, I thought I had a great draft. I am really excited about this team and thought I got great value
in each round. In rounds 8-11 I drafted four receivers, so needless to say I have depth at receiver. A
lot of depth. If these four receivers produce I’ll have great trade bait, which could help me fill a need
before the deadline. The order of these picks went: Pierre Garcon, Miles Austin, Stevie Johnson, and
Emmanuel Sanders.
At this point there weren’t any proven number one running backs left, so I took the best player on the
board. They are all playmakers, but unfortunately I can’t start them all. I might regret not taking an
extra running back. I like my team a lot and time will tell where this goes, but I’m hopeful I might be
able to trade 2 of my receivers for an elite running back as the season progresses.
Favorite Pick: Colin Kaepernick in 6th Round
Least Favorite Pick: Pierre Garcon
Biggest Regret: Having too much depth at WR
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QUARTERBACK ROUNDTABLE:

1. Who is your breakout quarterback this season and why (a guy that wasn't a
top 10 fantasy QB last year)?
JOHN MANUEL:
I think for fantasy purposes that Andrew Luck is going to put
up huge numbers. He is a big name but should bring his
interception numbers down and his passing numbers
up. Even though he was already pretty good last season.
RYAN GERRITY:
Eli Manning got an addition from the draft for his offensive
line which will give him more time in the pocket. Victor Cruz
also signed his contract long term with the Giants, and if
Hakeem Nicks can stay healthy I think the Giants offense
could be one of the best in the league.
EJ MCKINLEY:
The easy answer here would be E.J. Manuel. But I’m going to
go with Michael Vick. Vick has all the skills and talent around
him. The protection has improved and he is a perfect fit for
new head coach Chip Kelly’s style of offense.

2. Dual Threat QB's have been big fantasy scorers the last two years, but could
see their rushing numbers have more fluctuation. How do you rank them
compared to top throwing quarterbacks?
JOHN MANUEL:
I think it can be huge if your quarterback can take off and get rushing yards. Getting 800 extra
rushing yards from a guy like Griffin or a 2005 Michael Vick gets you 60-70 more points than most
quarterbacks and could be a difference. Obviously Griffin and Vick have seen their share of injuries,
so the risk is there.
RYAN GERRITY:
I have always been more hesitant with running quarterbacks because they are more vulnerable to
injury. This scares me away from them and drops them on my draft because I would rather have a
throwing quarterback for my fantasy team that is not getting hit by the defense.
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EJ MCKINLEY:

I always look for consistency. Most non-running quarterbacks are more consistent with pass numbers.
I’m a little harsher as well, for the fact mobile QB’s get injured more often. However if you have a guy
who can run and score a lot of points, just make sure you have a good backup behind him.

3. How important are a quarterback's weapons and offensive line to your
rankings?
JOHN MANUEL:
Most of the time I think they really come into play. No one is going to be looking for whoever the Jets
QB is to win them fantasy games. A guy like Calvin Johnson also can make a guy like Matthew
Stafford into a beast like 2 seasons ago. I think in leagues that use 2 starting QBs you have to look
out for offensive line, you could get stuck with Arizona's QBs of 2012 which got killed and never had a
chance to get Larry Fitzgerald the ball.
RYAN GERRITY:
A player like Tom Brady will always be a top fantasy quarterback no matter who his offensive
weapons are. For other quarterbacks I do like to see how good their offensive line is because they
need to be kept from getting hit. It is also important to know who their weapons are because the more
offensive options they have that can produce after the catch will improve the quarterbacks draft stock
on my board.
EJ MCKINLEY:

Manning, Brady, Rodgers, and Brees are the only quarterbacks I draft without looking what’s around
them. With other quarterbacks you have to take into account what weapons (see Locker, Jake) and
how good their offensive line is (Vick.) The first four QB’s make everyone better; almost everyone
else needs a lot of help to improve.
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RUNNING BACK ROUNDTABLE:
1. How much does a team's offensive line factor into your decision to draft a
runner?
JOHN MANUEL:
It plays a part, but I think the top backs can still find a way to make things happen even with average
or below average lines. I look more at making sure your #2 and 3 backs are going to carry the load
and not be stuck in a split carries mess.
RYAN GERRITY:
The offensive line does not factor that much into my decision making for a running back because you
can give the ball to the running back in so many different ways. The running back is not going to be
running in between the tackles every play; I would rather look at the running backs ability to produce
more than the offensive line.
EJ MCKINLEY:

No matter how good you are as a runner you need blocking. If someone like Adrian Peterson has at
least decent blocking he’ll shine. Now if lesser backs like Reggie Bush don’t have good blocking
they’re going to get gobbled up.

2. In standard scoring leagues would you rather have a back that will get more
carries but little receiving yards, or a back that will get less carries, but have
more opportunities catching the ball?
JOHN MANUEL:
I want my running back to always be fed the ball. Receiving is
nice, but more of bonus. A couple years ago I went with
Jahvid Best and Ryan Mathews thinking they could catch 50
balls each and got burned. I think the key is being on a good
team so you know they are going to get the ball all 4 quarters.
RYAN GERRITY:
This is a very difficult question but I would rather have a
running back who receives more carries because there is
more points to be had with those types of running backs in a
standard scoring league. I would want a running back that is
going to be getting the ball in the red zone than a running
back that will catch a bubble screen out of the backfield.
EJ MCKINLEY:

I want whoever is going to score more points. Take Pierre
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Thomas/ Mark Ingram who will get a lot of touches vs. Darren Sproles who will catch a lot of balls.
Sproles is just better.

3. What running back situation looks promising on paper, but you hope to avoid
on draft day?
JOHN MANUEL:
Green Bay Packers. I think everyone will be all over the two promising rookie running backs but they
don't run the ball and until they do I wouldn't want to get stuck depending on a running back that gets
10 carries a week.
RYAN GERRITY:
The Green Bay Packers situation with Eddie Lacy and Johnathan Franklin is a situation that may look
good, but I am going to avoid on draft day. It seemed like Eddie Lacy would be the feature back, but
he showed up to camp looking out of shape and I do not trust Johnathan Franklin to be able to handle
a lot of carries this year. I would stay away from the Packers backfield right now because there is just
too much uncertainty.
EJ MCKINLEY:

Trent Richardson. Sure he was injured last year but without all his touchdowns he would’ve tanked in
terms of fantasy points. He’s projected to do well this season but I have watched him a long time and
hold my reserves about how good he actually is and how his body is going to hold up.
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WIDE RECEIVER ROUNDTABLE:
1. What receiver that is ranked high on draft boards are you looking to stay away
from, and why?
JOHN MANUEL:
This is going to sound crazy, but Dez Bryant. He broke through last year but I think the Dallas
situation could be a mess with who is calling plays and Jerrah being involved. I don't believe those
who think also that Bryant is done with his past issues. Also, he has never been consistently healthy
like week 17 when he went down.
RYAN GERRITY:
I am looking to stay away from Andre Johnson this year because there are a lot of reports saying that
he has “lost a step.” This is not my only reason to be avoiding Johnson, the Texans added DeAndre
Hopkins through the draft this year and he will take away a lot of targets from Johnson during the
season. Johnson’s durability is also an issue and he needs to stay healthy this year.
EJ MCKINLEY:

I have always been wary of Dez Bryant. He is going very high in drafts but has major character
issues. I stay away best I can from dudes like him. History shows receivers in his model do great and
then their antics bring them down. Remember Terrell Owens, Chad Johnson, Randy Moss, DeSean
Jackson, and Kenny Britt?

2. When building a team, would you rather have a
top receiver from a team who doesn't throw a lot
or a number two receiver that throws more often
(assuming they are similarly ranked)?
JOHN MANUEL:
I would probably take my chances with the #2 guy. Would
you rather have in 2012 a star like Larry Fitzgerald or a guy
like Randall Cobb or Jordy Nelson? That was easy and very
frustrating if you had Fitz.

RYAN GERRITY:
I would much rather have a top receiver from a team who
does not throw a lot because when they do throw they are
going to target that receiver. The perfect example is Brandon
Marshall for the Bears because over 55% of the passes last year for Chicago were targeted for
Marshall, which will give him more opportunities again this year.
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EJ MCKINLEY:
I’d probably have to take the number two receiver just for the fact he will have more opportunities to
make plays. I could go either way on this one depending on the given players.

3. How much stock do you put in the defenders a receiver will face during the
season in your draft rankings?
JOHN MANUEL:
I don't really because you never know how good a defense truly is. I think you have to have faith in
your guys you drafted can put up numbers against anyone. Worst case is you play a good defense
twice? And if they are real good maybe you can get some solid garbage points late.
RYAN GERRITY:
I do not put any stock in the defenders that a receiver will face during the season because they are
not going to be in the same defense every play. This may be naïve on my part, but an offensive
coordinator will always find a way to get the ball into the playmakers hands no matter what defense
they are playing and what players are on that defense.
EJ MCKINLEY:
I look first at a receiver’s ability. If he’s a great player but faces Darrelle Revis twice a year I’ll still take
him. I want a guy I know is a super talent and I can count on no matter who is covering him.
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TIGHT END ROUNDTABLE:

1. Who is your biggest breakout tight end this year and why?
JOHN MANUEL:
Aaron Hernandez from the pen. Joking. Maybe he won't be a monster, but I like Dwayne Allen with
Indy. Although maybe I will end up calling the wrong Colts guy, and it’s Fleener. Sounds like the new
offensive coordinator from Stanford will use the two tight end set a lot.
JOSH ESSIG:
I truly think Brandon Myers will be the breakout candidate at the tight end position this year. He’s
coming from Oakland so his statistics will be somewhat deflated. However, he’s now a member of
the New York Giants, a team that for the past 2 years have shown they can effectively utilize
underrated tight ends. Martellus Bennett and Jake Ballard are good examples.
So Brandon Myers isn’t as sexy of a pick as Rob Gronkowski or Jimmy Graham, but he’ll probably
see the greatest jump in fantasy production catching balls from Eli Manning. Don’t forget he has well
respected targets in teammates Victor Cruz and Hakeem Nicks. So he’ll likely see a lot of targets,
especially in the beginning of the season.
MATT CAMPION:
Brandon Myers. Myers flew under the radar with a very impressive year in Oakland. Now in New
York, he has other targets on his team to command defensive attention. Consider the fact that Eli
Manning has routinely made lower tier tight ends fantasy-relevant.

2. How important is quarterback play in your decision to draft a particular tight
end?
JOHN MANUEL:
I think quarterback play is a huge determiner in any receiver including tight ends. I used to believe
lower level QB's would target their tight ends more as a safety valve but I have since abandoned that
thought.
JOSH ESSIG:
It’s extremely important if you ask me. I think a player like Antonio Gates is a good example. Phillip
Rivers has really struggled in recent years as has their offense. While Gates put up 7 TD’s, he only
surpassed 60 receiving yards once last season. He’s been a disappointing pick the last few years
because the offense has struggled so much. It wasn’t just Norv Turner, it was Phillip Rivers making
poor decisions, a lack of explosive receivers, and Ryan Matthews constantly getting hurt. So
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ultimately yes the quarterback throwing to the tight end is important, as is the efficiency of their
respective offense.
MATT CAMPION:
Quarterback play is important, but not everything. I would never draft a tight end that plays with Mark
Sanchez or Blaine Gabbert, but having a great quarterback doesn’t guarantee anything. Just look at
Jermichael Finley’s lack of production with Aaron Rodgers last season.

3. In a standard scoring league, would you select a more reliable TD threat or a
more consistent yards producer between two similarly ranked tight ends?
JOHN MANUEL:
I think the tight end spot has changed with Gronk and
Graham and now teams running more 2 TE sets. The
days of Mercedes Lewis and Visanthe Shaincoe piling
up 1 yard touchdowns are less of a factor. Tight ends
are making bigger plays and piling up more yards.
JOSH ESSIG:
TD’s all the way. A tight end that is a red zone threat is
going to be a far greater asset to your fantasy team,
rather than a Tight End who just helps his team drive
down the field.
MATT CAMPION:
I would take the yard producer. Touchdown threat can
be a huge bonus, but you need yards to have any
consistency in scoring. No matter how good a red zone threat your tight end may be, he still will have
weeks where he doesn’t score touchdowns. Getting any sort of consistent yard production out of a
tight end will put you in a position to win games with the rest of your team. I have faith in my drafting,
so I’ll go for reliability over chance in this circumstance.
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KICKER ROUNDTABLE:

1. How much more do you value in door kickers versus guys in poor weather
situations?
JOHN MANUEL:
I do with indoor kickers, but I don't value kickers that
much in general. I think it is a complete crap
shoot. The top guys change every year and it’s
usually more the offense than the kicker himself.
JOSH ESSIG:
Honestly, kickers are a crap-shoot. You can’t predict
the weather 16-17 weeks in advance. I always favor
kickers who play 8 of their home games in a dome
like Matt Bryant or Adam Vinatieri. The reason being
is that the weather is guaranteed to be good for at
least 8 games.
However, there are some guys who play outdoors
that are worth the risk. Sebastian Janikowski is a
guy who I would gladly take despite playing
outdoors. Greg Zuerlin is probably the more
favorable kickers to have, as he can kick the ball far
and plays in a dome.
MATT CAMPION:
Not much. Kicking is more about opportunities to score than anything else. Some of the most
productive fantasy kickers over the years have played in poor conditions, such as Adam Vinatieri
while with New England, and Mason Crosby in Green Bay.

2. Will you avoid some good kickers on strong offenses because they won't get as many FG
attempts?
JOHN MANUEL:
No. Extra points add up. Still go by the crap shoot scenario with kickers. I just think you should look
at anyone with a decent FG %.
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JOSH ESSIG:
Absolutely. Why do you think Janikowski is booting 60 yard field goals? Because the Raiders
struggle to sustain drives and convert on 3rd down. Since most leagues score FG kicks based on
distance, the less capable the offense is, the further away from the end zone they’ll be, thus the
farther the kick and the greater the chance of getting points.
MATT CAMPION:
Absolutely not. Extra points may not be worth as much, but they certainly add up. Stephen
Gostkowski finished as a top fantasy kicker in New England’s record-breaking 2007 offense kicking
occasional field goals and tons of extra points.

3. If you could have the best kicker in the league or the best defense which
would you choose and why?
JOHN MANUEL:
Defense. But a lot depends on what you get for points against in a league because defenses can
score huge points in a week and end up winning games by themselves. Kickers have to nail like 3 50
yarders to really break out.
JOSH ESSIG:
Oh defense without a doubt. A kicker is going to be a week-to-week kind of thing. With a kicker I feel
that there are far too many factors to consider for week-to-week consistency. Factors like weather,
the defense the offense will be going against, the field they’re playing on, etc. If you have a good
defense, you know they are going to go out there and hit the offense in the mouth, keep the scoring
low, force turnovers, and most importantly and get off the field quickly.
MATT CAMPION:
I would go with defense. Kickers are extremely unpredictable and unreliable in the long-term. Names
like Robbie Gould, Rob Bironas, Nate Kaeding, and Nick Folk have been top fantasy kickers in recent
years. Rarely do kickers repeat fantasy production on a year-to-year basis.
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DEFENSE ROUNDTABLE:
1. What is the earliest you would take a defense and who would it be?
JOHN MANUEL:
All depends on how my draft is going. If I get to the mid rounds and have a solid team I may reach for
a better defense like San Fran or Seattle. But if I still feel I need a RB or WR I take my chances
later. There are always some surprise D's you can pick up late.
JOSH ESSIG:
I like to fill out my roster first with players. You need to have depth at your player positions for BYE
weeks, injuries, etc. I like to make sure I have a QB, 2 WR’s, 2 RB’s, a TE, and at least 2 Flex
players before I draft a defense. It’s not that defense is less important, but rather depth can get you
versatility with your lineup. I can put a RB/TE/WR as a flex, but I can’t flex a defense.
Plus I always know that there are going to be people who reach on defenses like SF or SEA. Why
not wait a few extra rounds and take a team like CIN, CLE, or BAL. Most people make the mistake of
drafting a defense based on their total defense from the prior year. This doesn’t always correlate with
fantasy success. The Jets are a prime example of that.
MATT CAMPION:
I would take Seattle defense as early as pick 70 overall. I think they are more reliable than San
Francisco due to a stronger secondary. Historically, the Seahawks dominate at home, so I would
even be comfortable starting Seattle’s defense against a good offense if the game is being played in
Seattle.

2. Does it matter more to you the strength of the defense or the weakness of
their opponents?
JOHN MANUEL:
Only if you have a team that has a division with at least two questionable offenses or shaky rookie
QB's. But that might not matter anyone with the new week 17 divisional schedule so it could be a
factor for only 3 games at most.

JOSH ESSIG:
Both are important, but a strong defense will get you week-to-week consistency. Looking at the
schedule is something that I recommend taking into strong consideration when drafting a defense.
However, that is not and should not be the one single method you use towards selecting a defense.
If you do, you might as well just pick a defense last, and go week to week with the waiver wire
leftovers.
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MATT CAMPION:
Strength of the defense is more important, but the top priority is overall draft value. If the best
defenses are going early, it’s usually better to take positional players during the defensive rush and
plug in free agent defenses on a week-to-week basis against weak offenses. It’s always better to
play a mediocre defense against the Jaguars than to use a mid-round draft choice on a defense
outside of the top five.

3. What defensive category is most important for you in selecting a defense?
JOHN MANUEL:
I look at potential sacks if the points against
is not a big point maker. Sacks lead to
turnovers and defensive scores and even
interceptions. If a team can't get the
quarterback they are also going to give up
some points most likely.
JOSH ESSIG:
TURNOVERS!!!!! I can’t stress that enough,
turnovers count for points, and they take
possession away from the offense (so the
offense there for has less opportunity to
score/drive against your DST). You want a defense that can turn the ball over and get off the field. A
defense capable of turning the ball over has a higher likelihood of converting those turnovers into
defensive TD’s.
MATT CAMPION:
Both sacks and points allowed are extremely important statistics to consider in a defense. Sacks are
easy to replicate, and not as “random” as interceptions, fumble recoveries, or safeties. Most of a
defense’s fantasy points are derived from points allowed. Defenses that keep offenses from scoring
are generally regarded as the best defenses in both fantasy and real life.
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STEVE’S TOP 200 FANTASY FOOTBALL PLAYER RANKINGS:
1. RB Adrian Peterson (RB1)

41. WR Jordy Nelson (WR15)

81. TE Rob Gronkowski (TE5)

121. QB Matt Schaub (QB20)

161. WR Ryan Broyles (WR55)

2. RB Jamaal Charles (RB2)

42. WR Marques Colston
(WR16)

82. WR Kenny Britt (WR36)

122. DEF San Francisco (DEF1)

162. RB Willis McGahee
(RB48)

3. RB Arian Foster (RB3)

43. RB Le'Veon Bell (RB20)

83. RB Ryan Mathews (RB28)

123. TE Martellus Bennett
(TE12)

163. K David Akers (K7)

4. RB Doug Martin (RB4)

44. RB Montee Ball (RB21)

84. WR James Jones (WR37)

124. WR Brian Hartline (WR51)

164. WR Brandon LaFell
(WR56)

5. QB Aaron Rodgers (QB1)

45. WR Randall Cobb (WR17)

85. WR Denarius Moore (WR38)

6. RB Marshawn Lynch (RB5)

46. TE Tony Gonzalez (TE2)

86.QB Sam Bradford (QB15)

7. RB LeSean McCoy (RB6)

47. RB Lamar Miller (RB22)

87. RB Ben Tate (RB29)

127. QB Ryan Tannehill (QB21)

167. WR Brandon Lloyd
(WR57)

8. RB C.J. Spiller (RB7)

48. QB Colin Kaepernick
(QB8)

88. RB Mark Ingram (RB30)

128. RB Daryl Richardson
(RB42)

168. QB Alex Smith (QB26)

9. QB Drew Brees (QB2)

49. WR Eric Decker (WR18)

89. QB Joe Flacco (QB16)

129. DEF Seattle (DEF2)

169. DEF Baltimore (DEF8)

10. WR Calvin Johnson (WR1)

50. TE Vernon Davis (TE3)

90. WR Josh Gordon (WR39)

130. WR Golden Tate (WR52)

170. WR Jason Avant (WR58)

11. RB Ray Rice (RB8)

51. WR Danny Amendola
(WR19)

91. WR Miles Austin (WR40)

131. RB DeAngelo Williams
(RB43)

171. K Randy Bullock (K9)

12. QB Peyton Manning (QB3)

52. WR Steve Smith (WR20)

92. RB Jonathan Stewart (RB31)

132. DEF Chicago (DEF3)

172. RB Roy Helu Jr. (RB 49)

133. QB Jay Cutler (QB22)

173. DEF Green Bay (DEF9)

134.TE Ed Dickson (TE14)

174. WR Jeremy Kerley
(WR59)
175. TE Fred Davis (TE21)

93. RB BenJarvis Green-Ellis
(RB32)
94. WR Emmanuel Sanders
(WR41)

125. RB Rashard Mendenhall
(RB41)
126. TE Jermichael Finley
(TE13)

165.K Justin Tucker (K8)
166. TE Zach Miller (TE20)

13. WR A.J. Green (WR2)

53. QB Russell Wilson (QB9)

14. WR Dez Bryant (WR3)

54. WR Dwayne Bowe (WR21)

15. RB Trent Richardson (RB9)

55. WR Cecil Shorts (WR22)

95. TE Kyle Rudolph (TE6)

135. WR Greg Little (WR53)

16. RB Alfred Morris (RB10)

56. RB Eddie Lacy (RB23)

96. QB Josh Freeman (QB17)

136. WR Jon Baldwin (WR54)

97. RB Shane Vereen (RB33)

137.TE Dustin Keller (TE14)

98. WR Greg Jennings (WR42)

138. QB Michael Vick (QB23)

178.RB Ryan Williams (RB50)

17. WR Brandon Marshall (WR4)
18. RB Frank Gore (RB11)

57. RB Ahmad Bradshaw
(RB24)
58. WR Antonio Brown
(WR23)

176. WR Santana Moss
(WR60)
177. WR Jacoby Jones
(WR61)

19. RB Stevan Ridley (RB12)

59. WR Mike Wallace (WR24)

99. TE Greg Olsen (TE7)

139. TE Dwayne Allen (TE15)

179. K Sebastian Janikowski
(K10)

20. WR Roddy White (WR5)

60. WR Hakeem Nicks (WR25)

100. RB Fred Jackson (RB34)

140. K Matt Bryant (K1)

180. DEF St. Louis (DEF 10)

101. WR Chris Givens (WR43)

141. TE Brandon Myers (TE16)

181. K Garrett Hartley (K11)

102. RB Isaiah Pead (RB35)

142.TE Brent Celek (TE16)

182. WR Rod Streater (WR62)

21. RB Chris Johnson (RB13)
22. RB Steven Jackson (RB14)

61. WR Anquan Boldin
(WR26)
62. QB Robert Griffin III
(QB10)

23. WR Andre Johnson (WR6)

63. QB Matt Stafford (QB11)

103. WR Michael Floyd (WR44)

143. K Blair Walsh (K2)

183. K Dan Bailey (K12)

24. WR Demaryius Thomas (WR7)

64. WR T.Y. Hilton (WR27)

104. TE Owen Daniels (TE8)

144. TE Jordan Cameron (TE17)

184. DEF Tampa Bay (DEF11)

25. QB Tom Brady (QB4)

65. WR Pierre Garcon (WR28)

105. WR Vincent Brown (WR45)

145. RB Bryce Brown (RB44)

185. WR Laurent Robinson
(WR63)

26. RB Matt Forte (RB15)

66. RB Chris Ivory (RB25)

106. TE Brandon Pettigrew
(TE9)

146. K Stephen Gostkowski
(K3)

186. QB Matt Flynn (QB27)

27. RB Reggie Bush (RB16)

67. WR Torrey Smith (WR29)

107. QB Philip Rivers (QB18)

147. DEF Cincinnati (DEF4)

108. RB Ronnie Hillman (RB36)

148.QB Brandon Weeden
(QB24)

187. WR Julian Edelman
(WR63)
188. WR Nate Washington
(WR64)

109. RB Giovani Bernard (RB37)

149. K Phil Dawson (K4)

189. DEF Minnesota (DEF12)

110. TE Jared Cook (TE10)

150. DEF Houston (DEF5)

190. WR Nick Toon (WR65)

28. WR Larry Fitzgerald (WR8)
29. WR Julio Jones (WR9)
30. QB Matt Ryan (QB5)

68. WR DeSean Jackson
(WR30)
69. WR Stevie Johnson
(WR31)
70. RB DeMarco Murray
(RB26)

31. TE Jimmy Graham (TE1)

71. QB Tony Romo (QB12)

111. RB Bernard Pierce (RB38)

151. RB Vick Ballard (RB45)

191. QB E.J. Manuel (QB28)

32. QB Andrew Luck (QB6)

72. WR Mike Williams (WR32)

112. RB Andre Brown (RB39)

152. TE Coby Fleener (TE18)

192. RB Michael Bush (RB51)

33. RB Maurice Jones-Drew (RB17)

73. QB Eli Manning (QB13)

113. WR Alshon Jeffery (WR46)

153. RB Mikel Leshoure (RB46)

193. WR Doug Baldwin
(WR66)

34. WR Vincent Jackson (WR11)

74. TE Jason Witten (TE4)

114. TE Antonio Gates (TE11)

154. QB Carson Palmer (QB25)

194. DEF Buffalo (DEF13)

35. RB David Wilson (RB18)

75. WR Sidney Rice (WR33)

115. WR Aaron Dobson (WR47)

155. DEF Pittsburgh (DEF6)

195.QB Geno Smith (QB29)

76. WR Danario Alexander
(WR34)
77. RB Darren McFadden
(RB27)

116. RB Johnathan Franklin
(RB40)
117. WR Justin Blackmon
(WR48)

78. WR Tavon Austin (WR35)

39. RB Darren Sproles (RB19)
40. WR Reggie Wayne (WR 14)

36. QB Cam Newton (QB7)
37. WR Wes Welker (WR12)
38. WR Victor Cruz (WR13)

157.RB Danny Woodhead
(RB47)

196. DEF New England
(DEF14)
197. WR Mohamed Sanu
(WR67)

118. QB Andy Dalton (QB19)

158. K Greg Zuerlein (K6)

198. RB Pierre Thomas (RB52)

79. WR Lance Moore (WR36)

119. WR DeAndre Hopkins
(WR49)

159. TE Rob Housler (TE19)

199. QB Christian Ponder
(QB30)

80. QB Ben Roethlisberger
(QB14)

120. WR Kendall Wright (WR50)

160. DEF Arizona (DEF7)

200. WR Stephen Hill (WR68)
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156. K Matt Prater (K5)
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FANTASY QB POSITIONAL RANKINGS:
1. RB Adrian Peterson (RB1)

41. WR Jordy Nelson (WR15)

81. TE Rob Gronkowski (TE5)

121. QB Matt Schaub (QB20)

161. WR Ryan Broyles (WR55)

2. RB Jamaal Charles (RB2)

42. WR Marques Colston
(WR16)

82. WR Kenny Britt (WR36)

122. DEF San Francisco (DEF1)

162. RB Willis McGahee
(RB48)

3. RB Arian Foster (RB3)

43. RB Le'Veon Bell (RB20)

83. RB Ryan Mathews (RB28)

123. TE Martellus Bennett
(TE12)

163. K David Akers (K7)

4. RB Doug Martin (RB4)

44. RB Montee Ball (RB21)

84. WR James Jones (WR37)

124. WR Brian Hartline (WR51)

164. WR Brandon LaFell
(WR56)

5. QB Aaron Rodgers (QB1)

45. WR Randall Cobb (WR17)

85. WR Denarius Moore (WR38)

6. RB Marshawn Lynch (RB5)

46. TE Tony Gonzalez (TE2)

86.QB Sam Bradford (QB15)

7. RB LeSean McCoy (RB6)

47. RB Lamar Miller (RB22)

87. RB Ben Tate (RB29)

127. QB Ryan Tannehill (QB21)

167. WR Brandon Lloyd
(WR57)

8. RB C.J. Spiller (RB7)

48. QB Colin Kaepernick
(QB8)

88. RB Mark Ingram (RB30)

128. RB Daryl Richardson
(RB42)

168. QB Alex Smith (QB26)

9. QB Drew Brees (QB2)

49. WR Eric Decker (WR18)

89. QB Joe Flacco (QB16)

129. DEF Seattle (DEF2)

169. DEF Baltimore (DEF8)

10. WR Calvin Johnson (WR1)

50. TE Vernon Davis (TE3)

90. WR Josh Gordon (WR39)

130. WR Golden Tate (WR52)

170. WR Jason Avant (WR58)

11. RB Ray Rice (RB8)

51. WR Danny Amendola
(WR19)

91. WR Miles Austin (WR40)

131. RB DeAngelo Williams
(RB43)

171. K Randy Bullock (K9)

12. QB Peyton Manning (QB3)

52. WR Steve Smith (WR20)

92. RB Jonathan Stewart (RB31)

132. DEF Chicago (DEF3)

172. RB Roy Helu Jr. (RB 49)

133. QB Jay Cutler (QB22)

173. DEF Green Bay (DEF9)

134.TE Ed Dickson (TE14)

174. WR Jeremy Kerley
(WR59)
175. TE Fred Davis (TE21)

93. RB BenJarvis Green-Ellis
(RB32)
94. WR Emmanuel Sanders
(WR41)

125. RB Rashard Mendenhall
(RB41)
126. TE Jermichael Finley
(TE13)

165.K Justin Tucker (K8)
166. TE Zach Miller (TE20)

13. WR A.J. Green (WR2)

53. QB Russell Wilson (QB9)

14. WR Dez Bryant (WR3)

54. WR Dwayne Bowe (WR21)

15. RB Trent Richardson (RB9)

55. WR Cecil Shorts (WR22)

95. TE Kyle Rudolph (TE6)

135. WR Greg Little (WR53)

16. RB Alfred Morris (RB10)

56. RB Eddie Lacy (RB23)

96. QB Josh Freeman (QB17)

136. WR Jon Baldwin (WR54)

97. RB Shane Vereen (RB33)

137.TE Dustin Keller (TE14)

98. WR Greg Jennings (WR42)

138. QB Michael Vick (QB23)

178.RB Ryan Williams (RB50)

17. WR Brandon Marshall (WR4)
18. RB Frank Gore (RB11)

57. RB Ahmad Bradshaw
(RB24)
58. WR Antonio Brown
(WR23)

176. WR Santana Moss
(WR60)
177. WR Jacoby Jones
(WR61)

19. RB Steven Ridley (RB12)

59. WR Mike Wallace (WR24)

99. TE Greg Olsen (TE7)

139. TE Dwayne Allen (TE15)

179. K Sebastian Janikowski
(K10)

20. WR Roddy White (WR5)

60. WR Hakeem Nicks (WR25)

100. RB Fred Jackson (RB34)

140. K Matt Bryant (K1)

180. DEF St. Louis (DEF 10)

101. WR Chris Givens (WR43)

141. TE Brandon Myers (TE16)

181. K Garrett Hartley (K11)

102. RB Isaiah Pead (RB35)

142.TE Brent Celek (TE16)

182. WR Rod Streater (WR62)

21. RB Chris Johnson (RB13)
22. RB Steven Jackson (RB14)

61. WR Anquan Boldin
(WR26)
62. QB Robert Griffin III
(QB10)

23. WR Andre Johnson (WR6)

63. QB Matt Stafford (QB11)

103. WR Michael Floyd (WR44)

143. K Blair Walsh (K2)

183. K Dan Bailey (K12)

24. WR Demaryius Thomas (WR7)

64. WR T.Y. Hilton (WR27)

104. TE Owen Daniels (TE8)

144. TE Jordan Cameron (TE17)

184. DEF Tampa Bay (DEF11)

25. QB Tom Brady (QB4)

65. WR Pierre Garcon (WR28)

105. WR Vincent Brown (WR45)

145. RB Bryce Brown (RB44)

185. WR Laurent Robinson
(WR63)

26. RB Matt Forte (RB15)

66. RB Chris Ivory (RB25)

106. TE Brandon Pettigrew
(TE9)

146. K Stephen Gostkowski
(K3)

186. QB Matt Flynn (QB27)

27. RB Reggie Bush (RB16)

67. WR Torrey Smith (WR29)

107. QB Philip Rivers (QB18)

147. DEF Cincinnati (DEF4)

108. RB Ronnie Hillman (RB36)

148.QB Brandon Weeden
(QB24)

187. WR Julian Edelman
(WR64)
188. WR Nate Washington
(WR65)

109. RB Giovanni Bernard
(RB37)

149. K Phil Dawson (K4)

189. DEF Minnesota (DEF12)

110. TE Jared Cook (TE10)

150. DEF Houston (DEF5)

190. WR Nick Toon (WR66)

28. WR Larry Fitzgerald (WR8)
29. WR Julio Jones (WR9)
30. QB Matt Ryan (QB5)

68. WR DeSean Jackson
(WR30)
69. WR Stevie Johnson
(WR31)
70. RB Demarco Murray
(RB26)

31. TE Jimmy Graham (TE1)

71. QB Tony Romo (QB12)

111. RB Bernard Pierce (RB38)

151. RB Vic Ballard (RB45)

191. QB E.J. Manuel (QB28)

32. QB Andrew Luck (QB6)

72. WR Mike Williams (WR32)

112. RB Andre Brown (RB39)

152. TE Coby Fleener (TE18)

192. RB Michael Bush (RB51)

33. RB Maurice Jones-Drew (RB17)

73. QB Eli Manning (QB13)

113. WR Alshon Jeffery (WR46)

153. RB Mikel Leshoure (RB46)

193. WR Doug Baldwin
(WR67)

34. WR Vincent Jackson (WR11)

74. TE Jason Witten (TE4)

114. TE Antonio Gates (TE11)

154. QB Carson Palmer (QB25)

194. DEF Buffalo (DEF13)

35. RB David Wilson (RB18)

75. WR Sidney Rice (WR33)

115. WR Aaron Dobson (WR47)

155. DEF Pittsburgh (DEF6)

195.QB Geno Smith (QB29)

76. WR Danario Alexander
(WR34)
77. RB Darren McFadden
(RB27)

116. RB Jonathan Franklin
(RB40)
117. WR Justin Blackmon
(WR48)

78. WR Tavon Austin (WR35)

39. RB Darren Sproles (RB19)
40. WR Reggie Wayne (WR 14)

36. QB Cam Newton (QB7)
37. WR Wes Welker (WR12)
38. WR Victor Cruz (WR13)

157.RB Danny Woodhead
(RB47)

196. DEF New England
(DEF14)
197. WR Mohamed Sanu
(WR68)

118. QB Andy Dalton (QB19)

158. K Greg Zuerlein (K6)

198. RB Pierre Thomas (RB52)

79. WR Lance Moore (WR36)

119. WR DeAndre Hopkins
(WR49)

159. TE Rob Housler (TE19)

199. QB Christian Ponder
(QB30)

80. QB Ben Roethlisberger
(QB14)

120. WR Kendall Wright (WR50)

160. DEF Arizona (DEF7)

200. WR Stephen Hill (WR69)
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156. K Matt Prater (K5)
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NOTE: All 2013 Projected Stats are projected by Fanspeak’s Steve Shoup.
#1 Aaron Rodgers – Packers – Week 4 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

590

402

5,015

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
68.1

8.5

TD

Int

Yds

TD

41

9

300

4

Rodgers numbers dropped slightly this past season, but they could be heading back up as his
weapons appear to be healthier this year and the offensive line should be more stabilized. Rodgers
won't throw the ball as much as some QB's, but he's more efficient and won't turn the ball over.

#2 Drew Brees – Saints – Week 7 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

675

459

5,400

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
68.0

8.0

TD

Int

Yds

TD

42

16

25

1

Brees is a yardage and touchdown machine and should continue to be among the best in those
areas. With Sean Payton back on the sidelines, Brees should have a huge season. Only thing that
holds him back some is his interceptions are always a touch high.

#3 Peyton Manning – Broncos - Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

640

435

5,056

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
67.9

7.9

TD

Int

Yds

TD

39

13

20

0

30

Manning is still getting the job done, and this season the Broncos added a big piece both to his
weapons and his offensive line. Manning should see his numbers rise slightly this year as the
Broncos will likely throw the ball more this season.

#4 Tom Brady – Patriots – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

615

394

4,735

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
64.0

7.7

TD

Int

Yds

TD

32

10

50

2

Brady may be without many of his top weapons this season, but that has never stopped Tom Brady in
the past, so it is doubtful it will hurt him now. His yards and touchdowns could go down slightly, but it
shouldn't be anything drastic.

#5 Matt Ryan – Falcons – Week 6 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

610

406

4,758

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
66.5

7.8

TD

Int

Yds

TD

37

15

115

1

Ryan tied for the league lead in Comp% last year and has three of the best weapons in the league.
One question will be if they run more with S. Jackson this season which could take away a few red
zone TD's. He is still a very good fantasy starter and there is little reason to believe he'd significantly
regress.
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#6 Andrew Luck - Colts – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

640

416

4,992

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
65.0

7.8

TD

Int

Yds

TD

30

15

275

4

Luck should see his Comp% rise while his INT's fall with his college coach as his new OC and help
along the offensive line. Luck's attempts should also rise, which could lead him to have a huge
fantasy season. Though not as big as a factor as the read-option QB's, Luck will get a couple hundred
yards and 3-6 TD's on the ground as well.

#7 Cam Newton – Panthers – Week 4 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

495

287

3,811

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
58.0

7.7

TD

Int

Yds

TD

19

15

755

7

Newton has finished in the top 4 in fantasy scoring each of the last two years, but turnovers and
consistency can be an issue. While his rushing ability helps him out, it is tough to count on,
considering he had 6 fewer rushing TD's last season from 2011.

#8 Colin Kaepernick – 49ers – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

495

318

4,010

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
64.2

8.1

TD

Int

Yds

TD

26

8

855

6
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Kaepernick only played half a season, but between that and his postseason success there is a lot of
reason to believe he can be a fantasy star. The loss of Michael Crabtree hurts, but Kaepernick should
see his attempts increase, while also having the chance to lead all QB's in rushing.

#9 Russell Wilson – Seahawks – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

465

305

3,673

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
65.6

7.9

TD

Int

Yds

TD

29

9

650

6

Wilson exploded in the 2nd half of the year, and had 16 TD's to just 2 INT's in his final eight games.
While his passing attempts aren't expected to improve by that much, Wilson should be enough of a
rushing and TD (both passing and rushing) threat to make him a top 10 fantasy QB.

#10 Robert Griffin III – Redskins – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

460

302

3,588

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
65.7

7.8

TD

Int

Yds

TD

24

9

425

5

Griffin is coming back from a Jan. ACL injury so his rushing and overall production could be limited
early. Even with the increased injury risk and potential of a drop in production, Griffin is a hard guy to
bet against after he led the league in both passing and rushing yards per attempt in 2012.

#11 Matt Stafford – Lions – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

685

415

4,932

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
60.6

7.2

TD

Int

Yds

TD

28

17

100

2

33

It is very likely that once again Stafford has more attempts than any other QB. The big question is if
he can up his TD's and drop his INT's. If he improves his completion percentage he could also be in
line for more yards as well.

#12 Tony Romo – Cowboys – Week 11 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

630

412

4,788

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
65.4

7.6

TD

Int

Yds

TD

30

13

75

1

Romo may not throw as much as he did last season, but still figures to be a quality fantasy
quarterback. He always has a high completion percentage and yards per attempt. If he keeps his TD
rate steady while dropping his INT rate, he could crack the top 10. The Cowboys added some
weapons and offensive line help, though both areas need more work.

#13 Eli Manning – Giants – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

575

359

4,430

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
62.5

7.7

TD

Int

Yds

TD

29

16

35

0

Manning had a down season as the Giants offense struggled down the stretch and Manning couldn't
carry the team on his own. His receiving corps should be more productive this year and his offensive
line may improve as well. Eli does need to cut back on the INT's if he is going to move up this list.

#14 Ben Roethlisberger – Steelers – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

575

366

4,485

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
63.6

7.8

TD

Int

Yds

TD

28

14

100

1

34

Roethlisberger is typically a better fantasy quarterback than he gets credit for, because injuries have
kept him from having big fantasy seasons. With the Steelers offensive line healthier this year he could
see his numbers increase if he can keep himself healthy.

#15 Sam Bradford – Rams – Week 11 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

565

348

4,181

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
61.5

7.4

TD

Int

Yds

TD

26

15

115

1

Bradford is a high upside QB option this year. The Rams went out and added a number of weapons
while bolstering the offensive line. With the loss of RB Steven Jackson they are likely to focus
significantly on the pass as well this season. Though he hasn't been consistent so far in his career,
this could be Bradford's breakout year.

#16 Joe Flacco – Ravens – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

525

310

3,675

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
59.0

7.0

TD

Int

Yds

TD

21

10

70

2

Flacco is not a starting fantasy QB, but he has value given that he should be consistent this year. For
a back-up/ injury replacement quarterback, Flacco is a solid option. At the same time he should be
good for decent production most weeks.
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#17 Josh Freeman – Buccaneers – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

525

310

3,990

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
59.0

7.6

TD

Int

Yds

TD

27

16

200

1

Freeman is capable of 4,000 yards and 20-25 touchdowns, but the certainty factor is definitely not
there. If Freeman struggles at all this year he could even lose his starting job to rookie Mike Glennon.
That concern does move him down a few spots.

#18 Philip Rivers – Chargers – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

535

340

3,959

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
63.5

7.4

TD

Int

Yds

TD

25

15

40

0

Rivers numbers have gone down these past two years as he's lost a consistent running game and a
strong offensive line. While they should hopefully bounce back this season, those things are still
issues to watch. That being said he's a great number two fantasy QB to have.

#19 Andy Dalton – Bengals – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

540

342

3,760

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
63.3

7.0

TD

Int

Yds

TD

26

15

140

3

Dalton isn't a fantasy star, but he did improve his completion % by 4 points and saw his TD's rise by
7. He's a good back-up option to have and can help your team still win games if your starter goes
down.
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#20 Matt Schaub – Texans – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

555

357

4,329

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
64.3

7.8

TD

Int

Yds

TD

26

14

25

0

Schaub has at least 4,000 yards and 22 TD's in the last three seasons he's played a full 16 games.
He's a good back-up to have, but there are some concerns that his numbers could be falling some
this year.

#21 Ryan Tannehill – Dolphins – Week 6 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

550

357

4,070

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
63.0

7.4

TD

Int

Yds

TD

23

14

275

4

The Dolphins went out and added a number of weapons for Tannehill this season and the team is
expected to throw the ball more. One big question is how will the line hold up this year to protect him.
He should be a good back-up and has the potential to be more this year.

#22 Jay Cutler – Bears – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

475

287

3,442

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
60.1

7.2

TD

Int

Yds

TD

21

13

210

1

The Bears haven't thrown enough and Cutler hasn't been effective enough the past few years to even
consider him for a starting role. With a new system though and some added weapons and offensive
line help he could be a QB to watch.
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#23 Michael Vick – Eagles – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

385

235

3,005

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
61.0

7.8

TD

Int

Yds

TD

20

11

600

6

It's not a lock that Vick wins the starting job, and even if he does his injury history suggests he won't
play a full 16. Vick though could have some real value in Chip Kelly's offense, particularly if he can cut
down on his turnovers.

#24 Brandon Weeden – Browns – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

530

329

3,928

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
62.0

7.5

TD

Int

Yds

TD

25

15

75

1

Weeden isn't a lock for the starting job, but will likely win it. If he does he could thrive in this downfield
passing offense that has made fantasy stars of guys like Philip Rivers and Cam Newton. Weeden
probably won't be on their level, but he could be productive.

#25 Carson Palmer – Cardinals – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

540

319

3,834

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
59.1

7.1

TD

Int

Yds

TD

19

14

80

0

38

The Cardinals have a number of good passing weapons, a coach who wants to throw deep and a
rebuilt offensive line. The question is, can Palmer step up. He has the potential for 25+ TD's and over
4,000 yards, but he could struggle as well.

#26 Alex Smith – Chiefs – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

550

356

3,960

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
64.7

7.2

TD

Int

Yds

TD

24

11

170

2

Smith has a number of good passing weapons and a quality offensive line in front of him. The
question is can he be effective throwing the ball as much as Andy Reid likes to throw. He's the type of
guy who could have a sneaky good fantasy year.

#27 Matt Flynn – Raiders – Week 7 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

525

316

3,622

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
60.1

6.9

TD

Int

Yds

TD

20

14

115

1

Last year the Raiders finished 5th in passing attempts and 8th in yards, so Flynn could have
opportunities. Despite that he's not a safe fantasy option, given some questions at RT and with the
loss of TE Brandon Myers. He's a guy to watch, but not a guy that you will probably draft.
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#28 EJ Manuel – Bills – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

400

240

2,720

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
60.0

6.8

TD

Int

Yds

TD

16

13

650

6

Manuel is likely to win the starting job, and does offer dual threat potential, but he's probably a year
away from being a fantasy threat. The Bills are likely to be a run first team, and though Manuel will
help in that area, he probably won't put up the numbers of other recent dual threat QB's.

#29 Geno Smith – Jets – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

425

253

2,805

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
59.5

6.6

TD

Int

Yds

TD

18

15

325

4

Smith will probably win the starting job, but not much should be expected of him this season as the
Jets are in a serious rebuilding mode. Unlike Manuel, Smith probably doesn't have the support along
the line and among the skill positions to put together even a decent year.

#30 Christian Ponder – Vikings – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Passing
Att

Comp

Yds

425

269

3,145

Rushing

Comp% Yds/Att
63.3

7.4

TD

Int

Yds

TD

18

10

215

2

Ponder will likely further take on the game manager role this year. He may see a slight increase in his
production, but not enough to make him fantasy worthy.
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FANTASY RB POSITIONAL RANKINGS:
1. RB Adrian Peterson (RB1)

41. WR Jordy Nelson (WR15)

81. TE Rob Gronkowski (TE5)

121. QB Matt Schaub (QB20)

161. WR Ryan Broyles (WR55)

2. RB Jamaal Charles (RB2)

42. WR Marques Colston
(WR16)

82. WR Kenny Britt (WR36)

122. DEF San Francisco (DEF1)

162. RB Willis McGahee
(RB48)

3. RB Arian Foster (RB3)

43. RB Le'Veon Bell (RB20)

83. RB Ryan Mathews (RB28)

123. TE Martellus Bennett
(TE12)

163. K David Akers (K7)

4. RB Doug Martin (RB4)

44. RB Montee Ball (RB21)

84. WR James Jones (WR37)

124. WR Brian Hartline (WR51)

164. WR Brandon LaFell
(WR56)

5. QB Aaron Rodgers (QB1)

45. WR Randall Cobb (WR17)

85. WR Denarius Moore (WR38)

6. RB Marshawn Lynch (RB5)

46. TE Tony Gonzalez (TE2)

86.QB Sam Bradford (QB15)

7. RB LeSean McCoy (RB6)

47. RB Lamar Miller (RB22)

87. RB Ben Tate (RB29)

127. QB Ryan Tannehill (QB21)

167. WR Brandon Lloyd
(WR57)

8. RB C.J. Spiller (RB7)

48. QB Colin Kaepernick
(QB8)

88. RB Mark Ingram (RB30)

128. RB Daryl Richardson
(RB42)

168. QB Alex Smith (QB26)

9. QB Drew Brees (QB2)

49. WR Eric Decker (WR18)

89. QB Joe Flacco (QB16)

129. DEF Seattle (DEF2)

169. DEF Baltimore (DEF8)

10. WR Calvin Johnson (WR1)

50. TE Vernon Davis (TE3)

90. WR Josh Gordon (WR39)

130. WR Golden Tate (WR52)

170. WR Jason Avant (WR58)

11. RB Ray Rice (RB8)

51. WR Danny Amendola
(WR19)

91. WR Miles Austin (WR40)

131. RB DeAngelo Williams
(RB43)

171. K Randy Bullock (K9)

132. DEF Chicago (DEF3)

172. RB Roy Helu Jr. (RB 49)

133. QB Jay Cutler (QB22)

173. DEF Green Bay (DEF9)

134.TE Ed Dickson (TE14)

174. WR Jeremy Kerley
(WR59)
175. TE Fred Davis (TE21)

92. RB Johnathan Stewart
(RB31)
93. RB BenJarvis Green-Ellis
(RB32)
94. WR Emmanuel Sanders
(WR41)

125. RB Rashard Mendenhall
(RB41)
126. TE Jermichael Finley
(TE13)

165.K Justin Tucker (K8)
166. TE Zach Miller (TE20)

12. QB Peyton Manning (QB3)

52. WR Steve Smith (WR20)

13. WR A.J. Green (WR2)

53. QB Russell Wilson (QB9)

14. WR Dez Bryant (WR3)

54. WR Dwayne Bowe (WR21)

15. RB Trent Richardson (RB9)

55. WR Cecil Shorts (WR22)

95. TE Kyle Rudolph (TE6)

135. WR Greg Little (WR53)

16. RB Alfred Morris (RB10)

56. RB Eddie Lacy (RB23)

96. QB Josh Freeman (QB17)

136. WR Jon Baldwin (WR54)

97. RB Shane Vereen (RB33)

137.TE Dustin Keller (TE14)

98. WR Greg Jennings (WR42)

138. QB Michael Vick (QB23)

178.RB Ryan Williams (RB50)

17. WR Brandon Marshall (WR4)
18. RB Frank Gore (RB11)

57. RB Ahmad Bradshaw
(RB24)
58. WR Antonio Brown
(WR23)

176. WR Santana Moss
(WR60)
177. WR Jacoby Jones
(WR61)

19. RB Stevan Ridley (RB12)

59. WR Mike Wallace (WR24)

99. TE Greg Olsen (TE7)

139. TE Dwayne Allen (TE15)

179. K Sebastian Janikowski
(K10)

20. WR Roddy White (WR5)

60. WR Hakeem Nicks (WR25)

100. RB Fred Jackson (RB34)

140. K Matt Bryant (K1)

180. DEF St. Louis (DEF 10)

101. WR Chris Givens (WR43)

141. TE Brandon Myers (TE16)

181. K Garrett Hartley (K11)

102. RB Isaiah Pead (RB35)

142.TE Brent Celek (TE16)

182. WR Rod Streater (WR62)

21. RB Chris Johnson (RB13)
22. RB Steven Jackson (RB14)

61. WR Anquan Boldin
(WR26)
62. QB Robert Griffin III
(QB10)

23. WR Andre Johnson (WR6)

63. QB Matt Stafford (QB11)

103. WR Michael Floyd (WR44)

143. K Blair Walsh (K2)

183. K Dan Bailey (K12)

24. WR Demaryius Thomas (WR7)

64. WR T.Y. Hilton (WR27)

104. TE Owen Daniels (TE8)

144. TE Jordan Cameron (TE17)

184. DEF Tampa Bay (DEF11)

25. QB Tom Brady (QB4)

65. WR Pierre Garcon (WR28)

105. WR Vincent Brown (WR45)

145. RB Bryce Brown (RB44)

185. WR Laurent Robinson
(WR63)

26. RB Matt Forte (RB15)

66. RB Chris Ivory (RB25)

106. TE Brandon Pettigrew
(TE9)

146. K Stephen Gostkowski
(K3)

186. QB Matt Flynn (QB27)

27. RB Reggie Bush (RB16)

67. WR Torrey Smith (WR29)

107. QB Phillip Rivers (QB18)

147. DEF Cincinnati (DEF4)

108. RB Ronnie Hillman (RB36)

148.QB Brandon Weeden
(QB24)

187. WR Julian Edelman
(WR63)
188. WR Nate Washington
(WR64)

109. RB Giovani Bernard (RB37)

149. K Phil Dawson (K4)

189. DEF Minnesota (DEF12)

110. TE Jared Cook (TE10)

150. DEF Houston (DEF5)

190. WR Nick Toon (WR65)

28. WR Larry Fitzgerald (WR8)
29. WR Julio Jones (WR9)
30. QB Matt Ryan (QB5)

68. WR DeSean Jackson
(WR30)
69. WR Stevie Johnson
(WR31)
70. RB DeMarco Murray
(RB26)

31. TE Jimmy Graham (TE1)

71. QB Tony Romo (QB12)

111. RB Bernard Pierce (RB38)

151. RB Vick Ballard (RB45)

191. QB E.J. Manuel (QB28)

32. QB Andrew Luck (QB6)

72. WR Mike Williams (WR32)

112. RB Andre Brown (RB39)

152. TE Coby Fleener (TE18)

192. RB Michael Bush (RB51)

33. RB Maurice Jones-Drew (RB17)

73. QB Eli Manning (QB13)

113. WR Alshon Jeffery (WR46)

153. RB Mikel Leshoure (RB46)

193. WR Doug Baldwin
(WR66)

34. WR Vincent Jackson (WR11)

74. TE Jason Witten (TE4)

114. TE Antonio Gates (TE11)

154. QB Carson Palmer (QB25)

194. DEF Buffalo (DEF13)

35. RB David Wilson (RB18)

75. WR Sidney Rice (WR33)

115. WR Aaron Dobson (WR47)

155. DEF Pittsburgh (DEF6)

195.QB Geno Smith (QB29)

76. WR Danario Alexander
(WR34)
77. RB Darren McFadden
(RB27)

116. RB Jonathan Franklin
(RB40)
117. WR Justin Blackmon
(WR48)

78. WR Tavon Austin (WR35)

39. RB Darren Sproles (RB19)
40. WR Reggie Wayne (WR 14)

36. QB Cam Newton (QB7)
37. WR Wes Welker (WR12)
38. WR Victor Cruz (WR13)

157.RB Danny Woodhead
(RB47)

196. DEF New England
(DEF14)
197. WR Mohamed Sanu
(WR67)

118. QB Andy Dalton (QB19)

158. K Greg Zuerlein (K6)

198. RB Pierre Thomas (RB52)

79. WR Lance Moore (WR36)

119. WR DeAndre Hopkins
(WR49)

159. TE Rob Housler (TE19)

199. QB Christian Ponder
(QB30)

80. QB Ben Roethlisberger
(QB14)

120. WR Kendall Wright (WR50)

160. DEF Arizona (DEF7)

200. WR Stephen Hill (WR68)
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156. K Matt Prater (K5)

NOTE: All 2013 Projected Stats are projected by Fanspeak’s Steve Shoup.
#1 Adrian Peterson – Vikings – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

340

1,700

14

5.0

40

300

7.5

3

Peterson probably won't break 2,000 rushing yards this year (though I wouldn't bet against him), but
he's a good bet to lead running backs in rushing yards and touchdowns. He's not a back that will put
up huge receiving numbers, but they will be pretty good.

#2 Jamaal Charles – Chiefs – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

260

1,430

8

5.5

75

728

9.7

4

Charles may see his carries fall under Andy Reid, but similar style runners like Brian Westbrook and
LeSean McCoy have had huge years for Reid in the past. Charles should make up for his lack of
carries with a high number of receptions and receiving yards.

#3 Arian Foster – Texans – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

300

1,290

13

4.3

55

539

9.8

4

42

It's hard to bet against Foster despite some concerns about his workload. Foster will get plenty of
carries in an offense that is heavily run focused. He's also utilized both on the goalline and out of the
backfield.

#4 Doug Martin – Buccaneers – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

300

1,410

10

4.7

45

374

8.3

3

Martin had a great rookie campaign despite having a defense that gave up a lot of points forcing the
Bucs to abandon the run in some games. Martin was also without his two starting guards for a
combined 25 games last season. With a better defense, a year under his belt and his starting line set,
Martin is a good bet for a huge year.

#5 Marshawn Lynch – Seahawks – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

330

1,452

12

4.4

25

200

8.0

1

Lynch was an incredibly consistent runner last season, with 10 100 yard rushing games. Though his
YPC was a little high last year, he plays in a run first offense and is a really good bet for 10 or more
touchdowns.

#6 LeSean McCoy – Eagles – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

295

1,475

9

5.0

65

553

8.5

3
43

McCoy figures to be the focal point of the Eagles offense this year and he could even go over the 300
carry mark. In addition to his rushing value, McCoy should be a big weapon out of the backfield
adding a number of yards and TD's there as well.

#7 C.J. Spiller – Bills – Week12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

250

1,375

7

5.5

50

450

9.0

3

Spiller will be the top runner all year in Buffalo, in a system that figures to feature the run heavily. His
big play ability will allow him to get a lot of yards, and continue to make him a weapon in the passing
game.

#8 Ray Rice – Ravens – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

275

1,238

8

4.5

65

533

8.2

3

Rice may start to see his touches decrease slightly, but he should be still the primary weapon on this
offense. That is even truer now with Boldin gone and Pitta injured. Rice will make up for any lost
rushing production with an increase in receiving yardage.

#9 Trent Richardson – Browns – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

335

1,470

12

4.4

55

396

7.2

2

44

Richardson's numbers were down last season as defenses keyed in solely on him, but with a new
offensive system the Browns should be able to find ways to let Richardson run loose. Richardson also
figures to factor into their passing attack significantly as well.

#10 Alfred Morris – Redskins – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

315

1,449

12

4.6

15

113

7.5

0

Morris had a huge rookie year and figures to continue to take on a significant work load with RGIII
recovering from an injury. His YPC might not be sustainable and he's not much of a receiving threat,
but he should be top 10 (if not top 5) in rushing yards and TD's.

#11 Frank Gore – 49ers – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

275

1,238

9

4.5

35

280

8.0

2

Gore has 1,200 yards and 8 TD's in each of the last two years. He should fairly easily replicate those
numbers in a run heavy offense. He also should see his passing numbers jump up some as well.

#12 Stevan Ridley – Patriots – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

320

1,472

14

4.6

20

160

8.0

1
45

The Patriots let their number two back in terms of carries walk in free agency, and could rely more on
Ridley this season. One area where Ridley could possibly really boost his numbers is the goalline, if
the Patriots don't feel as confident throwing without all their top targets.

#13 Chris Johnson – Titans – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

320

1,504

7

4.7

40

328

8.2

3

The Titans did bring in Shonn Greene which could steal a couple TD's from Johnson, but Johnson's
total rushing attempts should jump up dramatically as the team figures to be more run focused this
year. The Titans also invested heavily in blockers this offseason, which should help pave the way for
Johnson.

#14 Steven Jackson – Falcons – Week 6 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

265

1,166

9

4.4

38

312

8.22

TD

Jackson continues to remain a 1,000 yard back, and now going to the high powered Falcons won't
have to do it all himself. Jackson is a safe bet for 10 or more TD's this season and should be involved
in the passing game as well.
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#15 Matt Forte – Bears – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

250

1,125

7

4.5

60

516

8.6

3

In the past the Bears have underutilized Forte, but they say they are hoping to change that this year.
Chicago also invested some in the offensive line this season which could help Forte as well. While his
touches should go up some, the thing to watch is whether or not his TD's rise, as he's averaged just 7
combined TD's a year.

#16 Reggie Bush – Lions – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

215

989

5

4.6

70

700

10.0

3

Bush had back-to-back big years in Miami and will now go to a team that has been desperate for a
running game for years. The Lions do have a make-shift offensive line and Bush will probably lose out
on goalline touches, but his value should still be high. He figures to factor in significantly to the
passing attack and it is likely that he adds 600+ yards that way.

#17 Maurice Jones-Drew – Jaguars – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

310

1,333

8

4.3

40

365

9.1

2
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The quarterback situation hasn't gotten any better for Jones-Drew, but at least the Jaguars now have
some receiving threats. Health is a slight question mark, but he should be a valuable fantasy option
this year.

#18 David Wilson – Giants – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

230

1,012

6

4.4

45

455

10.1

2

Wilson is expected to take over the feature back role in New York. While he will split carries
somewhat, Wilson should get the larger percentage and be more involved with the Giants passing
game.

#19 Darren Sproles – Saints – Week 7 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

65

358

3

5.5

85

765

9.0

5

Even in non-PPR leagues, Sproles has a ton of fantasy value. He had 1,300 combined yards in 2011
and 900 last year, while adding 9 TD's in 2011 and 8 a year ago. While Sproles 400 yard and 1 TD
drop-off could be concerning to some, he played in 3 fewer games. With a full 16 games and Sean
Payton back as the HC, expect a big year for Sproles.

#20 Le’Veon Bell – Steelers – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

240

1,056

9

4.4

30

219

7.2

2
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Bell figures to be the feature back in Pittsburgh this year and will likely get 225-275 carries this year.
He's a bigger back so he should stay in on goalline situations and has better hands than you'd
expect.

#21 Montee Ball – Broncos – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

200

900

9

4.5

22

176

8.0

1

Ball is favored to win the Broncos starting running back role, but it could end up being more of a
committee approach. I would still expect Ball to get 200 or more carries and he should get a fair
number of touchdowns.

#22 Lamar Miller – Dolphins – Week 6 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

245

1,102

7

4.5

40

300

7.5

2

Miller should take the Dolphins starting running back role this year and should hopefully put up similar
numbers to Reggie Bush. He probably won't get many short yardage opportunities, but he should still
be a solid fantasy back.
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#23 Eddie Lacy – Packers – Week 4 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

230

966

7

4.2

25

185

7.4

1

Lacy will likely split time with fellow rookie Jonathan Franklin, but Lacy should get the bulk of the
carries and all the goalline work.

#24 Ahmad Bradshaw – Colts – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

215

946

6

4.4

33

244

7.4

1

Bradshaw signed late, but he should have a nice impact in Indy. He managed over 1,000 yards last
season, despite missing some time due to injury. If he's healthy he could go over 1,000 again and
have 6-10 combined TD's.

#25 Chris Ivory – Jets – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

235

964

7

4.1

16

120

7.5

1

Ivory figures to win the starting running back job for the Jets. While it won't lead to huge numbers he
could be a consistent option, helping with yards, receiving and goalline scores.
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#26 DeMarco Murray – Cowboys – Week 11 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

200

860

5

4.3

35

259

7.4

2

Murray has shown big play potential, but he hasn't been healthy enough to rely on. If he's healthy he
could be a steal, but he's definitely not a guy you want to over draft.

#27 Darren McFadden – Raiders – Week 7 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

220

946

5

4.3

55

550

10.0

3

McFadden should benefit with the Raiders going back to a power running system, but the real issue
for him is his health. He's never played in more than 13 games in a season. If healthy he could be
pretty valuable, but he's too much of a risk to overdraft.

#28 Ryan Mathews – Chargers – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

200

780

4

3.9

30

213

7.1

2
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Mathews has not been able to stay healthy or live up to his first round potential. He's also likely to be
subbed out on passing downs and plays behind one of the weaker offensive lines. That all being said
he's still a starting running back and if even remotely healthy should be in line for 200 carries.

#29 Ben Tate – Texans – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

160

736

4

4.6

12

90

7.5

0

Even if Arian Foster stays healthy, Tate figures to get 7-10 carries a game. In a similar role, with a
couple spot starts, Tate managed over 900 yards in 2011. He should have solid success this year as
a back-up and if Foster were to go down, he's be a very valuable back.

#30 Mark Ingram – Saints – Week 7 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

225

900

7

4.0

10

75

7.5

0

Ingram has led the Saints in rushing attempts each of the last two years, and with Chris Ivory in NY,
Ingram could be the feature runner on this team and have over 1,000 yards. He won't do much in the
passing game, but he could still have solid numbers.
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#31 Jonathan Stewart – Panthers – Week 4 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

184

865

4

4.7

31

254

8.2

2

With the rushing split between Stewart, D. Williams and Cam Newton, Stewart's fantasy stock is
murky. Two years ago he did have over 1,100 combined yards and 5 TD's for a solid fantasy year. He
could do that again.

#32 BenJarvis Green-Ellis – Bengals – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

200

760

9

3.8

10

70

7.0

0

Green-Ellis had nearly 1,200 combined yards last season and 6 TD's, but should see that yardage
total drop considerably with the addition of Giovanni Bernard to the mix. Where Green-Ellis could
have value is with his rushing TD's which could rise this year.

#33 Shane Vereen – Patriots – Week10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

125

550

5

4.4

65

682

10.5

4

Vereen is unlikely to threaten Steven Ridley's lead back role, but he should take on much of the role
of Danny Woodhead who had over 700 combined yards last year. Vereen should improve on that and
could be pushing 1,000 combined yards this year.
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#34 Fred Jackson – Bills – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

165

693

3

4.2

30

195

6.5

1

Jackson is clearly behind C.J. Spiller, but he should still be given plenty of chances to get carries in
their offense. Jackson should also catch a fair number of balls as well. If anything were to happen to
Spiller, Jackson would then have a lot of value given the run first style the Bills are expected to
incorporate.

#35 Isaiah Pead – Rams – Week 11 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

200

900

5

4.5

38

380

10.0

3

Pead is suspended for the first game of the season, but should end up as the top option in the Rams
rushing attack. Pead also has the speed and agility to help as a receiver as well. He probably won't
be a big TD guy, but could add a couple through the air.

#36 Ronnie Hillman – Broncos – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

185

786

6

4.3

30

228

7.6

2
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Hillman figures to push Ball for the starting role in Denver. Though Ball will likely win it, Hillman is a
good insurance policy to have and he should get his fair share of carries.

#37 – Giovani Bernard – Bengals – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

185

888

3

4.8

40

400

10.0

3

Bernard will be the 2nd back to Green-Ellis in carries this year and won't be a goalline threat, but he
could boost his stock receiving. It wouldn't be surprising to see him get 400-600 yards through the air.

#38 – Bernard Pierce – Ravens – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

130

611

4

4.7

15

120

8.0

0

Pierce did a nice job last season as a complement to Ray Rice, but he's got no chance to unseat the
star running back. He will put up good back-up numbers and would obviously be a top starter if Rice
were to go down.

#39 Andre Brown – Giants – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

135

621

5

4.6

28

221

7.9

2
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Though David Wilson is expected to be the starter, Brown should get plenty of carries in a secondary
role.

#40 Johnathan Franklin – Packers – Week 4 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

165

743

5

4.5

35

294

8.4

3

Though Eddie Lacy is expected to have the starting role, Franklin will be competing for some time. He
also could get a lot of work in the passing game which could boost his value.

#41 Rashard Mendenhall – Cardinals – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

215

839

6

3.9

20

140

7.0

1

Bruce Arians knows Mendenhall from their Pittsburgh days, but can we trust Mendenhall to stay
healthy and keep the starting job. Even if he does start, running is likely the secondary option for this
team.

#42 Daryl Richardson – Rams – Week 11 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

115

541

2

4.7

20

202

10.1

1
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Richardson will start off the season starting for the Rams, and while Pead may end up as the starter it
should end up a time share. Richardson may be second in that mix, but he should get his fair share of
touches.

#43 DeAngelo Williams – Panthers – Week 4 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

175

893

3

5.1

20

220

11.0

2

Williams would see his fantasy stock jump up if he was the primary back, but with Jonathan Stewart
there and Cam Newton taking carries, he probably won't be much of a fantasy threat. Williams has
big play ability, but the touches will keep him from being valuable.

#44 Bryce Brown – Eagles – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

155

729

5

4.7

15

113

7.5

1

Brown will be LeSean McCoy's primary back-up in Philly and should get a 100+ carries in a
secondary role. If McCoy were to go down, he would have a lot of value in what looks to be a run first
system behind a strong offensive line.
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#45 Vick Ballard – Colts – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

135

540

5

4.0

20

170

8.5

1

Ballard will be backing up Ahmad Bradshaw this year, and could be called up for a bigger role if
Bradshaw can't stay healthy.

#46 Mikel Leshoure – Lions – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

165

644

7

3.9

22

176

8.0

1

Leshoure will be behind Reggie Bush, but is a guy worth looking at given how Bush has had injury
issues in the past and Leshoure should be the goalline back.

#47 Danny Woodhead – Chargers – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

75

345

1

4.6

40

440

11.0

3

Woodhead won't take on the starting role if Ryan Mathews were to get injured, but he's such an
effective weapon catching passes that he should still deliver some fantasy value.
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#48 Willis McGahee – Free Agent
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

FA

FA

FA

FA

FA

FA

FA

FA

McGahee hasn't been signed yet, but he should be the top target when the first running back gets
injured. McGahee was still effective last year with the Broncos before getting injured and if he gets
carries he will produce.

#49 Roy Helu Jr. – Redskins – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

95

447

1

4.7

40

344

8.6

3

Helu is primed to be the Redskins 3rd down back and back-up to Alfred Morris. While his fantasy stock
would soar if Morris were to go down, Helu is a risker back-up than some others. He probably won't
get as many carries when Morris is healthy and he has his own injury concerns to worry about.

#50 Ryan Williams – Cardinals – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

100

420

5

4.2

20

206

10.3

1

Williams had incredible potential coming out of Virginia Tech two years ago, but injuries have derailed
his career. If he proves himself healthy he could overtake Mendenhall for the starting job.
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#51 Michael Bush – Bears – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

85

349

4

4.1

12

84

7.0

0

Bush had 400 yards and 5 TD's last season as Matt Forte's back-up, and should put up similar
numbers this year as well. He doesn't offer much as a receiver though which holds him back some.

#52 Pierre Thomas – Saints – Week 7 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Rushing

Receiving

Att

Yds

TD

Yds/Att

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

105

462

4

4.4

40

360

9.0

1

Thomas continues to get a significant number of snaps for the Saints and has over 1,700 combined
yards over the last two years. In a crowed backfield he will never get a true starting role, but is a
decent depth option.
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FANTASY WR POSITIONAL RANKINGS:
1. RB Adrian Peterson (RB1)

41. WR Jordy Nelson (WR14)

81. TE Rob Gronkowski (TE5)

121. QB Matt Schaub (QB20)

161. WR Ryan Broyles (WR55)

2. RB Jamaal Charles (RB2)

42. WR Marques Colston
(WR15)

82. WR Kenny Britt (WR36)

122. DEF San Francisco (DEF1)

162. RB Willis McGahee
(RB48)

3. RB Arian Foster (RB3)

43. RB Le'Veon Bell (RB20)

83. RB Ryan Mathews (RB28)

123. TE Martellus Bennett
(TE12)

163. K David Akers (K7)

4. RB Doug Martin (RB4)

44. RB Montee Ball (RB21)

84. WR James Jones (WR37)

124. WR Brian Hartline (WR51)

164. WR Brandon LaFell
(WR56)

5. QB Aaron Rodgers (QB1)

45. WR Randall Cobb (WR16)

85. WR Denarius Moore (WR38)

6. RB Marshawn Lynch (RB5)

46. TE Tony Gonzalez (TE2)

86.QB Sam Bradford (QB15)

7. RB LeSean McCoy (RB6)

47. RB Lamar Miller (RB22)

87. RB Ben Tate (RB29)

127. QB Ryan Tannehill (QB21)

167. WR Brandon Lloyd
(WR57)

8. RB C.J. Spiller (RB7)

48. QB Colin Kaepernick
(QB8)

88. RB Mark Ingram (RB30)

128. RB Daryl Richardson
(RB42)

168. QB Alex Smith (QB26)

9. QB Drew Brees (QB2)

49. WR Eric Decker (WR17)

89. QB Joe Flacco (QB16)

129. DEF Seattle (DEF2)

169. DEF Baltimore (DEF8)

10. WR Calvin Johnson (WR1)

50. TE Vernon Davis (TE3)

90. WR Josh Gordon (WR39)

130. WR Golden Tate (WR52)

170. WR Jason Avant (WR58)

11. RB Ray Rice (RB8)

51. WR Danny Amendola
(WR18)

91. WR Miles Austin (WR40)

131. RB DeAngelo Williams
(RB43)

171. K Randy Bullock (K9)

12. QB Peyton Manning (QB3)

52. WR Steve Smith (WR19)

92. RB Jonathan Stewart (RB31)

132. DEF Chicago (DEF3)

172. RB Roy Helu Jr. (RB 49)

133. QB Jay Cutler (QB22)

173. DEF Green Bay (DEF9)

134.TE Ed Dickson (TE14)

174. WR Jeremy Kerley
(WR59)
175. TE Fred Davis (TE21)

93. RB BenJarvis Green-Ellis
(RB32)
94. WR Emmanuel Sanders
(WR41)

125. RB Rashard Mendenhall
(RB41)
126. TE Jermichael Finley
(TE13)

165.K Justin Tucker (K8)
166. TE Zach Miller (TE20)

13. WR A.J. Green (WR2)

53. QB Russell Wilson (QB9)

14. WR Dez Bryant (WR3)

54. WR Dwayne Bowe (WR20)

15. RB Trent Richardson (RB9)

55. WR Cecil Shorts (WR21)

95. TE Kyle Rudolph (TE6)

135. WR Greg Little (WR53)

16. RB Alfred Morris (RB10)

56. RB Eddie Lacy (RB23)

96. QB Josh Freeman (QB17)

136. WR Jon Baldwin (WR54)

97. RB Shane Vereen (RB33)

137.TE Dustin Keller (TE14)

98. WR Greg Jennings (WR42)

138. QB Michael Vick (QB23)

178.RB Ryan Williams (RB50)

17. WR Brandon Marshall (WR4)
18. RB Frank Gore (RB11)

57. RB Ahmad Bradshaw
(RB24)
58. WR Antonio Brown
(WR22)

176. WR Santana Moss
(WR60)
177. WR Jacoby Jones
(WR61)

19. RB Steven Ridley (RB12)

59. WR Mike Wallace (WR23)

99. TE Greg Olsen (TE7)

139. TE Dwayne Allen (TE15)

179. K Sebastian Janikowski
(K10)

20. WR Roddy White (WR5)

60. WR Hakeem Nicks (WR24)

100. RB Fred Jackson (RB34)

140. K Matt Bryant (K1)

180. DEF St. Louis (DEF 10)

101. WR Chris Givens (WR43)

141. TE Brandon Myers (TE16)

181. K Garrett Hartley (K11)

102. RB Isaiah Pead (RB35)

142.TE Brent Celek (TE16)

182. WR Rod Streater (WR62)

21. RB Chris Johnson (RB13)
22. RB Steven Jackson (RB14)

61. WR Anquan Boldin
(WR25)
62. QB Robert Griffin III
(QB10)

23. WR Andre Johnson (WR6)

63. QB Matt Stafford (QB11)

103. WR Michael Floyd (WR44)

143. K Blair Walsh (K2)

183. K Dan Bailey (K12)

24. WR Demaryius Thomas (WR7)

64. WR T.Y. Hilton (WR26)

104. TE Owen Daniels (TE8)

144. TE Jordan Cameron (TE17)

184. DEF Tampa Bay (DEF11)

25. QB Tom Brady (QB4)

65. WR Pierre Garcon (WR27)

105. WR Vincent Brown (WR45)

145. RB Bryce Brown (RB44)

185. WR Laurent Robinson
(WR63)

26. RB Matt Forte (RB15)

66. RB Chris Ivory (RB25)

106. TE Brandon Pettigrew
(TE9)

146. K Stephen Gostkowski
(K3)

186. QB Matt Flynn (QB27)

27. RB Reggie Bush (RB16)

67. WR Torrey Smith (WR28)

107. QB Phillip Rivers (QB18)

147. DEF Cincinnati (DEF4)

108. RB Ronnie Hillman (RB36)

148.QB Brandon Weeden
(QB24)

187. WR Julian Edelman
(WR64)
188. WR Nate Washington
(WR65)

109. RB Giovanni Bernard
(RB37)

149. K Phil Dawson (K4)

189. DEF Minnesota (DEF12)

110. TE Jared Cook (TE10)

150. DEF Houston (DEF5)

190. WR Nick Toon (WR66)

28. WR Larry Fitzgerald (WR8)
29. WR Julio Jones (WR9)
30. QB Matt Ryan (QB5)

68. WR DeSean Jackson
(WR29)
69. WR Stevie Johnson
(WR30)
70. RB Demarco Murray
(RB26)

31. TE Jimmy Graham (TE1)

71. QB Tony Romo (QB12)

111. RB Bernard Pierce (RB38)

151. RB Vic Ballard (RB45)

191. QB E.J. Manuel (QB28)

32. QB Andrew Luck (QB6)

72. WR Mike Williams (WR31)

112. RB Andre Brown (RB39)

152. TE Coby Fleener (TE18)

192. RB Michael Bush (RB51)

33. RB Maurice Jones-Drew (RB17)

73. QB Eli Manning (QB13)

113. WR Alshon Jeffery (WR46)

153. RB Mikel Leshoure (RB46)

193. WR Doug Baldwin
(WR67)

34. WR Vincent Jackson (WR10)

74. TE Jason Witten (TE4)

114. TE Antonio Gates (TE11)

154. QB Carson Palmer (QB25)

194. DEF Buffalo (DEF13)

35. RB David Wilson (RB18)

75. WR Sidney Rice (WR32)

115. WR Aaron Dobson (WR47)

155. DEF Pittsburgh (DEF6)

195.QB Geno Smith (QB29)

76. WR Danario Alexander
(WR33)
77. RB Darren McFadden
(RB27)

116. RB Jonathan Franklin
(RB40)
117. WR Justin Blackmon
(WR48)

78. WR Tavon Austin (WR34)

39. RB Darren Sproles (RB19)
40. WR Reggie Wayne (WR 13)

36. QB Cam Newton (QB7)
37. WR Wes Welker (WR11)
38. WR Victor Cruz (WR12)

157.RB Danny Woodhead
(RB47)

196. DEF New England
(DEF14)
197. WR Mohamed Sanu
(WR68)

118. QB Andy Dalton (QB19)

158. K Greg Zuerlein (K6)

198. RB Pierre Thomas (RB52)

79. WR Lance Moore (WR35)

119. WR DeAndre Hopkins
(WR49)

159. TE Rob Housler (TE19)

199. QB Christian Ponder
(QB30)

80. QB Ben Roethlisberger
(QB14)

120. WR Kendall Wright (WR50)

160. DEF Arizona (DEF7)

200. WR Stephen Hill (WR69)
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156. K Matt Prater (K5)

NOTE: All 2013 Projected Stats are projected by Fanspeak’s Steve Shoup.
#1 Calvin Johnson – Lions – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

100

1,670

16.7

8

Johnson probably won't have a record setting season in receiving yardage, but he should do just fine
in that department. Johnson can make up any lost value with increasing his TD total from a year ago.

#2 A.J. Green – Bengals – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

105

1,491

14.2

11

Green had a great sophomore campaign and figures to keep growing this year. He's a big red zone
target for the Bengals and he could league the league in receiving TD's.

#3 Dez Bryant – Cowboys – Week 11 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

95

1,435

15.1

11

The Cowboys continue to look to be a passing first team given their questionable running back depth.
Given that Bryant should be highly targeted, and should finish top 5 in yards and touchdowns.
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#4 Brandon Marshall – Bears – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

90

1,180

13.1

13

Marshall was Jay Cutler's go to receiver last year. He figures to still be the primary option though it
should be expected that he sees a slight drop-off in production this season as the Bears have a new
offense in place and are hoping some other targets emerge.

#5 Roddy White – Falcons – Week 6 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

102

1,438

14.1

11

White continues to be the Falcons primary receiving target and should once again be at or near 100
receptions. He should be top 10 in receiving yardage and in the 8-10 TD mix.

#6 Andre Johnson – Texans – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

110

1,562

14.2

7

Johnson remains one of the premier receivers in the league for catches and yards, and has gone
over 100 catches and 1,500 yards each of the last three seasons he's played in 16 games. His
touchdowns were down last year, but with an added weapon on offense he might get some additional
chances.
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#7 Demaryius Thomas – Broncos – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

93

1,451

15.6

10

Thomas could actually see his targets and the rest of his numbers fall slightly with Wes Welker now in
the mix, but he should still put up a huge year. The Broncos could look to increase their total passing
attempts to help minimize the lost targets.

#8 Larry Fitzgerald – Cardinals – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

106

1,431

13.5

11

Fitzgerald's numbers took a nose dive as the offense crumbled around him. This year with an
improvement at quarterback, a better offense around him and a top level offensive coach, Fitzgerald
is a good bet to have a big bounce back season.

#9 Julio Jones – Falcons – Week 6 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

84

1,344

16.0

8

Jones had a great sophomore campaign and is in a high powered offense in Atlanta. Though he may
be the big play weapon in the Falcons offense, he will likely still be behind White as a target. Jones
should still put up big numbers and be a fantasy stud.
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#10 Vincent Jackson – Buccaneers – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

80

1,424

17.8

8

Jackson continued being one of the best deep ball receivers in the league and averaged over 19
yards per catch. That number might not be entirely sustainable, but he should be a league leader in
that area. If the Buccaneers can target him more often Jackson, could be the top fantasy receiver.

#11 Wes Welker – Broncos – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

106

1,219

11.5

6

Welker joins a loaded Broncos passing attack, and could see a slight decline in his targets and overall
numbers. Even with that he should be around 110 catches and well over 1,000 yards. Touchdowns
have always been a question mark for him, so don't expect a double-digit number.

#12 Victor Cruz – Giants – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

90

1,314

14.6

7

Cruz had a down year last season, but the entire Giants offense was a little stagnant which
contributed to his decline. Cruz is a good bet to lead the team in catches and be over 1,000 yards.
Touchdowns should be solid, but he probably won't lead the team in this category.
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#13 Reggie Wayne – Colts – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

115

1,460

12.7

6

Wayne is still the top receiver with the Colts and he should actually benefit from a new offensive
system that won't stretch the field vertically as much. Wayne is far more effective in the intermediate
area and should be in the mix for 100 catches and 1,200-1,300 yards.

#14 Jordy Nelson – Packers – Week 4 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

70

1,106

15.8

11

Nelson looks to be healthy this season and should be Aaron Rodgers favorite big play weapon.
Expect him to lead the team in yards and touchdowns, and to have his numbers closer to 2011 than
2012. Nelson’s preseason injury bears watching, but it shouldn’t drop him too much just yet.

#15 Marques Colston – Saints – Week 7 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

80

1,112

13.9

9

Colston is the model of consistency, with 80 or more catches and over 1,000 yards in each of the last
three seasons. Expect another 80 catch, 1,100 yard and 8 TD type of season from Colston.
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#16 Randall Cobb – Packers – Week 4 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving

Rushing

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

Yds

TD

75

915

12.2

8

175

2

Cobb may actually lead the Packers in targets, but probably won't match Nelson in yards or TD's.
Where Cobb could have additional value is as a runner. Expect him to get 10-25 carries this season
and add 150-200 rushing yards.

#17 Eric Decker – Broncos – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

76

973

12.8

10

Decker will likely see his catches and targets drop now that Wes Welker is in place, but he could still
be a strong red zone weapon. It's a contract year for him so expect him to come up big and still be a
strong fantasy option.

#18 Danny Amendola – Patriots – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

100

1,100

11.0

7

Amendola should do a fairly good job of replacing Wes Welker, but he probably won't put up as
strong of numbers. If he stays healthy, He should be near 100 catches and over 1,000 yards, but that
can be a pretty big if.
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#19 Steve Smith – Panthers – Week 4 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

80

1,296

16.2

5

Smith continues to be a highly productive receiver and should once again be in the mix for 70-80
catches and 1,100-1,300 yards. Touchdowns aren't as much of a sure thing, but with that many
targets he should at least get some chances.

#20 Dwayne Bowe – Chiefs – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

85

1,198

14.1

8

Bowe's outlook became a lot better when Reid was hired as the head coach and Alex Smith was
brought in at QB. Smith isn't a great QB, but he's probably the best to ever be paired up with Bowe.
He should be in line for over a 1,000 yards and 8-10 TD.

#21 Cecil Shorts – Jaguars – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

85

1,334

15.7

7

Shorts is cursed with perhaps the worst QB situation in the league, but he dealt with that same
situation last year and he had nearly 1,000 yards and 7 TD. Last year Shorts missed two games and
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didn't even start the first couple. This year even with poor QB play, he should go over 1,000 yards
and be around 10 TD's.

#22 Antonio Brown – Steelers – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

75

1,102

14.7

8

With Mike Wallace in Miami and Heath Miller a bit hobbled, Brown has a chance for a big year. 80+
catches, 1,100 yards and 7-10 touchdowns is about the range you should expect from him.

#23 Mike Wallace – Dolphins – Week 6 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

70

1,155

16.5

8

Wallace should be the go to receiver in Miami, and has a good young QB in Ryan Tannehill to work
with, but it's definitely a downgrade from Pittsburgh. He still should lead the Dolphins in just about
every category, but will likely see a decline in his overall production.

#24 Hakeem Nicks – Giants – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

67

905

13.5

8

69

Nicks is a big time receiver when he’s healthy and on the field at 100%, but unfortunately that hasn't
happened as often as the Giants would like. Nicks may miss a game or two, but should still put up big
yards, and TD numbers, though he may be shy of breaking 1,000.

#25 Anquan Boldin – 49ers – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

74

888

12.0

8

With Michael Crabtree out, Boldin is now the primary receiver in San Francisco. The 49ers aren't
expected to be pass heavy this year, but Boldin should still put up strong numbers. They will be right
around 1,000 yards and he could break double-digit TD's.

#26 T.Y. Hilton – Colts – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

60

960

16.0

5

Hilton could see him numbers rise as the Colts will likely focus on some shorter routes, leading to
more catches. He probably won't push 1,000 yards, but he should come fairly close and the potential
is there for more.

#27 Pierre Garcon – Redskins – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

70

952

13.6

5
70

Garcon figures to be the Redskins top target this year and could push for a thousand yards. He's still
dealing with a foot injury and is part of an offense that didn't throw the ball a lot last year, so he's
more likely to be under. Even without 1,000 yards he should be good for 150+ fantasy points.

#28 Torrey Smith – Ravens – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

58

928

16.0

9

Smith was the Ravens big deep threat last season and it helped boost his yards and TD numbers.
With Boldin traded away and Pitta on IR, Smith has the chance to step up significantly this season.
He has the potential for a big season, but probably more likely for only a slight upgrade from last year.

#29 DeSean Jackson – Eagles – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving

Rushing

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

Yds

TD

60

942

15.7

5

325

2

Jackson should see an increase percentage of targets with Jeremy Maclin out, but it could be a wash if
the Eagles overall targets decline. Jackson has a lot of fantasy upside though, as he could be utilized
as a runner in Chip Kelly's offense.

#30 – Stevie Johnson – Bills – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

70

924

13.2

6

71

Johnson has been very consistent the past three years going over 1,000 yards and 6-10 TD's. The
Bills added more receiving weapons this year which could help Johnson get more open. With a likely
rookie quarterback though, the Bills overall targets should decrease which could lead to a fantasy
value decrease for Johnson

#31 – Mike Williams – Buccaneers – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

68

986

14.5

7

Williams was just 4 yards shy of 1,000 last year and had 9 touchdowns last year, but it could be tough
for him to match that or exceed it with Jackson as the primary target. Few teams can have multiple
receivers with 1,000 plus yards and the Buccaneers might not throw enough to do so. That being
said, 800+ yards and 6-10 TD's is a good target area for him.

#32 Sidney Rice – Seahawks – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

60

924

15.4

8

Rice has a big opportunity with Percy Harvin out and should be the Seahawks leading receiver. He
could push 1,000 yards, but the Seahawks aren't expected to throw the ball a lot this year which will
likely keep him under that number.

#33 – Danario Alexander – Chargers – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

70

994

14.2

5

72

Alexander in 10 games (7 starts) had 37 catches, 658 yards and 7 TD's as a mid-year pick-up. With a
full offseason and 16 games he has the potential for huge numbers. Unfortunately Alexander has
dealt with a number of injury issues, which makes it likely he won't play a full 16 games.

#34 Tavon Austin – Rams – Week 11 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving

Rushing

Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

Yds

TD

74

873

11.8

5

325

3

The Rams didn't trade up to the 8th pick in the draft to grab the dynamic Austin to have him sitting on
the sidelines. He figures to be highly involved in their passing game out of the slot, and will probably
contribute to the ground game as well.

#35 Lance Moore – Saints – Week 7 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

70

910

13.0

7

Moore went over 1,000 yards last year for the first time in his career, but he's likely to see a
regression even with being in a high powered offense. Moore's YPC were 4 yards above his career
average and will probably bring his numbers down a couple hundred yards given the same number of
catches.
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#36 Kenny Britt – Titans – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

56

874

15.6

4

Britt has always had big play ability and potential, but injuries and inconsistencies have prevented him
from taking the next step. He will likely lead the Titans in yards and TD's, but with questionable
quarterback play it is tough to have high hopes for Britt.

#37 James Jones – Packers – Week 4 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

58

789

13.6

9

Jones had been a solid receiver for years, but really jumped on fantasy radars last year with 14
receiving touchdowns and nearly 800 yards. He's unlikely to replicate the touchdowns this year, but
should be in the 700-800 yards range again.

#38 Denarius Moore – Raiders – Week 7 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

70

938

13.4

5

Moore had a bit of a breakout season last year and should once again be a solid fantasy option, but
the Raiders quarterback situation doesn't give a lot of confidence for him to jump to the next fantasy
level.
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#39 Josh Gordon - Browns – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

55

902

16.4

6

Gordon had a big year for the Browns considering he was dealing with a rookie quarterback and he
was a supplemental draft pick himself. The Browns passing attack is expected to improve this year,
but unfortunately fantasy players will need to wait two weeks to see how it helps Gordon. He’s
suspended the first two weeks but should be a solid starter the rest of the year.

#40 Miles Austin – Cowboys – Week 11 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

62

924

14.9

6

Austin continues to put up solid numbers, but he isn't consistent enough and disappears too often to
count on to be a big time threat. With Dez Bryant and Jason Witten as the top two targets it is unlikely
that Austin can boost his production significantly.

#41 Emmanuel Sanders – Steelers – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

65

917

14.1

6

75

With Mike Wallace gone and Heath Miller recovering from injuries, Sanders has a good chance of
being the 2nd target in the Steelers offense. In 2011 that 2nd option (Antonio Brown) ended up with
over 1,000 yards. Sanders may come up short of that, but he should be productive.

#42 Greg Jennings – Vikings – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

80

976

12.2

5

Jennings is the Vikings number one receiver option, but there is still some concern about drafting him
too early. Jennings is coming off an injury filled year and a significant down grade in quarterback play.
Also, the Vikings are likely to be one of the league's worst teams in passing attempts.

#43 Chris Givens – Rams – Week 11 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

64

960

15.0

5

With all the hype surrounding the additions of Cook and Austin it is easy to forget that Givens had
almost 700 yards last year and three touchdowns. This year he should have an expanded role and be
in that 750-900 yard range.
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#44 Michael Floyd – Cardinals – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

71

951

13.4

5

Floyd started off the year slow as a rookie, but picked things up later in the year. With a new offensive
coach and better quarterback play, Floyd should be expected to improve on his numbers last season.

#45 Vincent Brown – Chargers – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

45

630

14.0

3

Brown has a ton of potential and if he ends up as one of the Chargers top 3 receivers he could have
big fantasy value. He's been injured early in camp and faces a lot of competition in camp this year.
He's a somewhat risky sleeper, but the potential is there.

#46 Alshon Jeffery - Bears – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

60

822

13.7

7

Jeffery made the most out of his targets as a rookie, but he wasn't consistent about getting open. This
year though he could be in line for a solid year if the Bears open up their passing game more.
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#47 Aaron Dobson – Patriots – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

65

910

14.0

6

While Danny Amendola may will the Wes Welker role, someone else needs to step up. Rookie Aaron
Dobson is a likely choice and could be in line for a pretty big year with Tom Brady throwing to him.

#48 Justin Blackmon- Jaguars – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

50

655

13.1

5

Blackmon finished with over 800 yards as a rookie, though over 200 of that came in one game. He's
got potential and will be the clear cut number two receiver in Jacksonville. While their QB play leaves
a lot to be desired, they should throw the ball a lot. Blackmon though does fall due to a 4 game
suspension.

#49 DeAndre Hopkins – Texans – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

60

840

14.0

7

Hopkins is the clear favorite for the Texans number two job after being taken in the first round. With
Andre Johnson opposite him, Hopkins shouldn't draw too many tough coverages, giving him plenty of
freedom this season.
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#50 Kendall Wright – Titans – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

68

782

11.5

3

Wright will probably lead the Titans in catches, but his yards and TD's may be a little low. He could
emerge as Jake Locker's go to target though, particularly as a safety valve.

#51 Brian Hartline – Dolphins – Week 6 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

60

810

13.5

2

Hartline was one of just 19 receivers to break the 1,000 yard barrier last season, but his fantasy value
was limited as he scored just a single touchdown. Hartline is unlikely to replicate that yardage
number, given all the additions the Dolphins made, but he could still have fantasy value if he can find
the endzone more often.

#52 Golden Tate – Seahawks – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

55

781

14.2

6

Tate's fantasy stock made a huge jump when Percy Harvin went down with an injury. He's unlikely to
put up huge numbers since they aren't expected to pass a lot, but he could be a solid depth option.
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#53 Greg Little – Browns – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

65

832

12.8

6

Little has struggled so far in his NFL career and hasn't lived up to his 2 nd round billing. He should fit
into new OC Norv Turner's offense better and this could be the year he steps up. I wouldn’t expect
1,000 yards, but he should have decent yardage and TD numbers.

#54 Jon Baldwin – Chiefs – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

60

768

12.8

5

Baldwin is expected to be Chiefs 2nd receiver and third target behind Bowe and Charles. Baldwin
hasn't shown much his first two years, but could be poised for a breakout this year.

#55 Ryan Broyles – Lions – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

68

785

11.9

4

Broyles could emerge as the number two receiver for the Lions this year and could end up 60-75
catches if he can stay healthy.
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#56 Brandon LaFell – Panthers – Week 4 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

53

806

15.2

4

LaFell has started to grow as a bigger part of the offense, and that trend figures to continue this year.
He won't put up huge numbers, but 700 yards and 5-7 TD's are possible.

#57 Brandon Lloyd – Free Agent
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

FA

FA

FA

FA

Lloyd hasn't signed yet, but given all the teams in need of WR help he should find a job. While his
true value won't be known until he signs, he could be a very interesting late round sleeper.

#58 Jason Avant – Eagles – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

62

781

12.6

3

With Jeremy Maclin getting injured, Avant's role on this team should increase. Though he could end
up with 700+ yards, he's likely not going to be much of a touchdown threat. Unless the Eagles really
increase their number of passes, it is hard to see Avant being more than an average bye week fill in.
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#59 Jeremy Kerley – Jets – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

60

804

13.4

3

The Jets quarterback situation is highly unsettled and whomever wins will likely be one of the worst
fantasy options this year. Kerley may end-up the best fantasy receiver on this team, but he's not likely
to be a fantasy starter.

#60 Santana Moss – Redskins – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

56

767

13.7

5

If you knew Moss was going to be the second or third top target, he may be worth drafting higher,
even on a team that doesn't throw much. Unfortunately the Redskins are likely to spread the ball
around between 5 receivers and two tight ends, which will limit Moss's numbers.

#61 Jacoby Jones – Ravens – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

40

600

15.0

3

Though Jones has a clear cut path to the number two receiver position and the team is without
Dennis Pitta, he's a bit of a risk from a fantasy perspective. Don't be shocked if the Ravens acquire a
receiver to place above him which will limit his role.
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#62 Rod Streater – Raiders – Week 7 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

50

700

14.0

2

It's hard to get excited about many of the Raiders fantasy players, but Streater is a guy who is very
promising. As an unheralded rookie last year Streater had nearly 600 yards and 3 TD's. If the Raiders
passing game picks up this year, Streater could be an interesting late round guy.

#63 Laurent Robinson – Free Agent
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

FA

FA

FA

FA

Similar to Brandon Lloyd, Robinson isn't currently signed,, but when he is inked he could be a nice
pick-up for some team.

#64 Julian Edelman – Patriots – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

40

440

11.0

4

83

Edleman has never fully taken over a starting role, but this year could be used both inside and
outside in the Patriots’ offense. Ideally he would only be the 3rd or 4th receiver; he may need to step up
this year, given Amendola's injury history and Dobson being a rookie.

#65 Nate Washington – Titans – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

35

515

14.7

2

On the Titans Washington isn't much of a fantasy threat, being slightly buried on their depth chart.
The Titans though have been rumored in being interested in trading Washington and close place him
in a better situation.

#66 Nick Toon – Saints – Week 7 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

48

710

14.8

5

Toon has a chance to emerge as the Saints third receiver, which could lead to 600+ yards receiving
and 4-7 touchdowns. He's a 2nd year player with a lot of upside and could be an interesting late round
guy.
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#67 Doug Baldwin – Seahawks – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

45

603

13.4

5

Though it is unlikely that the Seahawks produce three viable fantasy receivers, Baldwin is a guy to
keep an eye on. Sidney Rice has dealt with some injury issues of late, which could lead to Baldwin
having some fantasy value.

#68 Mohamed Sanu – Bengals – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

45

603

13.4

4

Sanu will likely start opposite A.J. Green for the Bengals this season, but I wouldn’t expect a breakout
year. Normally, a number two receiver on a good offense would have him much higher on this list, but
the Bengals are likely to split targets among a couple receivers behind Green.

#69 Stephen Hill – Jets – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

45

630

14.0

4

Hill was a 2nd round pick last year, and would have nice potential if one could trust the Jets
quarterback situation. He is still a guy worth keeping an eye on, in case one of the quarterbacks gets
hot and starts semi-producing.
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FANTASY TE POSITIONAL RANKINGS:
1. RB Adrian Peterson (RB1)

41. WR Jordy Nelson (WR15)

81. TE Rob Gronkowski (TE5)

121. QB Matt Schaub (QB20)

161. WR Ryan Broyles (WR55)

2. RB Jamaal Charles (RB2)

42. WR Marques Colston
(WR16)

82. WR Kenny Britt (WR36)

122. DEF San Francisco (DEF1)

162. RB Willis McGahee
(RB48)

3. RB Arian Foster (RB3)

43. RB Le'Veon Bell (RB20)

83. RB Ryan Mathews (RB28)

123. TE Martellus Bennett
(TE12)

163. K David Akers (K7)

4. RB Doug Martin (RB4)

44. RB Montee Ball (RB21)

84. WR James Jones (WR37)

124. WR Brian Hartline (WR51)

164. WR Brandon LaFell
(WR56)

5. QB Aaron Rodgers (QB1)

45. WR Randall Cobb (WR17)

85. WR Denarius Moore (WR38)

6. RB Marshawn Lynch (RB5)

46. TE Tony Gonzalez (TE2)

86.QB Sam Bradford (QB15)

7. RB LeSean McCoy (RB6)

47. RB Lamar Miller (RB22)

87. RB Ben Tate (RB29)

127. QB Ryan Tannehill (QB21)

167. WR Brandon Lloyd
(WR57)

8. RB C.J. Spiller (RB7)

48. QB Colin Kaepernick
(QB8)

88. RB Mark Ingram (RB30)

128. RB Daryl Richardson
(RB42)

168. QB Alex Smith (QB26)

9. QB Drew Brees (QB2)

49. WR Eric Decker (WR18)

89. QB Joe Flacco (QB16)

129. DEF Seattle (DEF2)

169. DEF Baltimore (DEF8)

10. WR Calvin Johnson (WR1)

50. TE Vernon Davis (TE3)

90. WR Josh Gordon (WR39)

130. WR Golden Tate (WR52)

170. WR Jason Avant (WR58)

11. RB Ray Rice (RB8)

51. WR Danny Amendola
(WR19)

91. WR Miles Austin (WR40)

131. RB DeAngelo Williams
(RB43)

171. K Randy Bullock (K9)

12. QB Peyton Manning (QB3)

52. WR Steve Smith (WR20)

92. RB Jonathan Stewart (RB31)

132. DEF Chicago (DEF3)

172. RB Roy Helu Jr. (RB 49)

133. QB Jay Cutler (QB22)

173. DEF Green Bay (DEF9)

134.TE Ed Dickson (TE14)

174. WR Jeremy Kerley
(WR59)
175. TE Fred Davis (TE23)

93. RB BenJarvis Green-Ellis
(RB32)
94. WR Emmanuel Sanders
(WR41)

125. RB Rashard Mendenhall
(RB41)
126. TE Jermichael Finley
(TE13)

165.K Justin Tucker (K8)
166. TE Zach Miller (TE22)

13. WR A.J. Green (WR2)

53. QB Russell Wilson (QB9)

14. WR Dez Bryant (WR3)

54. WR Dwayne Bowe (WR21)

15. RB Trent Richardson (RB9)

55. WR Cecil Shorts (WR22)

95. TE Kyle Rudolph (TE6)

135. WR Greg Little (WR53)

16. RB Alfred Morris (RB10)

56. RB Eddie Lacy (RB23)

96. QB Josh Freeman (QB17)

136. WR Jon Baldwin (WR54)

97. RB Shane Vereen (RB33)

137.TE Dustin Keller (TE15)

98. WR Greg Jennings (WR42)

138. QB Michael Vick (QB23)

178.RB Ryan Williams (RB50)

17. WR Brandon Marshall (WR4)
18. RB Frank Gore (RB11)

57. RB Ahmad Bradshaw
(RB24)
58. WR Antonio Brown
(WR23)

176. WR Santana Moss
(WR60)
177. WR Jacoby Jones
(WR61)

19. RB Steven Ridley (RB12)

59. WR Mike Wallace (WR24)

99. TE Greg Olsen (TE7)

139. TE Dwayne Allen (TE16)

179. K Sebastian Janikowski
(K10)

20. WR Roddy White (WR5)

60. WR Hakeem Nicks (WR25)

100. RB Fred Jackson (RB34)

140. K Matt Bryant (K1)

180. DEF St. Louis (DEF 10)

101. WR Chris Givens (WR43)

141. TE Brandon Myers (TE17)

181. K Garrett Hartley (K11)

102. RB Isaiah Pead (RB35)

142.TE Brent Celek (TE18)

182. WR Rod Streater (WR62)

21. RB Chris Johnson (RB13)
22. RB Steven Jackson (RB14)

61. WR Anquan Boldin
(WR26)
62. QB Robert Griffin III
(QB10)

23. WR Andre Johnson (WR6)

63. QB Matt Stafford (QB11)

103. WR Michael Floyd (WR44)

143. K Blair Walsh (K2)

183. K Dan Bailey (K12)

24. WR Demaryius Thomas (WR7)

64. WR T.Y. Hilton (WR27)

104. TE Owen Daniels (TE8)

144. TE Jordan Cameron (TE19)

184. DEF Tampa Bay (DEF11)

25. QB Tom Brady (QB4)

65. WR Pierre Garcon (WR28)

105. WR Vincent Brown (WR45)

145. RB Bryce Brown (RB44)

185. WR Laurent Robinson
(WR63)

26. RB Matt Forte (RB15)

66. RB Chris Ivory (RB25)

106. TE Brandon Pettigrew
(TE9)

146. K Stephen Gostkowski
(K3)

186. QB Matt Flynn (QB27)

27. RB Reggie Bush (RB16)

67. WR Torrey Smith (WR29)

107. QB Phillip Rivers (QB18)

147. DEF Cincinnati (DEF4)

108. RB Ronnie Hillman (RB36)

148.QB Brandon Weeden
(QB24)

187. WR Julian Edelman
(WR63)
188. WR Nate Washington
(WR64)

109. RB Giovanni Bernard
(RB37)

149. K Phil Dawson (K4)

189. DEF Minnesota (DEF12)

110. TE Jared Cook (TE10)

150. DEF Houston (DEF5)

190. WR Nick Toon (WR65)

28. WR Larry Fitzgerald (WR8)
29. WR Julio Jones (WR9)
30. QB Matt Ryan (QB5)

68. WR DeSean Jackson
(WR30)
69. WR Stevie Johnson
(WR31)
70. RB Demarco Murray
(RB26)

31. TE Jimmy Graham (TE1)

71. QB Tony Romo (QB12)

111. RB Bernard Pierce (RB38)

151. RB Vic Ballard (RB45)

191. QB E.J. Manuel (QB28)

32. QB Andrew Luck (QB6)

72. WR Mike Williams (WR32)

112. RB Andre Brown (RB39)

152. TE Coby Fleener (TE20)

192. RB Michael Bush (RB51)

33. RB Maurice Jones-Drew (RB17)

73. QB Eli Manning (QB13)

113. WR Alshon Jeffery (WR46)

153. RB Mikel Leshoure (RB46)

193. WR Doug Baldwin
(WR66)

34. WR Vincent Jackson (WR11)

74. TE Jason Witten (TE4)

114. TE Antonio Gates (TE11)

154. QB Carson Palmer (QB25)

194. DEF Buffalo (DEF13)

35. RB David Wilson (RB18)

75. WR Sidney Rice (WR33)

115. WR Aaron Dobson (WR47)

155. DEF Pittsburgh (DEF6)

195.QB Geno Smith (QB29)

76. WR Danario Alexander
(WR34)
77. RB Darren McFadden
(RB27)

116. RB Jonathan Franklin
(RB40)
117. WR Justin Blackmon
(WR48)

78. WR Tavon Austin (WR35)

39. RB Darren Sproles (RB19)
40. WR Reggie Wayne (WR 14)

36. QB Cam Newton (QB7)
37. WR Wes Welker (WR12)
38. WR Victor Cruz (WR13)

157.RB Danny Woodhead
(RB47)

196. DEF New England
(DEF14)
197. WR Mohamed Sanu
(WR67)

118. QB Andy Dalton (QB19)

158. K Greg Zuerlein (K6)

198. RB Pierre Thomas (RB52)

79. WR Lance Moore (WR36)

119. WR DeAndre Hopkins
(WR49)

159. TE Rob Housler (TE21)

199. QB Christian Ponder
(QB30)

80. QB Ben Roethlisberger
(QB14)

120. WR Kendall Wright (WR50)

160. DEF Arizona (DEF7)

200. WR Stephen Hill (WR68)
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156. K Matt Prater (K5)

NOTE: All 2013 Projected Stats are projected by Fanspeak’s Steve Shoup.
#1 Jimmy Graham – Saints – Week 7 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

90

1,080

12.0

10

Graham is really the undisputed top fantasy tight end and is the best chance for over 1,000 yards and
ten touchdowns. He's not a guy you want to overdraft, but at the right value he can be huge for you
fantasy team.

#2 Tony Gonzalez – Falcons – Week 6 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

88

915

10.4

9

Gonzalez is still one of the most effective tight ends in the league. Though he's not a big yards per
catch guy, he should be good for 800-900 yards and 8-10 TD's.

#3 Vernon Davis – 49ers – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

75

982

13.1

8

87

Davis is expected to see a dramatic increase to his role this season and has the potential for a 1,000
yard season. Though that would be a major jump from last season, the 49ers will need to rely on him
more with Crabtree out.

#4 Jason Witten – Cowboys – Week 11 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

100

1,110

11.1

5

Witten was the only tight end to go over 1,000 yards last season, and that was with him less than
100% to start the year. The one concern with Witten is he's not been a big red zone threat of late.
Though he's had at least 900 yards receiving the past six years, he's only twice had over 5 TD's
during that time period.

#5 Rob Gronkowski – Patriots – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

50

700

10.5

8

Gronk is a lottery ticket this year. If he is healthy for 10 or more games this year, he will have a good
pit of value. If he's constantly banged up, you probably won't get the production you are looking for.
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#6 Kyle Rudolph – Vikings – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

70

770

11.0

7

Rudolph last year was a touchdown machine, but his total yardage was down. He figures to be the
secondary target in the Vikings offense and should once again be a big red zone threat.

#7 Greg Olsen – Panthers – Week 4 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

65

787

12.1

5

Olsen had a big year with the Panthers last season and should be no worse than their third most
targeted option in the offense. He may see a slight dip in his production from last year though.

#8 Owen Daniels – Texans – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

67

744

11.1

4

Daniels has been a very consistent fantasy tight end, but could see a slight reduction in his numbers
this year as the Texans will look to increase the workload for their number two receiver, rookie
DeAndre Hopkins.
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#9 Brandon Pettigrew – Lions – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

75

788

10.5

5

Pettigrew has the potential to be a fantasy stud, and the number two target behind Calvin Johnson.
He needs to do better picking up more yardage after the catch and becoming more of a red zone
threat.

#10 Jared Cook – Rams – Week 11 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

55

732

13.3

5

Cook is expected to take on an increased role with the Rams this season and be highly involved in
their passing attack. With as much as the Rams are expected to pass, 700-800 yards and 5+
touchdowns is pretty possible for Cook.

#11 Antonio Gates – Chargers – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

55

550

11.0

5

If you knew Gates could be healthy for 16 games he would be ranked a couple spots higher,
unfortunately there is little reason to have faith Gates can do that. Even with the health questions
though, Gates should be good for 700 yards and 7 TD's this year.
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#12 Martellus Bennett – Bears – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

55

644

11.7

7

Bennett had good numbers last year with the Giants and now moves over to the Bears. He has a
chance for a pretty big role here and should be a solid red zone threat. He should be a good low-end
fantasy starter.

#13 Jermichael Finley – Packers – Week 4 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

64

800

12.5

4

Finley is similar to Gates with some of the health concerns holding him back. He's still a solid option,
who is playing with the best QB in the game.

#14 Ed Dickson – Ravens – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

60

678

11.3

4

With the loss of Dennis Pitta, Dickson's value skyrockets as he figures to take on much of the role
that Pitta was to fill. Though he doesn't have Pitta's upside, 600+ yards and 5 or more touchdowns is
likely. Dickson is dealing with his own injury issues so keep an eye on him.
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#15 Dustin Keller – Dolphins – Week 6 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

65

815

12.5

6

Keller is going to be playing with the best quarterback and as a part of the best offense he's seen
since his rookie year. He should be looking at an easy 600-700 yards and 4-6 TD's.

#16 Dwayne Allen – Colts – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

60

708

11.8

7

Allen had a nice rookie year for the Colts, and new OC Pep Hamilton is expected to feature tight ends
more this season. One potential problem is the fact that TE targets could get split between Allen and
Fleener. I'd still expect solid numbers, with the potential for a big season.

#17 Brandon Myers – Giants – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

50

570

11.4

6

92

Myers had a breakout year last season and goes to a Giants team that will utilize the position. While
the TE with be utilized, it probably won't be featured with weapons like Cruz, Nicks, David Wilson and
Randle.

#18 Brent Celek – Eagles – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

58

702

12.1

4

Following Jeremy Maclin's injury Celek moved up a notch, but he's still unlikely to be a top 12 fantasy
TE, given the addition of rookie Zach Ertz, and less passing overall.

#19 Jordan Cameron – Browns – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

50

655

13.1

3

Cameron has high fantasy upside, but little track record to rely on. New coaching staff has heavily
utilized tight ends in SD and CAR, and Cameron could be in line for a big year. Questions remain
about the entire passing attack, but it should be improved from last year. Cameron is a great later
round pick who has the potential to break out.
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#20 Coby Fleener – Colts – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

50

605

12.1

5

The Colts could move to a two tight end passing attack similar to the Patriots with Fleener and Allen.
Fleener is very familiar with new OC Pep Hamilton from Stanford and could end up being the primary
TE. If the split the targets though, neither TE could end up as a fantasy starter.

#21 Rob Housler – Cardinals – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

52

567

10.9

4

The Cards should finally have a pretty decent passing game. While the receivers should be the
biggest beneficiary, Housler should see a boost in production as well. He's an interesting upside guy,
but shouldn't be counted on as a starter.

#22 Zach Miller – Seahawks – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

45

509

11.3

4

With Percy Harvin injured, Miller could see a boost in targets this year. If Seattle throws the ball more
this season Miller could have some fantasy value, but it is likely that he's just a depth option.

94

#23 Fred Davis – Redskins – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Receiving
Rec

Yds

YPC

TD

45

545

12.1

2

Davis is coming back from an Achilles injury so he may be a bit limited to start the year. Davis also
plays in a run first offense on a team that likes to spread the ball around, making him a bad fantasy
play. Davis has also never proven to be a big red zone target which further limits his potential to make
an impact.
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FANTASY DEF/ST POSITIONAL RANKINGS:
1. RB Adrian Peterson (RB1)

41. WR Jordy Nelson (WR15)

81. TE Rob Gronkowski (TE5)

121. QB Matt Schaub (QB20)

161. WR Ryan Broyles (WR55)

2. RB Jamaal Charles (RB2)

42. WR Marques Colston
(WR16)

82. WR Kenny Britt (WR36)

122. DEF San Francisco (DEF1)

162. RB Willis McGahee
(RB48)

3. RB Arian Foster (RB3)

43. RB Le'Veon Bell (RB20)

83. RB Ryan Mathews (RB28)

123. TE Martellus Bennett
(TE12)

163. K David Akers (K7)

4. RB Doug Martin (RB4)

44. RB Montee Ball (RB21)

84. WR James Jones (WR37)

124. WR Brian Hartline (WR51)

164. WR Brandon LaFell
(WR56)

5. QB Aaron Rodgers (QB1)

45. WR Randall Cobb (WR17)

85. WR Denarius Moore (WR38)

6. RB Marshawn Lynch (RB5)

46. TE Tony Gonzalez (TE2)

86.QB Sam Bradford (QB15)

7. RB LeSean McCoy (RB6)

47. RB Lamar Miller (RB22)

87. RB Ben Tate (RB29)

127. QB Ryan Tannehill (QB21)

167. WR Brandon Lloyd
(WR57)

8. RB C.J. Spiller (RB7)

48. QB Colin Kaepernick
(QB8)

88. RB Mark Ingram (RB30)

128. RB Daryl Richardson
(RB42)

168. QB Alex Smith (QB26)

9. QB Drew Brees (QB2)

49. WR Eric Decker (WR18)

89. QB Joe Flacco (QB16)

129. DEF Seattle (DEF2)

169. DEF Baltimore (DEF8)

10. WR Calvin Johnson (WR1)

50. TE Vernon Davis (TE3)

90. WR Josh Gordon (WR39)

130. WR Golden Tate (WR52)

170. WR Jason Avant (WR58)

11. RB Ray Rice (RB8)

51. WR Danny Amendola
(WR19)

91. WR Miles Austin (WR40)

131. RB DeAngelo Williams
(RB43)

171. K Randy Bullock (K9)

12. QB Peyton Manning (QB3)

52. WR Steve Smith (WR20)

92. RB Jonathan Stewart (RB31)

132. DEF Chicago (DEF3)

172. RB Roy Helu Jr. (RB 49)

133. QB Jay Cutler (QB22)

173. DEF Green Bay (DEF9)

134.TE Ed Dickson (TE14)

174. WR Jeremy Kerley
(WR59)
175. TE Fred Davis (TE21)

93. RB BenJarvis Green-Ellis
(RB32)
94. WR Emmanuel Sanders
(WR41)

125. RB Rashard Mendenhall
(RB41)
126. TE Jermichael Finley
(TE13)

165.K Justin Tucker (K8)
166. TE Zach Miller (TE20)

13. WR A.J. Green (WR2)

53. QB Russell Wilson (QB9)

14. WR Dez Bryant (WR3)

54. WR Dwayne Bowe (WR21)

15. RB Trent Richardson (RB9)

55. WR Cecil Shorts (WR22)

95. TE Kyle Rudolph (TE6)

135. WR Greg Little (WR53)

16. RB Alfred Morris (RB10)

56. RB Eddie Lacy (RB23)

96. QB Josh Freeman (QB17)

136. WR Jon Baldwin (WR54)

97. RB Shane Vereen (RB33)

137.TE Dustin Keller (TE14)

98. WR Greg Jennings (WR42)

138. QB Michael Vick (QB23)

178.RB Ryan Williams (RB50)

17. WR Brandon Marshall (WR4)
18. RB Frank Gore (RB11)

57. RB Ahmad Bradshaw
(RB24)
58. WR Antonio Brown
(WR23)

176. WR Santana Moss
(WR60)
177. WR Jacoby Jones
(WR61)

19. RB Steven Ridley (RB12)

59. WR Mike Wallace (WR24)

99. TE Greg Olsen (TE7)

139. TE Dwayne Allen (TE15)

179. K Sebastian Janikowski
(K10)

20. WR Roddy White (WR5)

60. WR Hakeem Nicks (WR25)

100. RB Fred Jackson (RB34)

140. K Matt Bryant (K1)

180. DEF St. Louis (DEF 10)

101. WR Chris Givens (WR43)

141. TE Brandon Myers (TE16)

181. K Garrett Hartley (K11)

102. RB Isaiah Pead (RB35)

142.TE Brent Celek (TE16)

182. WR Rod Streater (WR62)

21. RB Chris Johnson (RB13)
22. RB Steven Jackson (RB14)

61. WR Anquan Boldin
(WR26)
62. QB Robert Griffin III
(QB10)

23. WR Andre Johnson (WR6)

63. QB Matt Stafford (QB11)

103. WR Michael Floyd (WR44)

143. K Blair Walsh (K2)

183. K Dan Bailey (K12)

24. WR Demaryius Thomas (WR7)

64. WR T.Y. Hilton (WR27)

104. TE Owen Daniels (TE8)

144. TE Jordan Cameron (TE17)

184. DEF Tampa Bay (DEF11)

25. QB Tom Brady (QB4)

65. WR Pierre Garcon (WR28)

105. WR Vincent Brown (WR45)

145. RB Bryce Brown (RB44)

185. WR Laurent Robinson
(WR63)

26. RB Matt Forte (RB15)

66. RB Chris Ivory (RB25)

106. TE Brandon Pettigrew
(TE9)

146. K Stephen Gostkowski
(K3)

186. QB Matt Flynn (QB27)

27. RB Reggie Bush (RB16)

67. WR Torrey Smith (WR29)

107. QB Phillip Rivers (QB18)

147. DEF Cincinnati (DEF4)

108. RB Ronnie Hillman (RB36)

148.QB Brandon Weeden
(QB24)

187. WR Julian Edelman
(WR63)
188. WR Nate Washington
(WR64)

109. RB Giovanni Bernard
(RB37)

149. K Phil Dawson (K4)

189. DEF Minnesota (DEF12)

110. TE Jared Cook (TE10)

150. DEF Houston (DEF5)

190. WR Nick Toon (WR65)

28. WR Larry Fitzgerald (WR8)
29. WR Julio Jones (WR9)
30. QB Matt Ryan (QB5)

68. WR DeSean Jackson
(WR30)
69. WR Stevie Johnson
(WR31)
70. RB Demarco Murray
(RB26)

31. TE Jimmy Graham (TE1)

71. QB Tony Romo (QB12)

111. RB Bernard Pierce (RB38)

151. RB Vic Ballard (RB45)

191. QB E.J. Manuel (QB28)

32. QB Andrew Luck (QB6)

72. WR Mike Williams (WR32)

112. RB Andre Brown (RB39)

152. TE Coby Fleener (TE18)

192. RB Michael Bush (RB51)

33. RB Maurice Jones-Drew (RB17)

73. QB Eli Manning (QB13)

113. WR Alshon Jeffery (WR46)

153. RB Mikel Leshoure (RB46)

193. WR Doug Baldwin
(WR66)

34. WR Vincent Jackson (WR11)

74. TE Jason Witten (TE4)

114. TE Antonio Gates (TE11)

154. QB Carson Palmer (QB25)

194. DEF Buffalo (DEF13)

35. RB David Wilson (RB18)

75. WR Sidney Rice (WR33)

115. WR Aaron Dobson (WR47)

155. DEF Pittsburgh (DEF6)

195.QB Geno Smith (QB29)

76. WR Danario Alexander
(WR34)
77. RB Darren McFadden
(RB27)

116. RB Jonathan Franklin
(RB40)
117. WR Justin Blackmon
(WR48)

78. WR Tavon Austin (WR35)

39. RB Darren Sproles (RB19)
40. WR Reggie Wayne (WR 14)

36. QB Cam Newton (QB7)
37. WR Wes Welker (WR12)
38. WR Victor Cruz (WR13)

157.RB Danny Woodhead
(RB47)

196. DEF New England
(DEF14)
197. WR Mohamed Sanu
(WR67)

118. QB Andy Dalton (QB19)

158. K Greg Zuerlein (K6)

198. RB Pierre Thomas (RB52)

79. WR Lance Moore (WR36)

119. WR DeAndre Hopkins
(WR49)

159. TE Rob Housler (TE19)

199. QB Christian Ponder
(QB30)

80. QB Ben Roethlisberger
(QB14)

120. WR Kendall Wright (WR50)

160. DEF Arizona (DEF7)

200. WR Stephen Hill (WR68)
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156. K Matt Prater (K5)

NOTE: All 2013 Projected Stats are projected by Fanspeak’s Steve Shoup.

#1 DEF San Francisco 49ers – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Defense/Special Teams
Tot Yds Tot Pts Sacks TO
4,425

234

46

35

The 49ers should see a boost in sacks and turnovers this year and should remain one of the stingiest
defenses in giving up points.

#2 DEF Seattle Seahawks – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Defense/Special Teams
Tot Yds Tot Pts Sacks TO
4,705

258

42

34

The Seahawks boosted their secondary and by mid-season could have one of the better pass rusher
rotations in the league. They remain one of the top fantasy defenses even with facing a tougher
schedule this season.

#3 DEF Chicago Bears – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Defense/Special Teams
Tot Yds Tot Pts Sacks TO
4,675

267

41

36

97

The Bears returned a ridiculous number of turnovers for TD's last season, though that shouldn't be
counted upon this year they should finish well in the main categories (yards, points, sacks, turnovers).

#4 DEF Cincinnati Bengals – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Defense/Special Teams
Tot Yds Tot Pts Sacks TO
5,080

264

57

33

The Bengals have put together a really talented defense, and they should lead the league in sacks
this year. With that typically comes turnovers and that should help their points as well.

#5 DEF Houston Texans – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Defense/Special Teams
Tot Yds Tot Pts Sacks TO
4,895

255

54

31

The Texans defense collapsed some down the stretch, but they should be stronger this year. They
figure to be one of the better pass rushing teams, which could lead to a lot of big plays. It also doesn’t
hurt that they play the Jags and Titans twice, two offenses that they should have success against.

#6 DEF Pittsburgh Steelers – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Defense/Special Teams
Tot Yds Tot Pts Sacks TO
4,685

278

45

30
98

The Steelers saw a number of stars injured last year yet still finished 1st in yards and 6th in points.
Turnovers and sacks were down, but with a healthier unit this year and the addition of rookie Jarvis
Jones they should be trending up.

#7 DEF Arizona Cardinals – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Defense/Special Teams
Tot Yds Tot Pts Sacks TO
5,075

300

51

32

The Cardinals lost their defensive coordinator, but they look to have a strong all-around defense still.
The biggest benefit for the Cards this year will be having an offense that doesn't put them in poor
situations nearly as often.

#8 DEF Baltimore Ravens – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Defense/Special Teams
Tot Yds Tot Pts Sacks TO
5,258

310

47

33

The Ravens defense was down last season, but it could be upgraded this year even with so many
new faces. Elvis Dumervill and Terrell Suggs figure to both have double-digit sacks to bolster the
pass rush.
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#9 DEF Green Bay Packers – Week 4 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Defense/Special Teams
Tot Yds Tot Pts Sacks TO
5,275

318

45

29

The Packers defense finished 11th in points and yards last year and had a very impressive 47 sacks.
This year they should be healthier and have some more experience which could lead to better
production.

#10 DEF St. Louis Rams – Week 11 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Defense/Special Teams
Tot Yds Tot Pts Sacks TO
5,325

324

41

29

The Rams seem like a surprise pick, but they finished 14th in both points and yards last year, and had
51 sacks. This year they added some additional pieces and could take their game to the next level.

#11 DEF Tampa Bay Buccaneers – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Defense/Special Teams
Tot Yds Tot Pts Sacks TO
5,400

322

36

34

The Buccaneers finished first in rushing yards allowed per attempt, and went out and built up perhaps
the league's best secondary. Their pass rush is a concern, but this defense should be much improved
and create a lot of turnovers.
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#12 DEF Minnesota Vikings – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Defense/Special Teams
Tot Yds Tot Pts Sacks TO
5,475

328

41

30

The Vikings went out and added a pair of first rounders to an already solid defense and could rise up
the rankings this year. They should do well in the sacks and turnover department without giving up
too many points.

#13 DEF Buffalo Bills – Week 12 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Defense/Special Teams
Tot Yds Tot Pts Sacks TO
5,375

315

37

27

The Bills defense has had the potential to breakout the past couple of years. This could be the
season when they become a solid fantasy option.

#14 DEF New England Patriots – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Defense/Special Teams
Tot Yds Tot Pts Sacks TO
5,785

335

41

34

The Patriots defense has struggled in yards and points of late, but they do well in turnovers. The
defense was young last year and could be better all-around this season.
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FANTASY KICKER POSITIONAL RANKINGS:
1. RB Adrian Peterson (RB1)

41. WR Jordy Nelson (WR15)

81. TE Rob Gronkowski (TE5)

121. QB Matt Schaub (QB20)

161. WR Ryan Broyles (WR55)

2. RB Jamaal Charles (RB2)

42. WR Marques Colston
(WR16)

82. WR Kenny Britt (WR36)

122. DEF San Francisco (DEF1)

162. RB Willis McGahee
(RB48)

3. RB Arian Foster (RB3)

43. RB Le'Veon Bell (RB20)

83. RB Ryan Mathews (RB28)

123. TE Martellus Bennett
(TE12)

163. K David Akers (K7)

4. RB Doug Martin (RB4)

44. RB Montee Ball (RB21)

84. WR James Jones (WR37)

124. WR Brian Hartline (WR51)

164. WR Brandon LaFell
(WR56)

5. QB Aaron Rodgers (QB1)

45. WR Randall Cobb (WR17)

85. WR Denarius Moore (WR38)

6. RB Marshawn Lynch (RB5)

46. TE Tony Gonzalez (TE2)

86.QB Sam Bradford (QB15)

7. RB LeSean McCoy (RB6)

47. RB Lamar Miller (RB22)

87. RB Ben Tate (RB29)

127. QB Ryan Tannehill (QB21)

167. WR Brandon Lloyd
(WR57)

8. RB C.J. Spiller (RB7)

48. QB Colin Kaepernick
(QB8)

88. RB Mark Ingram (RB30)

128. RB Daryl Richardson
(RB42)

168. QB Alex Smith (QB26)

9. QB Drew Brees (QB2)

49. WR Eric Decker (WR18)

89. QB Joe Flacco (QB16)

129. DEF Seattle (DEF2)

169. DEF Baltimore (DEF8)

10. WR Calvin Johnson (WR1)

50. TE Vernon Davis (TE3)

90. WR Josh Gordon (WR39)

130. WR Golden Tate (WR52)

170. WR Jason Avant (WR58)

11. RB Ray Rice (RB8)

51. WR Danny Amendola
(WR19)

91. WR Miles Austin (WR40)

131. RB DeAngelo Williams
(RB43)

171. K Randy Bullock (K9)

12. QB Peyton Manning (QB3)

52. WR Steve Smith (WR20)

92. RB Jonathan Stewart (RB31)

132. DEF Chicago (DEF3)

172. RB Roy Helu Jr. (RB 49)

133. QB Jay Cutler (QB22)

173. DEF Green Bay (DEF9)

134.TE Ed Dickson (TE14)

174. WR Jeremy Kerley
(WR59)
175. TE Fred Davis (TE21)

93. RB BenJarvis Green-Ellis
(RB32)
94. WR Emmanuel Sanders
(WR41)

125. RB Rashard Mendenhall
(RB41)
126. TE Jermichael Finley
(TE13)

165.K Justin Tucker (K8)
166. TE Zach Miller (TE20)

13. WR A.J. Green (WR2)

53. QB Russell Wilson (QB9)

14. WR Dez Bryant (WR3)

54. WR Dwayne Bowe (WR21)

15. RB Trent Richardson (RB9)

55. WR Cecil Shorts (WR22)

95. TE Kyle Rudolph (TE6)

135. WR Greg Little (WR53)

16. RB Alfred Morris (RB10)

56. RB Eddie Lacy (RB23)

96. QB Josh Freeman (QB17)

136. WR Jon Baldwin (WR54)

97. RB Shane Vereen (RB33)

137.TE Dustin Keller (TE14)

98. WR Greg Jennings (WR42)

138. QB Michael Vick (QB23)

178.RB Ryan Williams (RB50)

17. WR Brandon Marshall (WR4)
18. RB Frank Gore (RB11)

57. RB Ahmad Bradshaw
(RB24)
58. WR Antonio Brown
(WR23)

176. WR Santana Moss
(WR60)
177. WR Jacoby Jones
(WR61)

19. RB Steven Ridley (RB12)

59. WR Mike Wallace (WR24)

99. TE Greg Olsen (TE7)

139. TE Dwayne Allen (TE15)

179. K Sebastian Janikowski
(K10)

20. WR Roddy White (WR5)

60. WR Hakeem Nicks (WR25)

100. RB Fred Jackson (RB34)

140. K Matt Bryant (K1)

180. DEF St. Louis (DEF 10)

101. WR Chris Givens (WR43)

141. TE Brandon Myers (TE16)

181. K Garrett Hartley (K11)

102. RB Isaiah Pead (RB35)

142.TE Brent Celek (TE16)

182. WR Rod Streater (WR62)

21. RB Chris Johnson (RB13)
22. RB Steven Jackson (RB14)

61. WR Anquan Boldin
(WR26)
62. QB Robert Griffin III
(QB10)

23. WR Andre Johnson (WR6)

63. QB Matt Stafford (QB11)

103. WR Michael Floyd (WR44)

143. K Blair Walsh (K2)

183. K Dan Bailey (K12)

24. WR Demaryius Thomas (WR7)

64. WR T.Y. Hilton (WR27)

104. TE Owen Daniels (TE8)

144. TE Jordan Cameron (TE17)

184. DEF Tampa Bay (DEF11)

25. QB Tom Brady (QB4)

65. WR Pierre Garcon (WR28)

105. WR Vincent Brown (WR45)

145. RB Bryce Brown (RB44)

185. WR Laurent Robinson
(WR63)

26. RB Matt Forte (RB15)

66. RB Chris Ivory (RB25)

106. TE Brandon Pettigrew
(TE9)

146. K Stephen Gostkowski
(K3)

186. QB Matt Flynn (QB27)

27. RB Reggie Bush (RB16)

67. WR Torrey Smith (WR29)

107. QB Phillip Rivers (QB18)

147. DEF Cincinnati (DEF4)

108. RB Ronnie Hillman (RB36)

148.QB Brandon Weeden
(QB24)

187. WR Julian Edelman
(WR63)
188. WR Nate Washington
(WR64)

109. RB Giovanni Bernard
(RB37)

149. K Phil Dawson (K4)

189. DEF Minnesota (DEF12)

110. TE Jared Cook (TE10)

150. DEF Houston (DEF5)

190. WR Nick Toon (WR65)

28. WR Larry Fitzgerald (WR8)
29. WR Julio Jones (WR9)
30. QB Matt Ryan (QB5)

68. WR DeSean Jackson
(WR30)
69. WR Stevie Johnson
(WR31)
70. RB Demarco Murray
(RB26)

31. TE Jimmy Graham (TE1)

71. QB Tony Romo (QB12)

111. RB Bernard Pierce (RB38)

151. RB Vic Ballard (RB45)

191. QB E.J. Manuel (QB28)

32. QB Andrew Luck (QB6)

72. WR Mike Williams (WR32)

112. RB Andre Brown (RB39)

152. TE Coby Fleener (TE18)

192. RB Michael Bush (RB51)

33. RB Maurice Jones-Drew (RB17)

73. QB Eli Manning (QB13)

113. WR Alshon Jeffery (WR46)

153. RB Mikel Leshoure (RB46)

193. WR Doug Baldwin
(WR66)

34. WR Vincent Jackson (WR11)

74. TE Jason Witten (TE4)

114. TE Antonio Gates (TE11)

154. QB Carson Palmer (QB25)

194. DEF Buffalo (DEF13)

35. RB David Wilson (RB18)

75. WR Sidney Rice (WR33)

115. WR Aaron Dobson (WR47)

155. DEF Pittsburgh (DEF6)

195.QB Geno Smith (QB29)

76. WR Danario Alexander
(WR34)
77. RB Darren McFadden
(RB27)

116. RB Jonathan Franklin
(RB40)
117. WR Justin Blackmon
(WR48)

78. WR Tavon Austin (WR35)

39. RB Darren Sproles (RB19)
40. WR Reggie Wayne (WR 14)

36. QB Cam Newton (QB7)
37. WR Wes Welker (WR12)
38. WR Victor Cruz (WR13)

157.RB Danny Woodhead
(RB47)

196. DEF New England
(DEF14)
197. WR Mohamed Sanu
(WR67)

118. QB Andy Dalton (QB19)

158. K Greg Zuerlein (K6)

198. RB Pierre Thomas (RB52)

79. WR Lance Moore (WR36)

119. WR DeAndre Hopkins
(WR49)

159. TE Rob Housler (TE19)

199. QB Christian Ponder
(QB30)

80. QB Ben Roethlisberger
(QB14)

120. WR Kendall Wright (WR50)

160. DEF Arizona (DEF7)

200. WR Stephen Hill (WR68)
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156. K Matt Prater (K5)

NOTE: All 2013 Projected Stats are projected by Fanspeak’s Steve Shoup.

#1 Matt Bryant – Falcons – Week 6 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Kicking
FGA

FGM

FG%

XPM

40

36

90.0

51

Bryant is an accurate kicker who will play 9 games in a dome this year, with one of the most highpowered offenses in the league.

#2 Blair Walsh – Vikings – Week 5 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Kicking
FGA

FGM

FG%

XPM

42

39

93.0

41

Walsh plays in a dome and should have plenty of field goal opportunities this year. He also made all
10 of his attempts beyond 50 yards last year.

#3 Stephen Gostkowski – Patriots – Week 10 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Kicking
FGA

FGM

FG%

XPM

36

30

84.0

60
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The loss of the Patriots weapons could be Gostlowki's gain. The Patriots may have a few more field
goal opportunities this year. One concern is late season games could have some bad weather which
could hurt your fantasy playoffs some

#4 Phil Dawson – 49ers – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Kicking
FGA

FGM

FG%

XPM

37

32

86.0

53

Dawson is joining one of the best offenses in the league and should have plenty of FG and EP
chances.

#5 Matt Prater – Broncos – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Kicking
FGA

FGM

FG%

XPM

33

28

85.0

54

Prater is part of one of the best offenses in the league and kicks half his games in the thin air of
Denver. He’s not the most accurate kicker, but worth drafting do to his big leg and numerous scoring
opportunities.

#6 Greg Zuerlein – Rams – Week 11 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Kicking
FGA

FGM

FG%

XPM

37

30

81.0

45
104

Zuerlein was up and down last year, but the Rams figure to be a better scoring team this year and
Zuerlein does benefit from playing his home games in a dome.

#7 David Akers – Lions – Week 9 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Kicking
FGA

FGM

FG%

XPM

34

30

88.0

45

Akers had a down year in 2012, but he should bounce back this year in Detroit. Health is a bit of a
concern, but he'll have a strong offense and a dome to support him.

#8 Justin Tucker – Ravens – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Kicking
FGA

FGM

FG%

XPM

36

31

86.0

40

The Ravens offense isn't the most explosive in the league, but it should be pretty good. Tucker also
has a big leg and can get some 50+ yarders.
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#9 Randy Bullock – Texans – Week 8 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Kicking
FGA

FGM

FG%

XPM

34

29

85.0

42

Bullock is expected to be the Texans kicker this year and should benefit from a strong offense.
Bullock will also be playing his home games in a favorable stadium environment and should be good
for about 30 FG’s and 40+ EP’s.

#10 Sebastian Janikowski – Raiders – Week 7 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Kicking
FGA

FGM

FG%

XPM

35

32

91.0

29

Janikowski is a very strong kicker in terms of accuracy and distance, but he will lack as many scoring
opportunities as some other kickers. He’s still draftable, but more of a risky pick.

#11 Garrett Hartley – Saints – Week 7 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Kicking
FGA

FGM

FG%

XPM

27

23

85.0

63

Hartley isn't the most accurate kicker, but given the offense he is a part of and the fact that he kicks in
a dome he's very draftable.
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#12 Dan Bailey – Cowboys – Week 11 Bye
2013 Projected Stats
Kicking
FGA

FGM

FG%

XPM

34

31

91.0

38

Bailey plays with a high scoring offense and missed just two field goals last season (both from over
50 yards). He should still be a fantasy football starter, but his accuracy could dip slightly.
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“How to Rank a Fantasy DST”
By Josh Essig:

DST’s (Defense/Special Team) can make or break a fantasy team’s success and they can be harder
to predict than one thinks. There are a number of factors that can contribute to a fantasy DST’s point
production than one may think. In the following, I identify what I believe are the key considerations
and explain what I feel are the best criterion for selecting a productive and contributive fantasy DST.
Let’s get rolling.

Stop using dumb methods:

For starters let’s straighten some things out and debunk a few myths here. First, DST’s should not be
picked until you have your starting lineup officially assembled. Even when you get your starters set, I
say wait and continue to reach for depth in your lineup. Just think about the probability of it all. There
is a strong likelihood that the first 3 defenses selected will not be in the top 3 in fantasy production.
So wait a little longer, and supply your lineup with depth for your BYE weeks.
Another terrible trend though, is waiting too long and not drafting a defense until the second to last
round, one round before your kicker. Don’t just think of DST as something that is strictly matchup
based and unimportant. You need a good DST, or even the strongest starting lineup can suffer.
Finally, draft just one defense. You don’t need to have two DST’s for week one. You can only start
one DST, but in most cases you can start more than one player at a position. Know when your DST’s
BYE week is coming up. Monitor your bench and the waiver wire until that time, and know who you
want to drop. By that time you could probably even consider keeping the defense you claim on
waivers, especially if it is a defense on the rise.

The D is far more important than the ST:

Obviously, when drafting a team DST, you have to weigh the defense significantly higher than the
special teams, as the defense is on the field for far longer. Banking on kick returns is a silly method.
If you had the Lions DST last year you might have prospered from this. They led the league in both
return categories with a whopping 2 punt and 2 kick returns. I say that sarcastically!
It’s a nice accolade, but hardly significant in an average 14 week fantasy season. There were14
teams in the league last year that had neither returned a punt, nor a kickoff for a touchdown. So
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please do yourself a favor and prioritize the defense, and look at the special teams capability merely
as a plus.
Now, because you want to prioritize your defense, you want a defense that has the ability to make big
plays rather than give up big plays. Therefore you want to be confident that when your defense is on
the field they won’t hurt you. If you have a defense you don’t want on the field, you’ve drafted the
wrong defense. However, you have to look deeper and think on a larger scale to find the DST that
correlates with fantasy success.

Points Surrendered per Game:

The first thing to do is to consider how many points per game a team surrendered last year. Total
defense can be a deceiving statistic, and is based completely on yardage. More often than not, there
is usually strong correlation in total defense and points per game, but not always. For example, the
Jets finished 8th in total defense last year, but 20th in points per game. By comparison the Bears
ranked 5th in total defense last year, but gave up 6 less points per game, good enough for 3 rd in the
league.
If you utilize a draft board based on total defense, you’re more vulnerable to making this mistake, and
worse, will be comparing defenses the wrong way. This mistake can be critical, as the Jets defense,
while only 3 spots below the Bears in total defense, surrendered far more fantasy points than the
Bears per game. Make sure your prospects’ total defense isn’t a cloaking device for how many points
they surrender per game.

Giveaway/Takeaway Differential:

The next element you want to consider is
turnovers. Pick six’s, strip sacks, fumble
recoveries, defensive touchdowns, etc.,
these are the components that help you win.
This is why you want to prioritize defense
and want them on the field, because you
want your defense to have to the opportunity
to make big plays.
I always prioritize a defense that can make
big plays, so it’s important to look at a team’s
takeaway/giveaway differential. This ratio is
huge, because obviously the better the
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defense is at taking the ball away, the greater likelihood they can make big plays out of those
takeaways. So while you can look at statistics like a team’s defensive touchdowns and total defense,
put far more emphasis on the giveaway/takeaway differential.
Some may be surprised to see that the New England Patriots, who ranked 25th in total defense, led
the AFC in the differential with a total of 20. This included 41 takeaways. They are a perfect example
of why this differential is important to consider: They have a great quarterback who doesn’t turn the
ball over, putting less strain on the defense.
In addition, last year they had 6 divisional games against less than average QB’s (Sanchez,
Fitzpatrick, and Tannehill). I mean can anyone forget Thanksgiving? The infamous ButtFumble?
The Patriots defense registered 18 fantasy points in nearly 45 seconds. And while not all divisions
are as lopsided as the AFC East, that sort of thing is a factor to consider. It can help put you on the
plus side of the giveaway/takeaway differential.
The main reason why the giveaway/takeaway ratio is extremely important to consider is because they
can usually makeup for and EXCEED points lost. Here’s why: In most leagues, defenses are
deducted points as their opposition scores. However, these deductions are given a value in a range
of points surrendered, and oftentimes not equivalent to the value of what is actually surrendered. For
example: If Houston gives up a touchdown, their DST does not lose 7 points, but rather loses the
value agreed upon by the league when a defense surrenders in the range of 0-10 points. On the
contrary, touchdowns are touchdowns!
Touchdowns on defense occur because of takeaways, and takeaways themselves also have point
values. So a pick six usually goes for 9 points, while a strip sack that goes for a touchdown could
count for as many as 13 points. So if you have a big play defense capable of turning the ball over,
you have a greater opportunity to make up and possibly exceed what the defense surrenders.

Your DST Can be Killed by Their Respective Quarterbacks

Believe it or not, a very important thing to consider is the quarterback of the team whose DST you
covet. The Arizona Cardinals are a great example of why. Arizona had a decent defense last year.
Arizona led the league with 8 defensive touchdowns, returning 5 picks the other way for touchdowns.
However, their takeaway/giveaway ratio was -1.
Why am I saying this? There are a couple of reasons. First a bad quarterback, incapable of
sustaining long drives and converting for first downs, puts extreme strain on a defense, keeps them
on the field longer than necessary, and leaves them gassed. Secondly, when a quarterback throws a
pick six, fantasy leagues charge the points surrendered to that teams’ DST. So even when your
defense isn’t on the field, they are unfairly charged for their respective quarterback’s mistakes. So
while Arizona had a 12th ranked total defense with big-play ability, their poor QB play did nothing but
hurt them.
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Turnover – Free Agency Acquisitions, Departures, and the Draft

Another facet to picking a DST is the free
agency turnover. Who did the teams lose,
and who did they add? Who did they draft
to fill these vacancies? Did they promote
from within with less experienced players?
These are important things to consider. If a
team has cap room a team will address their
biggest needs through free agency or with a
high pick in the draft. A perfect example to
consider is the Tampa Bay Bucs.
A team like the Tampa Bay Bucs will not
stick out to you on draft day, because on
your fantasy rankings, their defense had a mediocre 2012. They had a giveaway/takeaway
differential of +3, with an overall ranking of 29th, giving up more than 24 points per game, and they
finished last in the league in passing defense. However, they were number one last year in rushing
defense. What killed them was their secondary. Their poor pass defense anchored their total defense
statistically.
Now imagine that defense containing a secondary with Dashon Goldson, Darrelle Revis and a more
experienced Mark Barron? Well that defense sure sounds a heck of a lot better. So now you have
the number one rushing defense with a completely revamped secondary. I imagine that defense will
be within the top 10 this year and they figure to be a solid fantasy candidate. So please consider who
the teams have added and drafted.

Coaching Changes and The Defensive Systems

Coaching turnover also affects a DST. When considering the coaching change, consider the systems
they employ, and don’t give credit too quickly because of the name. Sometimes a coaching change,
and more importantly a system change, isn’t always as quick of a transition as people think.
Good examples are the Bills and the Saints. While they are bringing in well-traveled and highly
credible defensive minds in Mike Pettine and Rob Ryan, they are changing their defensive systems
from a 4-3 to a 3-4. They are going from emphasizing more of a down set pass rush with greater
numbers in coverage, to a complex blitzing system that relies on a pass rush from strength in
numbers and trust in their coverage, especially within secondary.
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Oftentimes free agency and the draft is not enough time to acquire the personnel you need for a
seamless transition. In addition, sometimes the personnel in place are not capable of the change.
When Eric Mangini was hired by the Jets he implemented a 3-4 system. Jonathon Vilma, who had
played well as a middle linebacker in a 4-3, struggled to play the MIKE inside linebacker in Mangini’s
3-4. He later left for New Orleans and thrived once again as a middle linebacker in a 4-3. A change
in defensive systems doesn’t always mean there will be bumps in the road, but there can be, so it’s
something worth weighing.

Look at Each DST’s Opposing Offense Week by Week

First off, if you don’t know by now that the NFL schedule is perfect you need to get your head
checked. I hear people complaining often times, “oh the NFL always gives so-in-so such a hard
schedule”. False. Your team gives your team a hard schedule.
As soon as Week 17 ends, your team knows who they are going to play the following year. The
basics: Each team plays 6 games within their division, 4 games against another division within their
conference (on a 3 year rotation - one for each remaining division), 4 games against an entire division
outside of their conference (on a 4 year rotation for each out of conference division), and two
conference games against teams who placed the same as your team in their respective divisions the
prior year.
It’s about as fair a way of scheduling as you can get. A team’s schedule is based on what conference
and division they are in and what their record was the previous season. But regardless how a
schedule is devised, the first thing people start to evaluate is the relative difficulty of a team’s
schedule. And therein lies the potential trap for a fantasy team owner when considering a DST
selection.
It is not wise to look at the strength of schedule rankings when looking for a DST because they’re
based on independent data from the prior year. Instead, you need to look at the individual opponents
and consider their respective offenses and the changes that were made this past year which might
have a bearing on the effectiveness of those offenses.
The reason why I left this category until last is because it requires you to utilize all the different
evaluating characteristics I recommended above, but in respect to the opposition’s offense. Let’s look
at a prime example of how strength of schedule can be misused as a means of selecting a DST. The
single easiest way is to consider the opponents within the division, as they make up 6 games. A
good example is the NFC West, as their divisional games should be extremely competitive this year.
The New York Times recently released their fantasy rankings and showed each week’s respective
matchup. So let’s cite a few examples of why just the strength of schedule is a bad measuring stick.
Seattle has a Week 7 matchup at Arizona, and this matchup was ranked by the Times as a very
favorable matchup for Seattle’s DST.
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But I strongly disagree. I believe marking this as a favorable matchup for Seattle fails to consider the
Cardinals’ hiring of Bruce Arians and the acquisition of Carson Palmer and Rashard Mendenhall, to
pair with Michael Floyd and Larry Fitzgerald.
The added weapons and likely improved quarterback play in Arizona should make defending against
them a more difficult task that could very well affect Seattle’s DST fantasy point production in those
two games against the Cardinals. So, would I consider those games against the Cardinals as very
favorable matchups for Seattle’s defense? Not favorable at all in my opinion. Add in four more
games against the 49ers and the improved Rams, and perhaps Seattle’s unquestionably strong
defense may not be the obvious top tier fantasy DST selection that most people think.
Another example comes when Houston travels to Kansas City. This was also rated as a very
favorable matchup for Houston. I truly believe that this is another matchup considered favorable
based on the 2012 Chiefs and not the 2013 Andy Reid Chiefs.
Does it consider a new quarterback in Alex Smith, who’s solidified himself as a solid game manager
capable of utilizing the talent around him? Or how about a new tight end, superb offensive talent, and
a beefed up secondary in Kansas City? I think it does not. So when putting your own rankings
together, evaluate the matchups the same way you would evaluate the DST’s, utilizing the entire
criterion I listed.
So please, take all these things into consideration when setting your own DST rankings. It will allow
you to make the best possible prediction, and select the best possible DST all things considered.
Have your heart set on three DST’s come draft day. Finally, let the draft dictate where you pick your
defense. If two teams pick their defenses real early, that doesn’t mean you have to counter by
picking a defense early. You should always consider the quality and value of the remaining talent at
other positions before pulling the trigger on that DST.
Hope this helps everyone. Happy drafting.
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF DRAFTS & STRATEGIES:
By Ryan Gerrity:

Standard League:
In a standard league there are a lot of things that you want to look for before you start your draft.
Look at how many teams are in the league obviously, then look at the rules and point system that the
league is going to follow. This will allow you to decide whether you want to grab a top 5 quarterback
early, or focus on finding solid running backs and receivers. Strategies for this type of draft can vary
greatly depending on the type of fantasy owner that you are.






Generally in a standard league, I would put more of an emphasis on the running back and
quarterback positions because they are going to get you the most points possible for your
team.
If you choose not to take a top quarterback in the first three rounds, I would wait on a
quarterback, because you could get a very good Andrew Luck type of player in the later 7 th or
8th rounds.
A position that people tend to overlook is the use of the FLEX position and in standard leagues
this could give you the edge over your opponents. With this position, it is important to try and
get a solid #2 wide receiver or a solid #2 running back, especially one who racks up a lot of
receptions coming out of the backfield.
In the later rounds of this kind of league, I tend to lean towards getting the best player available
before filling out my roster. For instance, you do not want to reach for a tight end in order to get
your starting lineup set, when a more efficient and productive player at another position is still
available on the board.

Point Per Reception League:
In the PPR league the point system is a bit
different which in turn, puts more of an
emphasis on versatile running backs and
dominant receivers when drafting. The point
system rewards a point for every reception, so
players like Wes Welker, who always catches
over 100 passes, and Doug Martin, the running
back from Tampa Bay who catches a lot of
passes, are ranked higher.


In these types of leagues, my draft
tendencies are to initially wait on a
quarterback because that is such a
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deep position for fantasy owners, especially this year.
Look for a running back in the first round who is very involved in the team’s passing game. But
make sure you know if they have a backup who could split carries because you may want to
handcuff that pick later like Chris Johnson and Shonn Greene from the Titans.
A highly-targeted and trusted guy like Jason Witten is a great PPR tight end pick, even if he is
more of a short-yardage, possession receiver. But try not to reach too far into the early rounds
to grab this type of tight end. Place high value on players like Brandon Marshall, who was
targeted over 50% of the passing plays last year for Chicago and figures to have another big
year for fantasy owners.

Auction Fantasy League:
This type of league takes a lot longer to draft because everyone can bid on a player at any time. The
person whose pick it is picks the player that they wish to bid on, and the fun begins. As an owner if
you want to have, for instance, Arian Foster, Calvin Johnson, and Aaron Rodgers, you could, but you
only have a certain amount of money to use in the draft.




In this kind of draft you want to be aware of how much the players are going to cost on
average.
Try not to get in a bidding war with another fantasy team owner and spend a lot of money in
the earlier rounds, you won’t have much money left to spend on players in the later rounds.
A draft tendency that I have used is picking a sleeper in an earlier round to bid on at a lower
price. Some owners will not want to bid on him at that point because they will want to save
money for players who are priced higher and presumably worth more. In the end you will save
money on a player that you want and have more money to use later in the draft for other
quality players.

Keeper Fantasy League:
This type of league is similar to the standard and PPR league until after the initial draft and first
season is completed. And that is where owners have decisions to make. The idea of a “keeper
league” is after the initial draft and first season, owners may choose 1, 3, 5 or more players to keep
for the next season. The number of players you can keep changes depending on the particular
league you are in.





At the initial draft, in the earlier rounds, prepare and draft as if you were drafting a team only
for that year.
In the later rounds I would start to take a look at younger players, and rookies who have a
promising future, because you can decide to keep them for your team next year if they showed
signs of fulfilling that promise.
Rookies like Tavon Austin for the Rams or Giovani Bernard for the Bengals should only get
better as their careers move forward. Those are the types of players that you should look for
in the later rounds of the initial draft and look to hold onto for next year.
Another interesting sleeper for “keeper leagues” in my eyes is Geno Smith of the Jets. It is not
certain whether Mark Sanchez or Smith has won the starting job for the Jets yet, but Smith has
better arm strength and I think he will get the nod to start by the end of the year. Not to
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mention the Jets could possibly have a top 5 pick in the draft next year to add another weapon
for Smith to throw to, and thus further improving his fantasy stock next season.

Survivor Fantasy Draft League:
This league is much more intriguing because your season could be really short. As a fantasy team
owner you draft the players for your team the same way as you would for a standard, PPR, or Auction
draft depending on the rules of the league. The goal of this league is to make sure you have a team
that is well rounded enough to help ensure that you are not the team with the least points in a given
week. If you are, you are out of the league for the rest of the year. Essentially, you do not play a
different team each week, you play the field every week. That’s what makes this type of league very
interesting.







Draft in the earlier rounds as you would for any other draft because you want a well-rounded
team.
Try to avoid picking players who may be very productive but who are very injury prone
because it will hurt your team’s chances that week if one or more of your top players is
sidelined. Where in other types of leagues you may be able to absorb a loss or two that may
result from having to play a “bench” player for an injured star, there is no such luxury in this
type of league.
When you draft your running backs, always “handcuff pick” the second string running back on
the same team as your top running backs. If the top guy goes down with an injury, you can just
plug in his replacement. While the replacement may not be as productive, he is going to get
more opportunities as a starter than a “bench” player from another team where he may
continue to fill the role of a #2 or #3 back on that team.
In the later rounds look for players who are versatile that return kicks and punts, like a Darren
Sproles of the Saints, because the more chances to score means the more chances for points.
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Fantasy Football: Sleepers and Busts
By: Allen Yates
In a world of common trends, the fantasy world is no different. The usual suspects in every fantasy
position fly off the board with regularity. The fantasy world also gives us something unique every
fantasy football season. The sleepers and busts of the fantasy year end up making or breaking a
championship team. These players, good and bad, have a huge impact on a fantasy team. They
either push a good team over the hump, or turn a once solid team into a disappointment. Let’s start
with the possible sleepers that could boost your team into championship form.

SLEEPERS:
QB: Carson Palmer - Arizona & Ryan Tannehill - Miami
Palmer posted very serviceable numbers, having at least 16 points in eight games last season,
playing on a very talentless Oakland Raiders offense. Now Palmer is paired with one of the best wide
receivers in the game, Larry Fitzgerald. In addition to Fitzgerald, other offensive weapons include
wide receivers Andre Roberts and Michael Floyd and newly acquired running back Rashard
Mendenhall. Together, they represent an extreme upgrade from the supporting cast Palmer had in
Oakland. Palmer may not post numbers like
he did when he was a Bengal, but do not be
surprised if he becomes a solid sleeper as the
season plays out.
Tannehill, the second-year player out of
Texas A&M, had a productive rookie season,
and showed potential suggesting that he will
only get better. As long as he cuts down on
his turnovers, he is primed for a sleeper type
season. The weapons he now has,
particularly wide receiver Mike Wallace,
should help him show off that big arm of his.

Running Back: Justin Forsett - Jacksonville
The running back position offers a deeper pool of players who can end up being considered a
sleeper. One player that stands out to me is Justin Forsett, the one-time Houston Texan. He now
plays for the Jacksonville Jaguars, and is in a great position to get legit carries this season.
With star running back Maurice Jones-Drew having an injury-riddled past couple of seasons, his
current health is up in the air as Week 1 approaches. Forsett could take over the carries if JonesDrew is at all hampered and he could produce at a nice clip as a bye week starter.
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Wide Receiver: Alshon Jeffery – Chicago & Robert Woods - Buffalo
Alshon Jeffery has all the talent to make him a number two option for the Bears and a possible
second WR or strong flex option on a fantasy team. Let’s face it, it’s going to be hard for Brandon
Marshall to continue to dominate double and triple coverage the whole season, like he did last year.
There is plenty of opportunity here for Jeffery to step up and help the Bears and at the same time,
make some fantasy owners very happy!
Woods, out of USC, seems to have been put in a good position for his rookie season. Woods has no
choice but to line up as the #2 receiver for the Buffalo Bills. He has NFL-ready talent that should allow
him to quickly become a solid complement to the #1 wide receiver, Steve Johnson. Although it
depends on the quality of the quarterback play, Woods’ talent level has him primed to be a flex
sleeper this coming season.

BUSTS:
Now for the other end of the spectrum, the list you as a GM should stay away from. The busts are
players who turn out to disappoint you, especially if they come into the season with a lot of hype
surrounding them. A bust could be a big name having a subpar season, or a player selected too
early. If you draft a player early on, even a big name player,
and he doesn't produce the numbers you should expect for
an early round selection, then he is a candidate for bust
consideration.
Running Back: Eddie Lacy – Green Bay
Lacy, the Packers 1st Round draft choice out Alabama,
comes to them with high expectations. While he enjoyed a lot
of success playing for the Crimson Tide, he only served as
Alabama’s featured running back for one season, and that
presents a slight concern. However, the bigger concern is
the report that Lacy came to training camp overweight, which
doesn’t bode well for early success in the NFL. If you had
thoughts of drafting Lacy, just hope that his pounds drop as
fast as his name is likely to drop to later rounds in your draft.
He could be a huge bust if drafted in the wrong round. His
weight issue has placed him in my bust category.

Wide Receiver: Eric Decker - Denver , Randall Cobb - Green Bay & Denario Alexander – San
Diego
Decker is a guy who had double digit touchdowns last season and was a solid fantasy points
producer. But the success he enjoyed last year may have set him up to be a potential fantasy bust for
the new year. It’s hard to consistently post double digit touchdowns, especially with the weapons
Denver boasts.
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The Broncos biggest addition this off-season was ex-Patriot Wes Welker, who likely will take away a
lot of looks from Decker. While the expected fall-off in Decker’s fantasy production due to Welker’s
presence may have nothing to do with his actual performance, he may rightly or wrongly be
considered a bust by fantasy owners who drafted him high based on last season’s production.
With the departure of Greg Jennings, James Jones seems ready to try and fill the big shoes left in
front of him. Cobb will likely be a third option for Aaron Rodgers. If the Packers can get Cobb in open
space, he can be effective. The only problem is they may not game plan for Cobb enough to allow
him to make a good fantasy impression on your team. You’ll likely get some occasional flashes, but
don't draft Cobb expecting consistent numbers from him.

Alexander burst onto the scene in Week 9 last season for the Chargers and had a very impressive
second half of the season. But there is one huge problem with him. He has had five knee surgeries
and we haven't seen him complete a full season. His upside can place him as high as a consistent
flex option, but his bad health history can leave him as a bust if you draft him expecting him to be
around for the long haul.

In summary, if you had thoughts of trying to draft any of these players to flex your way to a
championship, just be wary of each of their unique situations. Did they change teams or get a new
coaching staff? Will they have a better or worse supporting cast? Are they finally healthy? These are
just some of the things that need to be considered.
Sometimes, the difference between a sleeper and a bust is as simple as the round in which the player
was taken. You could draft him too early, and not get the production anticipated for his particular draft
slot. On the flip side, that same player with the same level of production may be considered a steal if
you got him in one of the last rounds.
With all that being said, just let the games begin. Here’s hoping that your potential sleeper becomes a
great pick, and not a “what was I thinking” pick.
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Running Back vs. Quarterback Debate:
By Guest Writer EJ McKinley:
The quarterback and running back are the two most important positions in fantasy football. But there
is an extreme disagreement over which is more valuable. The debate is one that has been molded
and changed over time. Historically running backs are the better choice. But every year since 2000
that has slowly changed. Let’s explore the growing debate: quarterback vs. running back.
I was in shock one month ago. I was participating in my first fantasy draft of the season. The draft
was hosted in a standard format league on NFL.com. I was fortunate to be picking first overall and
confidently picked Drew Brees. He was the top point scorer In fantasy football last year and is a
model of consistency from week to week. I felt very good about picking Brees.
Then something odd happened. In the chat
bar, a message popped up, “wow I sure do
love drafting when you take a QB first.”
What was this crazy injustice? I was merely
drafting just as I always had. Apparently
everyone else in my draft agreed with this
fellow because the next NINE picks were
running backs. My jaw honestly dropped. I
felt like an infant being exposed to the new
world; the new and always moving world of
fantasy football strategy.
I don’t know how long people have been
playing fantasy football. Obviously of course, I am aware that in the context of how old the league is,
fantasy football is a very new phenomenon. But I can imagine if it was played between 1920 (when
the league was founded) and right up to 2000, running backs would be the hot commodity. Indeed, in
the first 15 years of the league they more often than not ran for more yards than their team’s
quarterback threw for. Although it wasn’t long before that scenario became reversed, the value of
having a highly productive running back was not diminished.
One thing that has never changed, is the fact that good running backs rack up a lot of yards and
score a bunch of touchdowns, and for that reason, running backs have long been favored in fantasy
football drafts. But that soon began to change when we entered the new millennium and passing
games really started to heat up, bringing us to the point now where no one disputes a reference to the
league as a “passing league”.
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By the time we reached 2010 quarterbacks were the ones being fought over in fantasy leagues. If you
landed Peyton Manning it was like landing Barry Sanders in 1995. It was simple math. Quarterbacks
are now throwing for far more yards than running backs are rushing for and they are responsible for
more touchdowns as well. That math hasn't changed. The fantasy points quarterbacks are scoring
has steadily been on the increase. That’s why I’m so surprised by how many running backs were
chosen in the first round of my fantasy draft.

Top 5 Fantasy Point Scorers Compared:
Quarterback:

Drew Brees: 345.58
Aaron Rodgers: 343.60
Tom Brady: 340.28
Cam Newton: 323.46
Robert Griffin lll: 317.50

Running Back:
Adrian Peterson: 307.40
Doug Martin: 262.60
Arian Foster: 262.10
Marshawn Lynch: 246.60
Alfred Morris: 241.00

The stats above are from the 2012 NFL season. Now I’m not a statistician but I can read numbers,
and to me it’s clear that the quarterbacks are scoring way more fantasy points than the running
backs.
So that begs the question, why are so many fantasy team owners still picking running backs early and
often? It isn’t just in my one fantasy draft. I’ve seen the rising stock and love for the running back
everywhere this season. I don’t have answers. The stats fully support the quarterback in any
argument comparing the fantasy value of each position.
I guess the one logical explanation would be that typically, you get to play multiple running backs but
only one quarterback and your combined running back fantasy points could rival or exceed those
coming from your quarterback. But it’s not like you are going to get an Adrian Peterson AND a
Marshawn Lynch with your first two picks.
Depending on the size of your league and your draft position, your 2 nd and 3rd Round running backs
are likely going to be significant drop-offs from your 1st Round running back. That would suggest that
it could be a shaky proposition to expect your running backs combination to consistently out-produce
that top tier quarterback that you otherwise might have gotten in one of the first couple of rounds.
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So where does this leave us? What strategy would I
recommend? Well, given the information presented
above, my answer will probably come as a surprise to
you.
Since so many fantasy owners are typically picking
running backs early and often, I advise going with the
flow. Pick up running backs early while they’re going hot
but be sure to maneuver yourself well enough to be in
the position to draft the quarterback you want just as it
appears the tide is beginning to turn away from the
running back love affair. If the initial focus is on running
backs, drafting your coveted quarterback early like I did,
may mean that you will miss an opportunity to have your
cake and eat it too!
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Bounce Back Players:
By Matt Campion:

Matthew Stafford QB – Detroit Lions:
Unlike the other players on this list, Stafford played in all
sixteen games in 2012. He is looking to bounce back from
underperformance rather than injury. In 2011, at just 23 years
old, Stafford became the fourth quarterback in NFL history to
pass for over 5,000 yards. The former first overall pick also
threw 41 touchdown passes to just 16 interceptions that
season, leading the Lions to their first playoff appearance since
1999.
This success placed lofty expectations on the young
quarterback to have an even better season the following year.
Unfortunately, Stafford regressed significantly in 2012, leaving
fans wondering what to expect in the future. Despite throwing
for the second most passing yards in the league (4,967),
Stafford’s efficiency plummeted, and the Lions lost their final
eight games of the season to finish 4-12.
The passing yards were largely a result of the Lions throwing
more than any team in NFL history. His struggles were evident
in the fact that he threw for less than half of his touchdown total from the previous year while throwing
one more interception.
But, age and talent are still on Stafford’s side. Plus, he plays for an organization that still loves to
throw and has the best receiver in the league. His 2013 may not be quite as good as his video gamelike 2011, but I expect Stafford to look significantly better than he did last season. He is great fantasy
value for a mid-to-late round draft pick because of his high ceiling.

Maurice Jones-Drew RB – Jacksonville Jaguars:
MoJo has been the face of the Jaguars franchise in recent years, supplementing a weak passing
offense by providing a consistent rushing attack. He began his career with six consecutive years of
playing at least fourteen games, while averaging over ten rushing touchdowns per year in that span.
His role and productivity expanded leading up to 2012, averaging 1,795 total yards (rushing and
receiving) per season from 2009-2011.
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The consistent, do-it-all back experienced his first real setback in 2012, appearing in the team’s first
six games, totaling 414 rushing yards along with one rushing touchdown, before suffering a seasonending foot injury. The injury and overall dip in productivity a year ago will provide Jones-Drew the
opportunity to bounce back in a major way in 2013.
He was perennially considered to be a first-round talent in fantasy football prior to this year, and now
finds himself falling into the second or third round of most drafts. I would advise drafters to use
patience, but pull the trigger on him if he’s around any time after the mid-second round. Don’t be
surprised to see MoJo finishing the year as a top running back, despite playing for a terrible offense.
He has plenty of experience carrying the load.

Danny Amendola WR – New England Patriots:
Amendola had a highly productive and efficient 2012 when he was healthy. After a little over a month
into the season, he was in the top five in the league in all major receiving categories, despite playing
for an anemic Rams offense. His breakout year was abruptly overshadowed by a serious injury in
which he dislocated his clavicle and required major triceps surgery.
Although he was expected to miss the remainder of the season, Amendola fought back to return to
the field after only five weeks. He put up over one hundred receiving yards against a stingy 49ers
defense in his return, and seemed to pick up right where he left off before eventually suffering a foot
injury that limited him for the remainder of the season.
While extremely injury-prone, Amendola brings his productivity to perhaps the best situation for a
receiver in fantasy football. The offseason move from St. Louis to New England should be critical for
the 27-year-old receiver, providing Amendola with a top quarterback for the first time in his career.
He will almost certainly bounce back from the injury to produce huge numbers due to New England’s
sudden lack of depth in receiving options and Tom Brady’s consistent arm. Drafters who are not
afraid of injury history repeating itself have to consider Amendola a top prospect, worthy of being
taken as a number one fantasy receiver. If he stays healthy for the majority of the season, I expect
Wes Welker-like numbers from him in 2013.

Greg Jennings WR – Minnesota Vikings:
After a five-year span of averaging over 1,100 receiving yards per season, Jennings experienced his
least productive year in 2012. Limited by a groin injury, he only appeared in half of Green Bay’s
regular season games. In the previous six years of his career, he had never played fewer than
thirteen regular season games in a year.
He totaled a career-low 366 receiving yards last season, leading many to believe his groin injury was
still affecting his play after returning to the field. Unfortunately for Jennings, this all took place during
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a contract year, forcing the Packers to decide if they really wanted to spend top money re-signing a
receiver who turns thirty this season and is coming off of his worst year as a pro.
The decision was not hard for the Packers with the recent emergence of young receiver Randall
Cobb. He, Jordy Nelson, and James Jones are all highly productive and younger than Jennings,
without the injury troubles from last year. In a single year, Jennings went from the top receiving threat
on arguably the best offense to an outcast.
His situation may not be as good with Christian Ponder and the Vikings as it was with Aaron Rodgers
in Green Bay, but his job security is certainly stronger. Jennings immediately becomes the top target
in Minnesota with the departure of Percy Harvin, and he should put up classic Jennings-like numbers
for this reason alone.
His fantasy draft stock took a huge hit after last season, but Jennings is great value as a second or
third receiver. I recommend drafting Jennings in a middle round, because he is consistently
productive when healthy and generally doesn’t miss much time because of injury.

Robert Griffin III QB – Washington Redskins:

RG3 burst onto the fantasy scene as a rookie in 2012 with
veteran-like passing efficiency coupled with elite running
ability. In fact, he could easily have been the top quarterback
prospect in 2013 fantasy drafts if he hadn’t sustained knee
injuries in the late regular season and postseason.
Griffin sprained his LCL in week 14, leading some people to
believe he should spend the remainder of the year recovering
rather than putting further stress on such a crucial body part
for his style of play. He further aggravated the injury in his
playoff debut, requiring offseason surgery to repair both his
ACL and LCL.
The timing, nature, and recovery method of the injury are
similar to what Adrian Peterson went through a year ago
before producing one of the greatest seasons of all time for a
running back. While reports have stated that RG3 is ahead of schedule and looking good, it must be
recognized that Adrian Peterson is definitely the exception rather than the rule.
Most sources expect the second-year quarterback to start Week #1, but it wouldn’t be surprising to
see Griffin playing more cautiously early in the season, potentially leading to fewer rushing yards.
There will likely be lingering effects from the knee injuries, but it remains to be seen just how durable
and explosive he will be. He remains one of the most talented quarterbacks in the league, so betting
against a strong comeback in 2013 seems foolish at this time.
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Injury Risks:
By Matt Campion:

Rob Gronkowski TE – New England Patriots
Unlike the other players on this list,
Gronkowski has not shown an extensive
injury history. Out of a possible 48 regular
season games in his three years in the NFL,
“Gronk” was active for all of the first 42. A
torrid stretch of injuries and required
surgeries on both his back and forearm have
plagued the star tight end since midNovember.
It is uncertain how much time Gronk will miss
in the regular season, if any at all. Since
being placed on the preseason PUP list,
reporters have shied away from predicting
his week one status. It looks like a toss-up
whether or not he will be healthy enough to play in New England’s season opener in Buffalo.
Gronk’s toughness has never been in question, and his injury history is surprisingly clear until
recently, so I wouldn’t worry too much about drafting him in fantasy. In fact, drafters should utilize this
opportunity to grab the undeniable top-two tight end in the middle rounds while his stock is low. I
think Gronkowski’s potential outweighs his risk, and strongly advise taking him if Jimmy Graham has
already been taken.

Darren McFadden RB – Oakland Raiders
A model of consistency in college, the former two-time Heisman runner-up is now more likely to find
himself on the injury report than in the end zone. In McFadden’s five-year NFL career, the running
back has never once played more than thirteen games in a season. He missed more than half of the
regular season in 2011, appearing in only seven games.
The term “versatility” describes both his style as a running back and his ability to sustain injury in any
place possible. He has missed games due to a hurt ankle, shoulder, foot, hamstring, knee, and toe in
his brief professional career.
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McFadden’s upside remains in the fact that he is the unquestioned starter when healthy, ahead of
Rashad Jennings and Marcel Reece. He also has undeniable talent, which is why Oakland selected
him fourth overall in 2008.
Coming off a poor 2012, McFadden’s stock is perhaps at an all-time low, which can validate his
selection as either a low-end second running back or quality third. The risk and potential reward are
pretty balanced when you consider that he will probably start somewhere between ten and thirteen
games. This is the sort of pick where you take him because he’s too appealing to pass up, yet at the
same time, you recognize that you may somewhat regret pulling the trigger on him.

Hakeem Nicks WR – New York Giants
Hakeem Nicks is a player that fantasy owners will love
and hate at the same time. Although he hasn’t played a
full sixteen games in his four-year career, he has never
played fewer than thirteen in a season. This is
impressive considering how often his name appears on
the injury report as questionable.
Nicks plays through pain a lot of the time, and it limits
his production. When healthy, Nicks is one of the better
weapons in the league, but he falls in fantasy drafts
because it’s extremely hard to know how much his
injuries affect him on a week-to-week basis.
Optimistic owners will play him when he looks limited
and occasionally get little or no production. Cautious
owners will bench him while in his natural “questionable”
state, and potentially miss out on some huge scoring
performances.
Just know that if you draft him, you will have to make
some game day decisions, and occasionally you will
choose wrong. Overall, I believe Nicks is worth drafting
because of his upside and low draft stock.

Ryan Mathews RB – San Diego Chargers
Ryan Mathews is a name that arises in the “sleeper” section of fantasy football year after year. He
deserves to be there because he certainly has shown the potential to be an effective runner when
healthy.
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That being said, he has struggled to stay healthy, missing games in each of his three NFL seasons.
Mathews entered the 2012 season missing action due to a broken right clavicle sustained on his first
carry of the preseason. He recovered earlier than expected, only to finish the season early with a
broken left clavicle.
Even in college, he missed a significant portion of his sophomore year due to a knee injury. The fact
that he never was healthy enough to complete a full season in college worries me the most,
considering he was playing at Fresno State in a weak conference (WAC).
Running backs historically have shorter careers than other positions because they take a pounding
on a consistent basis. These players are hit and tackled more often than every other player on the
field. The difference between getting hit by a WAC defender and someone like Ray Lewis is
astronomical, and only the toughest running backs can play a full sixteen-game season in the NFL.
Ryan Matthews may or may not be worth drafting (for the right price), but I personally would trade him
when he has played a few “healthy” games in a row and his stock is at its highest. I don’t trust him to
ever hold up for a full season.
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MIAMI DOLPHINS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

@

Cleveland Browns

2

September 15

@

Indianapolis Colts

3

September 22

4

September 30

5

October 6

Baltimore Ravens

6

October13

Bye Week

7

October 20

Buffalo Bills

8

October 27

9

October 31

10

November 11

11

November 17

San Diego Chargers

12

November 24

Carolina Panthers

13

December 1

@

New York Jets

14

December 8

@

Pittsburgh Steelers

15

December 15

16

December 22

17

December 29

Atlanta Falcons
@

@

New Orleans Saints

New England Patriots
Cincinnati Bengals

@

Tampa Bay
Buccaneers

New England Patriots
@

Buffalo Bills
New York Jets

OFFENSE:
The Miami Dolphins are a team in a win now mode. They spent that way during the offseason and
drafted that way in April. From the new logo to the new players, fans in south Florida are expecting
big things from the Fins this season but whether it translates into points for fantasy owners remains to
be seen.
Ryan Tannehill is a young strong-armed QB entering his second season in the NFL. He showed
promise last year as a rookie 16-game starter. Unfortunately, his numbers did not. He threw just 12
touchdowns while tossing 13 interceptions, and logged a 76.1 passer rating that ranked 27th in the
NFL. However, Tannehill figures to benefit greatly from Miami’s spending frenzy this offseason.
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If Tannehill can stay on his feet, he may
have a plethora of pass catchers to target.
There is the obvious in Mr. 60 Minutes,
speedster Mike Wallace, whom the
Dolphins made very rich during the
offseason. In his last season with
Pittsburgh, Wallace was targeted over 100
times (third-straight year) for 836 yards and
eight TDs. Despite his numbers and
reliability, the Fins are deep at WR and
Wallace will still need to fight for attention
from Tannehill’s favorite 2012 wide
receiver, Brian Hartline.
Miami re-signed Hartline, whom Tannehill targeted 128 times or 23.6 percent of the team’s total
targets in 2012. Hartline may benefit the most from Wallace’s arrival. While he set career-highs in
targets, receptions (74), and yards (1,083), Hartline still only scored one touchdown.
Armon Binns' injury (torn ACL and MCL) clears the path for Brandon Gibson to become the third
receiver in Miami. While with St. Louis last year, he was second in targets (19 behind the leader),
receptions (12 behind the leader) and yards (seven yards behind the leader). Toss in TE Dustin Keller
who replaces Anthony Fasano now in Kansas City and The Dolphins have the talent to score points.
In the backfield, Lamar Miller is a potential sleeper, as well as a potential breakout candidate. Miller
gained 250 yards on 51 carries last year and scored in his first ever game (10 carries, 65 yards, and a
TD vs. Oakland), but he never saw pay dirt again the rest of the season. He is explosive and elusive
but durability is a question. He was frequently banged up while playing down the street for the
University of Miami.
Behind him is Daniel Thomas, who has been plagued by concussions the last two seasons, and
rookie Mike Gillislee, the fifth round pick from Florida, who also possesses sleeper potential.
None of this will matter if the Dolphins are not healthy on the offensive line. Camp has not started well
in that regards. Left Guard Lance Louis (knee) is still not fully active because of offseason surgery
and right guard John Jerry’s was injured to start camp. Toss in the loss of franchise player Jake Long
to free agency and the Dolphins may be in panic mode on the O-line now.

DEFENSE/ SCHEDULE:
Miami’s defense ranked 24th in fantasy stats last year with 109 points via 10 interceptions, six fumble
recoveries, and one TD. In the NFL, the Dolphins were 13th in rushing defense, 27th in passing
defense, and 21st in team defense. The Dolphins play a second-place schedule this season but their
ease of schedule in terms of fantasy positional players is solid. Their division was horrible at stopping
the run last season. While the Patriots did rank ninth, the Jets finished 26 and the Bills next to last in
the NFL.
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NEW YORK JETS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

Tampa Bay
Buccaneers

2

September 12

3

September 22

4

September 29

@

Tennessee Titans

5

October 7

@

Atlanta Falcons

6

October 13

Pittsburgh Steelers

7

October 20

New England Patriots

8

October 27

9

November 3

@

New England Patriots
Buffalo Bills

@

Cincinnati Bengals
New Orleans Saints
Bye Week

10
11

November 17

@

Buffalo Bills

12

November 24

@

Baltimore Ravens

13

December 1

Miami Dolphins

14

December 8

Oakland Raiders

15

December 15

16

December 22

17

December 29

@

Carolina Panthers
Cleveland Browns

@

Miami Dolphins

Finding good fantasy players to draft on the NY Jets will be difficult this year but not impossible. The
difficulty comes in believing the Jets are even capable of improving on last season’s offensive woes
where QB Mark Sanchez regressed more than any QB since another USC standout signal caller went
backwards a few seasons ago. The New York Jets were 30th in the league in total offense (299.2
yards per game) and 28th in scoring offense (17.6 points per game) last season and do not figure to
improve significantly in either in 2013.

OFFENSE:
Chris Ivory was brought in to replace the departed Shonn Green. Ivory had been dealing with a tight
hamstring during the early stage of training camp but the Jets wisely played it safe with their new
running back by holding him out of some workouts. Assuming he can stay on the field, Ivory, who has
impressed coach Rex Ryan with his physical style of running, is in line to head the team's backfield
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this season. With that said, the Jets will have the easiest fantasy schedule for RB’s heading into the
season, this of course is based on last season---so beware!
On many teams, WR Stephen Hill is a player that with a respectable and dependable arm throwing to
him, could be a solid third and eventually second bye week option. Nevertheless, in NY, where the
QB situation is bad at best, you have to place him on a watch list. However, he could be good
throughout the year for a spot start if you have to have a WR.
The Jets were desperate this offseason in an effort to find viable targets for whoever winds up under
center, signing tight end Kellen Winslow in June and bringing wide receiver Braylon Edwards back to
town. The two veterans combined for just 19 receptions last season. Edwards will help take some
pressure off Hill this year but it is a moot point if no one can get him the ball.

DEFENSE/ST:
Due to some salary cap casualties like Bart Scott, the trade of
Darrelle Revis and free agent defections such as LaRon Landry, the
Jets defense cannot be counted on as it has been in years past for
as many quality fantasy starts.
But, they are worth a shot during a bye week if their matchup is
favorable and there are several potential matchups to keep an eye
on as the fantasy playoffs start in Week 14. Cornerbacks Antonio
Cromartie and first-rounder Dee Milliner will more than hold their own
on the edge, so if defensive end Muhammed Wilkerson, first-round
defensive tackle Sheldon Richardson and outside linebacker Quinton
Coples play up to their potential in the 3-4, the Jets should have a
rebound year defensively.
Kicker Nick Folk isn’t even a bye week option with this offense, leave
him on the board.

SCHEDULE:
Although you can make an argument that the score often dictated a run-first approach from the
opposition last season, the Jets were fifth-best against opposing quarterbacks in fantasy and the best
against wide receivers, even without Revis Island floating around in the secondary.
Keep your eye on how this team progresses. The Jets will face an easy fantasy schedule this season
and they could actually help you during your playoffs. For ease of schedule this year, the Jets face
the fourth easiest for QB’s; have the easiest for RB’s and ninth softest for the WR position. In Week’s
14, 15 & 16 they face Oakland, Carolina and Cleveland. There could be some sneaky options in
those games, which could benefit a playoff run.
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NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

2

September 12

New York Jets

3

September 22

Tampa Bay
Buccaneers

4

September 29

@

Atlanta Falcons

5

October 6

@

Cincinnati Bengals

6

October 13

7

October 20

8

October 27

Miami Dolphins

9

November 3

Pittsburgh Steelers

@

Buffalo Bills

New Orleans Saints
@

10

New York Jets

Bye Week

11

November 18

12

November 24

13

December 1

14

December 8

15

December 15

@

Miami Dolphins

16

December 22

@

Baltimore Ravens

17

December 29

@

Carolina Panthers
Denver Broncos

@

Houston Texans
Cleveland Browns

Buffalo Bills

Offense:
Any talk of fantasy football and the Patriots starts with QB Tom Brady. Mr. Bundchen has averaged
36 TD’s and just eight interceptions during the past three seasons. He simply doesn’t put a minus on
the board. In the past three seasons, Brady has thrown an interception or fumbled every 90.5 snaps.
No other regular quarterback over that span has a rate of more than 73 snaps between interceptions
or fumbles. Brady has thrown interceptions on only 1.4 percent of his pass attempts in the past three
seasons, the lowest rate in the NFL.
Nevertheless, Brady will start the season without his top five receiving targets from last season. Wes
Welker (Denver), Brandon Lloyd (UFA), TE Rob Gronkowski (Injured), TE Aaron Hernandez (Jail)
and Danny Woodhead (San Diego Chargers) all combined to catch 338 passes for 3,983 yards and
29 touchdowns. That accounted for 82 percent of receptions last season and 49 percent of the team’s
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59 touchdowns. New England's top returning receivers from last
season are Julian Edelman (21 catches), running back Shane
Vereen (eight) and tight end Michael Hoomanawanui (five).
Ouch! But these are the Patriots, the same team that won 12
games in 2006 with Reche Caldwell cast as a top offensive
weapon. Replacing Welker will be Danny Amendola, who has the
potential to become a star. Stevan Ridley, who broke in as a
rookie last season with 1,263 rushing yards and 12 rushing
touchdowns could be a second-round pick in most drafts this
summer. I snagged him in round 2 but with a strong preseason,
he could move into the end of the first round. Regardless of
where Ridley is drafted, he is poised for a huge breakthrough
season if the Pats don’t use a running back by committee with
Shane Vereen. The Pats had more goal to go situations than any
team in the NFL last season and even in the pass heavy offense,
leaned more on Ridley and the run. Only Arian Foster of the Texans had more touchdowns of nine
yards or less than Ridley’s 11 last season.

DEFENSE/ST:
The Pats may not have the high-scoring offense they fielded last year, so the defense will have to rise
to the occasion in more low-scoring games. The front seven doesn't lack playmakers. The defensive
line of Rob Ninkovich, Vince Wilfork and Chandler Jones is underrated, and the linebacking corps of
Jerod Mayo, Dont'a Hightower and Brandon Spikes could be a star studded trio. The Pats despite
being in the bottom 10 in league defense last year, still tied for ninth in pts. allowed and had 37 sacks.
Stephen Gostkowski had his struggles at times a year ago, including a stretch when he missed three
of four attempts. But he still racked up 166 fantasy points and should be one of the first in the last
round selections.

SCHEDULE:
Except for a few games against the Bengals, Steelers, Ravens and Texans, the Patriots' schedule is
favorable. But, the AFC East, while not yet up to Patriots standards is getting better. With that said,
none of the games against teams in the Pats division is worth sitting any player. Home games against
the Bucs, Saints and Bills should allow for some good point weeks for the Pats. The Pats will need
some time early to settle but games against Buffalo, the Jets and Tampa Bay will help aide the
process. Their toughest matchups come down the stretch in fantasy crunch time, but fantasy owners
will have plenty of time to adjust, trade or do whatever they decide once the Pats get to the tough
slate in weeks 12 through 16.
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BUFFALO BILLS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

New England Patriots

2

September 15

Carolina Panthers

3

September 22

4

September 29

5

October 3

6

October 13

7

October 20

@

Miami Dolphins

8

October 27

@

New Orleans Saints

9

November 3

10

November 10

11

November 17

@

New York Jets
Baltimore Ravens

@

Cleveland Browns
Cincinnati Bengals

Kansas City Chiefs
@

Pittsburgh Steelers
New York Jets
Bye Week

12
13

December 1

Atlanta Falcons

14

December 8

@

Tampa Bay
Buccaneers

15

December 15

@

Jacksonville Jaguars

16

December 22

17

December 29

Miami Dolphins
@

New England Patriots

The Bills are one of eight NFL teams that changed head coaches heading into the 2013 season. New
head coaches often take time to figure things out and that is not beneficial to fantasy owners.
However, Doug Marrone made fantasy players happy immediately when he proclaimed that Bills RB,
CJ Spiller, regardless of Fred Jackson's health, would be the starter.

OFFENSE:
The decision about Spiller is huge in Buffalo especially when you factor in that they will be breaking in
a new quarterback. Spiller (1,244 yards & 43 receptions) was one of just six RB’s backs last season
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that gained 1,000 yards and caught 40 passes. Whatever the outcome at QB in Buffalo, Spiller is a
top ten pick in any fantasy league.
Speaking of QB, the competition between rookie
first-round pick EJ Manuel and veteran free agent
Kevin Kolb for the Bills' starting quarterback job will
be the focus of training camp. Manuel, the only
quarterback taken in the first round of the April draft,
is only the second quarterback drafted in the first
round by the Bills since Jim Kelly's retirement in
1996. The 6-4, 240-pounder from Florida State has
all of the physical gifts to be a good signal caller in
the NFL. Not to mention, he is the Bills quarterback
of the future.
The only question is when that future will be.
Marrone and coordinator Nate Hackett, who were
together at Syracuse, would like nothing better than
to name him their opening-day starter against New
England. At WR, the Bills have Stevie Johnson (791
catches, 1,046 yards, 6 TDs), who topped 1,000
yards receiving for a team-record third consecutive
season and returns as this unit's undisputed No. 1.
But offseason moves brought in a lot of speed and
talent, and depth could be the best in years.

DEFENSE/ST:
The Bills have the parts to be a good defense but they are not solid as a unit just yet. Marrone
brought D-Coordinator, Mike Pettine, from the division-rival Jets. He will help this unit eventually find
an identity but it will take time. Last season they allowed 145.8 yards per game on the ground, only
the Saints allowed more. They were 10th against the pass in 2012, so there is hope that this could be
a better overall unit this season. This is still a defense that you would much rather play against than
play with, so do not be buffaloed into thinking they will all of a sudden just put it together.

SCHEDULE:
The toughest part of the Bills' schedule happens just as the bye weeks start. Snagging a fringe Bills
player to fill a void during the middle part of your schedule could be daunting. They have tough
matchups against the Ravens (Week 4), Bengals (Week 6), Steelers (Week 10) and Jets (Week 11).
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The schedule lines up favorably for Spiller, as the Bills face the sixth easiest schedule for fantasy
backs this season. Buffalo faces two teams all season, (Steelers & Bucs) that finished last season
ranked in the top five against running backs. The matchups for Kolb and/or Manuel will be tougher,
but the Bills figure to be playing from behind often, which could mean garbage-time yards. For Buffalo
QB owners, they face a schedule that ranks right in the middle (16) in terms of strength. Be careful
with Spiller come playoff time, the Bills will face the Buccaneers in Week 14. Tampa Bay was No.1
against the run last season.
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BALTIMORE RAVENS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 5

2

September 15

3

September 22

4

September 29

@

Buffalo Bills

5

October 6

@

Miami Dolphins

6

October 13

7

October 20

@

Denver Broncos
Cleveland Browns
Houston Texans

Green Bay Packers
@

Pittsburgh Steelers
Bye Week

8
9

November 3

@

Cleveland Browns

10

November 10

11

November 17

12

November 24

New York Jets

13

November 28

Pittsburgh Steelers

14

December 8

Minnesota Vikings

15

December 16

16

December 22

17

December 29

Cincinnati Bengals
@

@

Chicago Bears

Detroit Lions
New England Patriots

@

Cincinnati Bengals

The Ravens won their second Super Bowl in franchise history last season and currently own the
NFL’s longest active playoff streak at five years. Save for Ray Rice and occasionally Torrey Smith,
that hasn’t translated into much of anything for fantasy owners during the Joe Flacco/John Harbaugh
era. The defending Super Bowl champs had a great balanced attack in 2012, 15th in passing offense
and 11th in rushing. While that's a great way to win a title in the NFL, it is a turnoff for fantasy
footballers.

Offense:
Has any Super Bowl MVP quarterback entered the following season with as many question marks
surrounding him as Joe Flacco does? Aside from his amazing playoff run where he tossed 11 TD’s
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(half of what he threw during the 16game regular season) and no
interceptions, he had an average
season at best. ----Again. His 22 TD’s
and 3,817 yards were in the middle of
the fantasy pack, which is where he’s
been in each of the last three seasons.
While Flacco’s contract ($120 million)
and his record, 63 wins (including
playoffs) are the most by an NFL
starting QB since 2008, when he
entered the league, are elite, his fantasy
status is not and is not likely to be this
year either. If you are looking for a
tough win on the road in late November,
Flacco may be your QB but if you’re
looking for elite fantasy QB numbers,
you may want to draft Matt Ryan this
year.
The one stat that does point to a fantasy breakout year for Joe Cool is that he will play 16 games this
season with Jim Caldwell as his O-Coordinator. Flacco never had a QB rating under 100 once
Caldwell took over for Cam Cameron last season.
Where the Ravens are truly elite on the fantasy side of the coin is in the backfield. Ray Rice kept his
streak alive, playing in all 16 games for the fourth-straight season. In a standard scoring, PPR league,
Rice ended 2012 with the fourth-most points by a running back. As far as consistency goes, Rice is
the model of it. Rice was one of just six backs in the NFL with 1,000 rushing yards and 40 or more
receptions last season. 2013 marked the fourth straight years Rice has accomplished the feat. In fact,
he is averaging nearly 70 receptions and 1,266 rushing, which equals an average of 1,874 yards from
scrimmage during that span.
Unfortunately, he is losing more and more carries and the emergence of Bernard Pierce last season
may further reduce his workload in 2013. In 2010, Rice rushed an incredible 307 times. In 2011, his
carries slowly slid to 291. Rice only had 257 rushing attempts in 2012. With Dennis Pitta being
injured, the Ravens are likely to stick with the two back set. Further proof of this is the re-signing of
Pro-Bowl FB Vonta Leech a few days after the Pitta injury.
Football God’s forbid, but If Rice cannot play 16 games this season, the Ravens are confident in
Pierce. Though Baltimore waited almost three quarters of the season to use him last year, he was an
integral part in the Ravens run toward a Super Bowl trophy. In Week 16, Pierce totaled 123 rushing
yards on 14 attempts. The following week, he received 22 touches and tallied 89 yards. In four playoff
games, Pierce had 39 carries and racked up 202 yards (5.2 yards per carry). Obviously, Rice will
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continue to be the man but if something were to happen, Pierce would be the next man up and likely
be very productive.
WR is where the Ravens have the biggest question mark. Torrey Smith, Jacoby Jones, Tandon Doss,
Deonte Thompson, David Reed, Tommy Streeter, LaQuan Williams, Gerrard Sheppard, Marcus
Rivers, Marlon Brown, Aaron Mellette and Rashaad Carter are all names Ravens fans could hear
called during the preseason. Smith and Jones are likely one and two but beyond that is anyone’s
guess.
The Pitta injury will hurt; big things were expected of him this season. Nevertheless, the Ravens will
replace Pitta, who caught 61 passes for 669 yards and seven touchdowns last season, with Ed
Dickson. Dickson is an athletic former third-round draft pick. The Ravens also signed veteran tight
end Visanthe Shiancoe to a one-year deal. Shiancoe has 243 career catches for 2,677 yards and 27
touchdowns.

DEFENSE/ST:
Assuming that the Ravens will decline after losing future Hall of Famers Ray Lewis (retirement) and
Ed Reed (signed with Houston) in addition to Bernard Pollard, Dannell Ellerbe and Paul Kruger will
only lead to that whole you know what happens when you assume thing. Don’t be fooled, the Ravens
are now younger, quicker and more athletic on defense, thanks to another stellar offseason from
Ozzie Newsome, the Ravens wizard GM. Newsome added players like outside linebacker Elvis
Dumervil, lineman Chris Canty, safety Matt Elam (draft) and safety Michael Huff. The loss of No.52
and No.20 will affect the Ravens D but probably more from the loss of leadership than playmaking
considering how they were aging and experiencing injuries.
Baltimore was no longer a defense that teams feared and they certainly did not score fantasy points
as they did in years past. They were 27th in fantasy points scored last season and in the real world
fell out of the top 10 in defense for the first time in nine years ranking 17 th overall (20 rush-17 pass).
With a faster but still aggressive unit led by Terrell Suggs, the Ravens “D” will be better in 2013 than
they were last season.
The return game will help score points as Jacoby Jones returned three kicks for scores last season
and kicker Justin Tucker is likely to improve on his rookie season and become a top 15 consistent
mainstay on rosters.

Schedule:
Winning a Super Bowl means playing a tough schedule the following season and the Ravens will do
just that in 2013. The Ravens play the toughest fantasy schedule for running backs with matchups
versus four of the five best teams against running backs last season.
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In all, half of Baltimore's schedule comes against teams in last year's top 10 of fantasy rankings
against running backs. It is not much easier for Joe Flacco or Torrey Smith either. Baltimore will face
the sixth and seventh toughest schedules for fantasy QB’s and WR’s respectively this season.
Keep your eye on a make or break brutal stretch of games against stiff defenses in weeks 10-13: the
Bengals, Bears, Jets and Steelers. If you stick with Flacco and he comes through the first 13 weeks
keeping you alive in your league, you may be rewarded with the suspect secondaries of the Vikings,
Lions and Patriots for the fantasy playoffs.
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PITTSBURGH STEELERS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

Tennessee Titans

2

September 16

3

September 22

4

September 29

@

Cincinnati Bengals
Chicago Bears

@

Minnesota Vikings
Bye Week

5
6

October 13

@

New York Jets

7

October 20

8

October 27

@

Oakland Raiders

9

November 3

@

New England Patriots

10

November 10

Buffalo Bills

11

November 17

Detroit Lions

12

November 24

@

Cleveland Browns

13

November 28

@

Baltimore Ravens

14

December 8

Miami Dolphins

15

December 15

Cincinnati Bengals

16

December 22

17

December 29

Baltimore Ravens

@

Green Bay Packers
Cleveland Browns

The last time the Steelers (8-8) missed the playoffs they returned the following season and went all
the way to the Super Bowl. The key for the Steelers rests on the health of their QB, offensive line and
whether a true running back will emerge, as a proven starter in training camp. Funny how the success
of all three hinges directly on each other.

Offense:
Ben Roethlisberger was in the conversation for league MVP as he led Pittsburgh to a 6-3 record last
season. Injuries to his right shoulder and ribs in the ninth game forced him out of the next three and
when he returned, he was not the same and the Steelers missed the playoffs. After throwing 14 picks
in 2011, Big Ben posted a 26-to-8 TD/INT ratio last season. His TD per game was as good as it’s
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been since 2007 but Roethlisberger has been a top
12 QB only once in the past five seasons. Injuries
are always a concern, as he’s played 16-games
just once in his career. The Steelers will have to be
patient with their young O-line and hope they stay
healthy. If they open the season the way they plan
to, it will be their youngest offensive line since the
1950s.Couple that with the fact that Big Ben will
also be without deep threat Mike Wallace and this
could be a tough year in the “Burgh” both record
and fantasy wise.
Whatever Roethlisberger does may not matter if
they cannot establish the run. Under Todd Haley
last year, the Steelers used the pass to set up the
run—that’s not Steelers football—so enter rookie
Le’Veon Bell. Their No. 2 pick in this year’s draft
should win a starting job that no one wanted last
season. With Mendenhall in the desert, Isaac
Redman will be No. 2 and Jonathan Dwyer - their
leading rusher in 2012 - could have trouble making the team. Baron Batch and LaRod StephensHowling will vie for the third-down chores but if Bell can catch, he could be an every-down back.

Defense/ST:
The Steelers are the poster team for having the top ranked defense in the league, while lacking
serious fantasy points. Pittsburgh allowed the fewest total yards in the NFL, the fewest passing yards,
and the second-fewest rushing yards. However, the Steelers finished 21st in fantasy points in
standard scoring leagues. They ranked 28th in interceptions and 19th in fumble recoveries. The
Steelers have not had a double-digit sack man in two seasons and James Harrison is now in
Cincinnati.
Add in the fact that the special teams and defense combined for only one touchdown the entire
season and the Steelers do not seem very attractive but you should still grab them anyway. It is hard
to keep a good ball-hawking defense down for two or three straight seasons, especially if Troy
Polamalu stays healthy.

Schedule:
The schedule is not as generous to Big Ben or his WR’s, as it is for whichever RB wins the job. This
scenario sets up nicely for the smash mouth brand of football Head Coach Mike Tomlin is looking to
return to. The Steelers ease of schedule for Roethlisberger and his wideouts is 19th and 21st
respectively but Steeler RB’s face the seventh easiest schedule for ball carriers in 2013.
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CLEVELAND BROWNS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

Miami Dolphins

2

September 15

@

Baltimore Ravens

3

September 22

@

Minnesota Vikings

4

September 29

Cincinnati Bengals

5

October 3

Buffalo Bills

6

October 13

Detroit Lions

7

October 20

@

Green Bay Packers

8

October 27

@

Kansas City Chiefs

9

November 3

Baltimore Ravens
Bye Week

10
11

November 17

@

12

November 24

Pittsburgh Steelers

13

December 1

Jacksonville Jaguars

14

December 8

15

December 15

16

December 22

@

New York Jets

17

December 29

@

Pittsburgh Steelers

@

Cincinnati Bengals

New England Patriots
Chicago Bears

Can you ever remember a time when the Cleveland Browns gave you more than one fantasy option
for your team? There was Peyton Hillis in 2010 and Jamal Lewis managed to post a 1,000-yard
rushing season in 2008, but you will have to go back to 2007 to find the last Browns squad with
several players that really made a name for themselves in fantasy football.

Offense:
The Browns have two legitimate fantasy threats to choose from this season in RB Trent Richardson
and WR Josh Gordon. You know you’re not working with all that much when it’s important to profile
the coaches for fantasy purposes but that is what we will need to do here.
The addition of new Head Coach Rob Chudzinki and new Offensive Coordinator Norv Turner could
really be a turning point for a woeful Browns offense. As tight ends coach with the San Diego
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Chargers, Chudzinski led Antonio Gates to two of his three best fantasy seasons in his career. As
offensive coordinator of the Cleveland Browns, he was responsible for their outstanding 2007
campaign, which featured two receivers with 1,100+ receiving yards (Braylon Edwards and Kellen
Winslow) and one running back with 1,300+ yards.
Norv Turner has been in the league since 1985 and has been working as an offensive coordinator or
head coach since 1991. Over the last 22 years in the NFL, he led 16 players to seasons with 1,000+
yards rushing or receiving. This is good news for Richardson and Gordon and possibly even QB
Brandon Weeden---well that may be taking it too far. The bad news is, and isn’t there always bad
news in Cleveland, when it comes to the Browns, fantasy owners will have to wait for Gordon
because he’s suspended for the first four games of the
2013 season. That may also mean waiting for the Browns
offense as a whole.
But wait---there is more. No receiver under Norv Turner
was younger than 25 before recording a 1,000-yard
receiving season and Rob Chudzinski's youngest receiver
with a 1,000-yard season was Braylon Edwards at age 24.
Josh Gordon is only 22 and has only one NFL season
under his belt. Brandon Weeden was bad at times last
season, real bad. He produced 20+ fantasy points only
once all year. Pro Football Focus ranks him as the worst
quarterback in football last year. Turner and Chudzinski
both have experience working with highly talented
quarterbacks like Cam Newton and Philip Rivers and while
it's true that Chudzinski made Newton's transition to the
NFL as easy as possible and that Turner molded Troy
Aikman into a Hall of Fame quarterback after two awful NFL
seasons, both Aikman and Newton have/had far more to
work with than does Weeden. I simply cannot provide one
solid stat to support drafting Weeden this season.

Defense/ST:
This is where the Browns are likely to score fantasy owners a few points in 2013. Defensive
coordinator Ray Horton led the Arizona Cardinals when they were a Top 15 fantasy unit and last year
recorded 33 turnovers, a team-best over the last four years. Horton is known for his aggressive play
on defense and could mold the Browns into a unit that forces a lot of turnovers and produces sacks,
especially with the addition of Paul Kruger and Barkevious Mingo.

Schedule:
The Browns do not get off easy for finishing last in the AFC North last season, at least not from a
fantasy perspective. They will face the fifth toughest schedule for fantasy QB’s, 11 th hardest RB
schedule and fourth hardest WR schedule.
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CINCINNATI BENGALS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

2

September 16

Pittsburgh Steelers

3

September 22

Green Bay Packers

4

September 29

5

October 6

6

October 13

@

Buffalo Bills

7

October 20

@

Detroit Lions

8

October 27

9

October 31

@

Miami Dolphins

10

November 10

@

Baltimore Ravens

11

November 17

@

@

Chicago Bears

Cleveland Browns
New England Patriots

New York Jets

Cleveland Browns
Bye Week

12
13

December 1

@

San Diego Chargers

14

December 8

15

December 15

16

December 22

Minnesota Vikings

17

December 29

Baltimore Ravens

Indianapolis Colts
@

Pittsburgh Steelers

The last time the Bengals made the playoffs three straight seasons was never. This is a big year in
the “Natti” and with young players on both sides of the ball coming into their primes; much is expected
of the Bengals in 2013.

Offense:
The Bengals need only to look within their own division to see what a young developing QB can mean
if your team is going to win a Super Bowl. Andy Dalton has been Joe Flacco-esque in the way he has
begun his NFL career. Like Flacco, Dalton was a pleasant surprise in his rookie year and improved
during his second season. If Dalton is going to get his team over the hump, he will need to continue
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trending upward. The Red Headed Rifle improved on every fantasy number that matters last year,
including interceptions (16). He tossed seven more TD’s in 2012 (27) than he did in 2011 and threw
for almost 300 more yards, while producing three 300 yard games, up by one over the previous
season.
There will be no excuses for Dalton not to progress even
further in 2013. He has an elite WR in AJ Green and a
host of new players from yet another impressive Bengals
draft. Joining Dalton will be Tyler Eifert (TE), Giovani
Bernard (RB), Rex Burkhead (RB), and Cobi Hamilton
(WR). Along with Green at WR, the Bengals will have a
more rounded unit catching passes, as Mohamed Sanu
and Marvin Jones got lots of playing time last year. Sanu
had a strong four-game stretch in November with 14
receptions and four touchdowns before a broken foot
sidelined him for the rest of the season.
Cincy ranked 18th in rushing offense at 109.1 yards per
game, as the Law Firm of BenJarvis Green-Ellis ranked
22nd out of all running backs. Enter Giovani Bernard, a
beast during his two seasons at North Carolina. Bernard
had 2,481 rushing yards, 852 receiving yards, and 33 total
TDs. With how inconsistent the Bengals ground attack has
been, Bernard is likely to take over sooner than later.

Defense/ST:
The Bengals have the potential to be as great a fantasy defense as the 49ers, Seahawks and Bears
this season. Last season, the Bengals ranked sixth in team defense and fifth in fantasy points. Toss
in James Harrison, as well as Aaron Maybin and Jamaal Anderson and they could build on the
already impressive 51-sack total from a year ago. Speaking of sacks, the 4-man front DC Mike
Zimmer uses is also as good as any in the league. Geno Atkins is arguably the best defensive tackle
in football, while Carlos Dunlap and Michael Johnson are solid ends. Harrison will team with Rey
Maualuga and Vontaze Burfict to make the linebacking corps almost as formidable. Dre Kirkpatrick
and Leon Hall are underrated corners, while Pacman Jones and Terence Newman still have
something left as the backups. Once the run on defenses start, do not leave the Bengals out, you will
not be sorry.
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Schedule:
If you live and die based on fantasy schedule strength, then stay away from Cincy. The Bengals have
six games versus teams that ranked in the top 10 against quarterbacks, and six games versus the top
10 teams against running backs. That does not bode well for those hoping to draft Dalton or whoever
is running the football.
AJ Green owners will be happy to hear that the Bengals have the 13 th easiest schedule in terms of
WR’s this year. If you have picked up a few Bengals along the way this year, they will face the Colts,
Steelers and Vikings in Weeks 14-16. That also may not bode well for their backfield in the playoffs.
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INDIANAPOLIS COLTS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

Oakland Raiders

2

September 15

Miami Dolphins

3

September 22

@

San Francisco 49ers

4

September 29

@

Jacksonville Jaguars

5

October 6

6

October 14

7

October 20

Seattle Seahawks
@

San Diego Chargers
Denver Broncos
Bye Week

8
9

November 3

@

Houston Texans

10

November 10

11

November 14

@

Tennessee Titans

12

November 24

@

Arizona Cardinals

13

December 1

14

December 8

15

December 15

16

December 22

17

December 29

St. Louis Rams

Tennessee Titans
@

Cincinnati Bengals
Houston Texans

@

Kansas City Chiefs
Jacksonville Jaguars

One year after finishing the season with a 2-14 record and ranking last among all 32 NFL teams, the
Colts made the playoffs in 2012 with a rookie quarterback and rookies at just about every position of
consequence, especially on offense. They even did so with a rookie head coach and a rookie fill-in
head coach.

Offense:
How funny for the Indianapolis Colts, it is once again all about a quarterback. Just as they did when
Peyton Manning was in town, the Colts seasons’ and franchise’s future rests on the shoulders of
second year man Andrew Luck. It is also that way for fantasy players. Luck, the best quarterback
prospect since John Elway, had a phenomenal rookie season, breaking the single game and single
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season passing record by a rookie quarterback and leading his team to the playoffs and himself to a
Pro Bowl berth.
Luck finished last year as the ninth-ranked fantasy quarterback in standard-scoring leagues. He
produced four games with 20+ fantasy points in leagues that award four points per passing
touchdown and added two more 20+ fantasy point games in leagues that award six points per
passing touchdown. Factor in that Luck will be reunited with his offensive coordinator from his days at
Stanford (Pep Hamilton) and suffice to say, I expect this to continue.
Luck will continue to look for Reggie Wayne, who was
amazing last season, especially for a 34-year old wide
receiver. He finished the year with 106 receptions for 1,355
yards and five touchdowns, which ranked him 15th among
fantasy wide receivers. He was a Top 10 player at his
position in PPR-leagues. He will be 35 this season and keep
in mind only three receivers in NFL history recorded 1,200+
receiving yards at age 35 or older. TY Hilton is a burner, as
almost 60-percent of his production came on throws over
20+ yards.
Hamilton is not likely to keep Bruce Arian's deep-throw
scheme in place, opting to go for a more traditional west
coast style, so----Hilton's numbers could decline a bit.
Former Raider Darrius Heyward Bey is likely to see some
balls from Luck and TE Coby Fleener could emerge this
season as a breakout candidate, especially with Hamilton
joining the old gang from Stanford. In games with at least
five targets, Fleener averaged 55 yards per contest last year,
which would project to almost 900 yards for a whole season.
The Colts RB situation may end up working well for them but it will not for your fantasy team. Ahmad
Bradshaw or Vick Ballard is not a battle you want to settle at 12:55 on Sundays. Unless one truly
emerges, then it would be wise to watch this play out from a distance. Bradshaw is injury prone and
Ballard is not a true every down back.

Defense/ST:
The more things change in Indy, the more they stay the same. The offense, no issues, the defense—
well that is another story. The Colts 26th-ranked defense gets LaRon Landry (safety from Jets)
and Ricky Jean Francois (tackle from 49ers). They also drafted Bjoern Werner from FSU. They will be
better, especially with Vontae Davis in the secondary once again, but from a fantasy standpoint, the
Colts ranked dead last in points.
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Schedule:
The Colts must also face the tough NFC West this season. As far as how their schedule stacks up
fantasy wise. It is not easy. Andrew Luck gets the ninth hardest QB slate in the league, while Wayne
and company will face the third toughest WR schedule. For the Colts RB’s, it is just as daunting with
the eighth toughest schedule. If Luck is your guy in the fantasy playoffs—good luck. He plays two of
three on the road in Cincinnati (Wk. 14) and KC (Wk. 16) while the Texans (Wk. 15) make a visit to
Indy in between.
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JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

Kansas City Chiefs

2

September 15

@

Oakland Raiders

3

September 22

@

Seattle Seahawks

4

September 29

5

October 6

@

St. Louis Rams

6

October 13

@

Denver Broncos

7

October 20

San Diego Chargers

8

October 27

San Francisco 49ers

Indianapolis Colts

Bye Week

9
10

November 10

@

Tennessee Titans

11

November 17

12

November 24

@

Houston Texans

13

December 1

@

Cleveland Browns

14

December 5

Houston Texans

15

December 15

Buffalo Bills

16

December 22

Tennessee Titans

17

December 29

Arizona Cardinals

@

Indianapolis Colts

The Jaguars are coming off the worst season in franchise history and have hired a new head coach.
After directing a Seattle Seahawks defense that led the NFL with a franchise-record 15.3 points
allowed per game in 2012, Gus Bradley was named the Jaguars’ fourth head coach in team history.

OFFENSE:
Maurice Jones Drew aside, the Jaguars, as a team, have not had a fantasy offense worthy of
consideration since the days of Mark Brunell, Fred Taylor, Jimmy Smith and Keenan McCardell. In
2012, the Jaguars averaged 213.7 yards per contest in the air and just 85.6 yards on the ground,
easily one of the worst in the league. It did not produce at all in the red zone where they only scored
255 points in 16 games last year.
The QB position is the biggest question mark in camp. Who will start and who should start could be
debated for 16 games this season. The fans, players and media are split between Blaine Gabbert and
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Chad Henne. From a fantasy standpoint, neither matter. But Gabbert may have more upside as a 24year-old third-year player in the league. He could have a semi-breakout year if everything falls right,
and I mean everything. Then there is Chad Henne. He is not the long-term answer, not at age 28 and
in his sixth season. Henne has been a starter before however. In 2009 and 2010, he started a total of
27 games for the Miami Dolphins, throwing for over 6,100 yards and 27 touchdowns while posting a
75.3 rating. But the last two years, those numbers have dropped to just 10 starts and just under 3,000
passing yards to go with 15 touchdowns and 15 interceptions.
The cold reality is, Gabbert was slightly better in year
two than he was in year one, but that isn't saying much.
Please do not hold out any high hope that Gabbert will
provide much and become a useful QB.
A return to his 2011 form for Maurice Jones-Drew would
do wonders for the Jaguars' offense in that it could
become two-dimensional again. The eighth-year veteran
rushed for an NFL best 1,606 yards two years ago, but
saw that number fall way off to 414 yards in six games
last season due to a foot injury.
A two dimensional offense means that Cecil Shorts III
and Justin Blackmon could both be productive fantasy
options. Shorts came out of nowhere to firmly establish
himself as the No. 1 receiver.
It's likely no other receiver improved as much as Shorts
did from 2011 to 2012 when he went from two catches for 30 yards in 10 games to 55 receptions and
979 yards in 14 contests last year. He's firmly entrenched as the top guy. But it may just be a matter
of time until Blackmon surpasses him. Blackmon came on strong in the second half of the season a
year ago, catching 46 of his team-best 64 catches in the final eight games. Unlike Shorts who missed
a pair of games with an injury, Blackmon played all 16 games in 2012. But that won't be the case this
year as he's out the first four contests due to a league-imposed suspension.
Mohamed Massaquoi will be the third receiver, and will be asked to step in for Blackmon until he
returns. Jordan Shipley and Ace Sanders are small receivers who figure to be a factor in the offense.
TE Mercedes Lewis has the talent to be one of the best tight ends in the league, but other than 2010
and last year when he caught 59 and 52 passes respectively, he hasn't had more than 41 catches in
any of the other five seasons.

Defense/ST:
The Jags notched a league low 20 sacks last season and did not sign any big time pass rushing free
agents. It’s likely Jacksonville’s defense, which was ranked No.30 last season, will remain at the
bottom of the league in 2013 but that also means the offense could be involved in a lot of throwing
situations.
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HOUSTON TEXANS
Week

Date

1

September 9

2

September 15

3

September 22

4

September 29

5

October 6

6

October 13

7

October 20

Opponent
@

San Diego Chargers
Tennessee Titans

@

Baltimore Ravens
Seattle Seahawks

@

San Francisco 49ers
St. Louis Rams

@

Kansas City Chiefs
Bye Week

8
9

November 3

Indianapolis Colts

10

November 10

11

November 17

Oakland Raiders

12

November 24

Jacksonville Jaguars

13

December 1

New England Patriots

14

December 5

@

Jacksonville Jaguars

15

December 15

@

Indianapolis Colts

16

December 22

17

December 29

@

Arizona Cardinals

Denver Broncos
@

Tennessee Titans

The Houston Texans are taking the long road home to a Super Bowl berth. They won the AFC South
for a second consecutive year and improved their win total for a third consecutive season. They
ranked as a Top 10 offense in terms of yards-per-game in four of the past five years, and continued to
improve a defense that teetered on the brink of elite last season.

Offense:
Like many fantasy teams, the Texans offense revolves around RB Arian Foster (1,837 total yards 17
TD’s). He has been a Top 5 fantasy running back in each of the past three seasons. As the starting
running back of the Houston Texans, Foster averaged 785 snaps per season and 52 snaps per
game. That is a lot and although he played 16-games last season, Foster has had injury concerns in
the past. He is also turning 27 in late September. But he’s still a top three pick in any draft when you
factor in his almost guarantee of another 1,600 to 1,700 all-purpose yards, 15 plus TD’s and another
40 to 50 receptions out of the backfield.
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Do not be scared by his reduction in yards per game for a second consecutive season, as well as his
drop in receiving yards. He still managed to find the end zone 17 times last season averaging almost
17 fantasy points per game. Foster, unlike Adrian Peterson has a much better supporting cast with
elite wideout Andre Johnson and top-notch tight end Owen Daniels. This takes the pressure off the
running game. In addition, they drafted receiver DeAndre Hopkins in the first round this year and have
a very viable back-up in Ben Tate, who will keep him fresh throughout the season.
Speaking of Johnson, he is no longer as young as he once was
but he's likely to have two or three elite seasons left. The 10-year
vet has amassed over 11,000 receiving yards and produced three
seasons with 1,500+ receiving yards. Only four receivers in NFL
history had more receiving yards after their first ten seasons in the
NFL than Johnson. His only flaw is his health, which has caused
Johnson to miss 22-games in his career.
QB Matt Schaub enters the season somewhat on the hot seat.
Since his breakout year in 2009, when he finished as a Top 5
fantasy quarterback, his numbers have steadily declined. He
failed to reach the Top 15 at his position in fantasy scoring in each
of the past two years and averaged only three games per year
with 20+ fantasy points over the last three seasons. He is a
serviceable No.2.

Defense/ST:
J.J. Watt (20.5 sacks last year) is the best defensive player in the NFL and he has the award to prove
it. Watt expects to improve and wants to become the first player to be voted NFL Defensive Player of
the Year two consecutive seasons. He is a force against the run and pass, so draft him in leagues
that offer an IDP. He helped propel the Texans' defense to seventh in fantasy points last season.

SCHEDULE:
The schedule is an odd one in that the Texans will play the Jaguars (twice), the Titans (twice), the
Cardinals and the Raiders. But they also play the tough NFC West defenses, as well as top
contenders in the AFC. In terms of fantasy value, Foster and Tate get half of their games against
defenses ranked in the bottom 10 against running backs. After back-to-back games against the 49ers
and Seahawks in weeks four and five, the next six games are all against weak run defenses against
the run, making that their easiest stretch of the season. Schaub and Johnson won’t have it as easy,
as they face the 12th toughest fantasy QB schedule and 9th toughest WR slate.
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TENNESSEE TITANS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

@

Pittsburgh Steelers

2

September 15

@

Houston Texans

3

September 22

San Diego Chargers

4

September 29

New York Jets

5

October 6

Kansas City Chiefs

6

October 13

7

October 20

@

Seattle Seahawks
San Francisco 49ers
Bye Week

8
9

November 3

@

St. Louis Rams

10

November 10

Jacksonville Jaguars

11

November 14

Indianapolis Colts

12

November 24

@

Oakland Raiders

13

December 1

@

Indianapolis Colts

14

December 8

@

Denver Broncos

15

December 15

16

December 22

17

December 29

Arizona Cardinals
@

Jacksonville Jaguars
Houston Texans

After failing to get Peyton Manning to come and play last offseason, which third year Head Coach
Mike Munchak said openly hurt his team’s offseason and was a major reason it regressed to 6-10 in
2012. Owner Bud Adams opened his checkbook to everyone this offseason and it could land the
Titans back to the 9-7 form from 2011. However, this will depend on the progress of third year signal
caller Jake Locker.

Offense:
Inconsistency and injuries derailed the Titans offense in 2012. QB Jake Locker, who began the year
as the team's starting quarterback, hurt his shoulder in Week 4 and sat out the next five weeks. RB
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Chris Johnson followed up his worst year as a pro in 2011 with a measly 45 rushing yards over his
first three games.
A look at the final stat lines in 2012 shows that Johnson ran for 1,243 yards, 6 touchdowns, and 4.5
YPA (his highest average since the 2009 season). In Week 4, Johnson rebounded with 141 yards on
25 carries vs. Houston. In all, the man who carried fantasy teams in 2009 had only five 100-yard
games on the season. The Titans were 3-3 when Johnson received 20+ carries, and were 1-4 when
he had 15 or less carries. While he improved as the season wore on, he was not consistent. Johnson
turned in nine games with a sub-4.0 YPA and blamed the Titans offensive line. But that will not be
able to happen this season, as the group was totally revamped and could be a top-notch unit in 2013.
Johnson should be around 1,200 yards this season but his TD’s (6) could take a hit with short
yardage back Shonn Greene coming over from the Jets.
Last season Jake Locker (20 TD’s 15
INT’s) and Matt Hasselbeck ran an inept
offense. This group averaged 20.6
points per game, which ranked 23rd in
the league. The passing game ranked
29th in efficiency, according to Football
Outsiders metrics, while the running
game was 26th.
WR Kenny Britt, who tore his ACL and
MCL in Week 3 of 2011, managed to
play 14 games last season. Britt, like
the rest of his unit was mostly
ineffective, surpassing 50-plus receiving
yards just four times. If you based the
WR unit on talent potential alone, Britt
and Kendall Wright, both former first-round picks, should be the starters. However, Britt's bouts with
immaturity and injuries now have him in the final year of his contract still trying to convince the Titans
that he can fulfill his potential. Wright should improve in year two after leading the team with 64
catches a year ago.

Defense/ST:
The Titans defense crashed and burned last season. In 2011, the Titans gave up just 19.8 PPG,
eighth best average in the league. One year later, Tennessee allowed 29.4 PPG, the worst in the
NFL. Even if you took away the staggering number of touchdowns that can't be blamed on the
defense (four pick-sixes, a fumble, two blocked punts, and a kickoff return), Tennessee's defense is
still on the hook for 25.9 PPG, which would still have them in the bottom third of the league. They
were sixth worst in total defense.
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However, their value was helped by 39 sacks and 19 interceptions. Rob Bironas dropped off to 117
fantasy points in 20122 down from 142 the year before. He only hit half (5-10)of his field goals from
40-49 yards after kicking nine out of 10 through the uprights from that distance the year before.

SCHEDULE:
Their ease of schedule is not that great for fantasy value. Locker will stare down the third toughest
QB schedule, while Chris Johnson faces just the 19th easiest RB slate. The WR’s will not have it any
easier facing the 2nd toughest schedule.
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SAN DIEGO CHARGERS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 9

Houston Texans

2

September 15

@

Philadelphia Eagles

3

September 22

@

Tennessee Titans

4

September 29

5

October 6

6

October 14

7

October 20

Dallas Cowboys
@

Oakland Raiders
Indianapolis Colts

@

Jacksonville Jaguars
Bye Week

8
9

November 3

@

Washington Redskins

10

November 10

11

November 17

@

Miami Dolphins

12

November 24

@

Kansas City Chiefs

13

December 1

Cincinnati Bengals

14

December 8

New York Giants

15

December 12

16

December 22

Oakland Raiders

17

December 29

Kansas City Chiefs

Denver Broncos

@

Denver Broncos

After missing the playoffs in heartbreaking fashion for three consecutive seasons, the San Diego
Chargers decided to relieve AJ Smith and Norv Turner of their duties within the organization. Enter
Mike McCoy, who has been the Denver Broncos' offensive coordinator for the last four seasons.
McCoy understands what it takes to win in the AFC West and his main task will be rejuvenating an
offense that has been rapidly declining over the last three seasons.

Offense:
The Chargers averaged 27 points-per-game in 2010, which dropped to just under 22 points last
season. If the offense is going to be more dynamic, then McCoy must first start with his QB, Phillip
Rivers.
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During the last two seasons, Rivers has thrown 35 interceptions
and had 15 fumbles. However, he has also tossed 53 TD passes
during that span. Rivers threw for 3,606 yards last year, which
was significantly lower (4,624 yards) then the prior season. If you
are looking for a reason, his offensive line has been horrendous.
Their play-- or lack of it caused him to get rid of the ball faster
and forced Rivers to dump the ball off in the flat rather than take
his shots down the field. He made mistakes under pressure
constantly and simply did not play with Rivers-like confidence. He
lacked the protection an elite QB usually gets. Expect a rebound
season from Rivers, as the front office made major moves to
improve the offensive line while adding offensive playmakers to
the mix.
The one thing that could hurt Rivers is the lack of a respected
rushing attack. RB Ryan Mathews is officially a bust in my book.
Enter Danny Woodhead. Before even thinking the Chargers will
run the ball effectively this year, ask yourself this about the
former Patriot, do you really think Woodhead is as good as he appeared at times in NE or was it
simply Tom Brady and the system? That’s what I thought.
The wide receiver position may be the deepest and most talented (Malcom Floyd, Danario Alexander,
Vincent Brown, Keenan Allen, Robert Meacham and Eddie Royal) unit in the AFC this season.
Alexander averaged 12.7 fantasy points in the final eight games and that includes a big goose egg in
Week 15. He should be good for almost 120 fantasy points in 2013. Then there is TE Antonio Gates.
Although he isn’t what he once was, he is a future Hall of Famer who could hit 160 points in a PPR
league and in standard scoring could reach 110. Of course, that is if he stays healthy or matches his
15 game output from last season.

Defense/ST:
The Chargers gave up a lot of points last season but they did have nine team scores and 38 sacks.
They also ranked in the top 10 in total team defense. The AFC West may not be as bad as it was last
season but the Bolts are still good enough to be a viable fill-in fantasy defense.

Schedule:
The Chargers’ 2013 schedule includes six games against teams that had double-digit wins last year
and seven games against teams that had double-digit losses. The winning percentage of this year’s
opponents based on their 2012 record is .457 (30th highest in the league). They play the 6th easiest
fantasy QB schedule, 17th easiest RB slate and 8th easiest schedule for their WR’s.
Kicker Nick Novak took over for an injured Nate Kaeding last season and is nothing more than a fill-in
during bye weeks.
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OAKLAND RAIDERS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

2

September 15

3

September 23

4

September 29

Washington Redskins

5

October 6

San Diego Chargers

6

October 13

@

Indianapolis Colts
Jacksonville Jaguars

@

@

Denver Broncos

Kansas City Chiefs
Bye Week

7
8

October 27

Pittsburgh Steelers

9

November 3

Philadelphia Eagles

10

November 10

@

New York Giants

11

November 17

@

Houston Texans

12

November 24

13

November 28

@

Dallas Cowboys

14

December 8

@

New York Jets

15

December 15

16

December 22

17

December 29

Tennessee Titans

Kansas City Chiefs
@

San Diego Chargers
Denver Broncos

Despite the improvements general manager Reggie McKenzie has brought to Oakland, nobody in the
media (myself included) is giving Oakland a shot at nothing more than five wins this season. The
Raiders lack serious fantasy options but they could progress and score a lot of points in garbage
time.

OFFENSE:
QB Matt Flynn will likely get every chance to seize the job in Oakland, but he is not a fantasy one or
two this year. Beaten out a year ago by Russell Wilson in Seattle, Flynn is going to be asked to
complete a series of safe, short passes for a run-oriented team, giving him an opportunity to grow into
the position.
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Fantasy owners will stay away from RB Darren
McFadden this year because they are fed up by
his injuries and inconsistent play. McFadden did
finish the season with six double-digit
performances in 12 games in standard-scoring
leagues and would have finished the year with
roughly 150 fantasy points had he played all 16
games. That is a big “If” but “If” you are looking for
a solid No.3, he is worth a shot.
The Raiders do not have many options at the WR
position. Denarius Moore, (51 receptions, 741
yards, seven touchdowns) is by far the most
influential playmaker, but his second season
included stretches where he and Carson Palmer were not on the same page. Now he's got another
quarterback to get adjusted to. Rod Streater's 39 catches for 584 yards as an undrafted free agent
out of Temple were a pleasant surprise.

DEFENSE/ST:
The Raiders D/ST will not be top-10 material, but with the league's fifth-easiest schedule, they could
keep the points down. Also, do not be surprised if newly acquired Josh Cribbs takes a couple punts to
the house. Kicker Sebastian Janikowski was a beast last season and is likely the only Raiders player
that will be a hit on your fantasy team in 2013. Last year Janikowski was 31-34 in field goals,
including 6-9 from 50 plus.
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KANSAS CITY CHIEFS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

2

September 15

3

September 19

4

September 29

5

October 6

6

October 13

Oakland Raiders

7

October 20

Houston Texans

8

October 27

Cleveland Browns

9

November 3

@

Jacksonville Jaguars
Dallas Cowboys

@

Philadelphia Eagles
New York Giants

@

@

Tennessee Titans

Buffalo Bills
Bye Week

10
11

November 17

@

Denver Broncos

12

November 24

San Diego Chargers

13

December 1

Denver Broncos

14

December 8

@

Washington Redskins

15

December 15

@

Oakland Raiders

16

December 22

17

December 29

Indianapolis Colts
@

San Diego Chargers

Kansas City can only go up. They finished with the worst record in football and earned the first pick in
the 2013 NFL Draft. Not only were the Chiefs bad in almost every category but tragedy struck the
Chiefs football family last December when linebacker Jovan Belcher murdered his girlfriend, drove to
Arrowhead stadium where he shot and killed himself in front of GM Scott Pioli and Head Coach
Romeo Crennel, despite their efforts to stop him.
Enter former Eagles Head Coach Andy Reid, who takes over for Crennel and is also starting over and
trying to rebound from personal tragedy. Reid is a perfect fit in KC and it could translate immediately
for the Chiefs and their fans.
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Offense:
Once the books were closed on the 2012
season, the Chiefs' passing offense was
the worst in the National Football League.
QB Matt Cassel is no longer under center.
In fact, Chief’s fans hated Cassel so
much they cheered when he got hurt last
season. Enter former 49er Alex Smith,
who resurrected his career under Jim
Harbaugh in San Fran. Smith is not a
good choice to grab as a starter for your
Fantasy Football squad, he never has
been, but he would be a nice No. 2 guy to grab late in the draft. Smith as a starter in the real world
could be just what the doctor ordered in KC. The one monkey wrench to consider in favor of drafting
Smith higher than usual is he plays the easiest schedule in the NFL in terms of fantasy quarterbacks.
If not for Adrian Peterson, RB Jamal Charles would have stolen the show in the NFL last season. Like
AP, Charles was returning from an ACL. All Charles could muster was a measly 1,509 yards and five
TD’s. He is likely to put up better all-purpose yards with Smith at QB, as he only caught 35 balls out of
the backfield last year. Charles will face the fifth easiest schedule for fantasy running backs.
WR Dwayne Bowe has endured a lot of less than mediocre QB play in the last few seasons. With
Reid and Smith in town and defenses having to respect the run, Bowe could be back over 1,100
yards again this season. Kansas City WR’s will face the fourth easiest schedule for fantasy WR’s.
While the Chiefs have nowhere to go but up, still be leery of jumping in right away. Of course, not
including Jamal Charles, who should be taken in the first round of any draft.

Defense/ST:
The Chiefs were horrible last year but their offense was the culprit by turning the ball over 37 times.
They do have four Pro Bowlers and I guarantee they will be better than the 13 turnovers and just 27
sacks they recorded last year. Still, take a flyer and see what happens.

Schedule:
The Chiefs’ 2013 schedule includes five games against teams that had double-digit wins last year
and seven games against teams that had double-digit losses. The winning percentage of this year’s
opponents based on their 2012 record is .473 (27th highest in the league).
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DENVER BRONCOS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 5

Baltimore Ravens

2

September 15

3

September 23

Oakland Raiders

4

September 29

Philadelphia Eagles

5

October 6

6

October 13

7

October 20

8

October 27

@

@

New York Giants

Dallas Cowboys
Jacksonville Jaguars

@

Indianapolis Colts
Washington Redskins
Bye Week

9
10

November 10

@

San Diego Chargers

11

November 17

12

November 24

@

New England Patriots

13

December 1

@

Kansas City Chiefs

14

December 8

Tennessee Titans

15

December 12

San Diego Chargers

16

December 22

@

Houston Texans

17

December 29

@

Oakland Raiders

Kansas City Chiefs

Loaded with offensive talent, the Broncos are Super Bowl favorites in the AFC this season.

Offense:
The addition of Peyton Manning last season catapulted the Denver Broncos to elite team status. Their
offense, which had finished 23rd in total offense in 2011, ranked fourth in 2012, averaging over 80
yards and 10 points more per contest than in the previous year. The switch from Tim Tebow to
Peyton Manning allowed the Broncos passing attack to go from next to last in the league to fifth. They
averaged 130 passing yards and a full passing touchdown more per game last year. They continued
to add to it this offseason with signing WR Wes Welker in free agency and drafted rookie running
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back Montee Ball. If both can play up to their potential, the Broncos' offense could be unstoppable in
2013.
While Manning should be Manning, if I wanted to split hairs, I could point out that Manning's
production dropped noticeably after years in which he averaged 18+ fantasy points per game.
According to Rotoworld, in 2001, No.18 followed up his rookie season in which he accounted for 290
fantasy points with a 12% dip in production. In 2005, his production dropped by 33%. In addition, after
the 2006 season, he experienced a 12% drop in production the following year. If Manning's
production also drops by roughly twelve percent in 2013, he'd finished with around 270 fantasy points,
which would have placed him eleventh overall last year.
That may not happen due to his
wide receiving corp. Wes Welker,
Demaryius Thomas and Eric
Decker all finished in the top 12
last season in standard scoring
leagues and in PPR-formats, none
of them ranked worse than eighth
at the position. The problem may
end up being not enough balls to
go around, so watch for trends to
start the season.
After the release of Willis
McGahee, second year
man Ronnie Hillman and rookie
Montee Ball are competing for the
starting job in camp. Whichever player wins the job, he is likely to be a top-notch fantasy back in
2013. Ball was drafted due to concerns about Hillman's ability to become an every down back.
Hillman’s rushing average last year was not very exciting at 3.9 yards-per-carry and only once did he
break 4.0 yards-per-carry in the five games, in which he saw 10+ rushing attempts and Pro Football
Focus graded for those five games a disappointing -1.6.

Defense/ST:
Denver was third in passing defense (199.6 yards per game) and third against the run (91.1 yards per
game) and surprise-surprise ranked third in fantasy scoring with 172 points. However, Elvis Dumervil
is a Raven and Von Miller could possibly be suspended the first four games of 2013. Those two
combined for 29.5 sacks, which is 57 percent of the Broncos’ total. Kicker Matt Prater ranked ninth in
scoring among kickers in 2012 with 144 points. In 2011, before Manning arrived, he was 29th in
fantasy points by a kicker. The offense makes all the difference. Prater is draft-worthy.
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SCHEDULE:
The Broncos’ 2013 schedule includes five games against teams that had double-digit wins last year
and seven games against teams that had double-digit losses. The winning percentage of this year’s
opponents based on their 2012 record is .457 or the third easiest schedule in 2013. Five teams in the
NFL won four games or less last year and Denver plays four of these teams in 2013 and plays two of
them twice. They have the second easiest schedule for fantasy QB’s and WR’s in the league and
fourth easiest for the RB’s.
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PHILADELPHIA EAGLES
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 9

2

September 15

San Diego Chargers

3

September 19

Kansas City Chiefs

4

September 29

@

Denver Broncos

5

October 6

@

New York Giants

6

October 13

@

Tampa Bay
Buccaneers

7

October 20

Dallas Cowboys

8

October 27

New York Giants

9

November 3

@

Oakland Raiders

10

November 10

@

Green Bay Packers

11

November 17

@

Washington Redskins

Washington Redskins
Bye Week

12
13

December 1

Arizona Cardinals

14

December 8

Detroit Lions

15

December 15

16

December 22

17

December 29

@

Minnesota Vikings
Chicago Bears

@

Dallas Cowboys

New Philly Head Coach Chip Kelly enters the league likely bringing with him his up-tempo offense
from Oregon. Kelly’s offense averaged a play every 20.9 seconds, which would have easily been the
NFL’s most up-tempo offense (New England Patriots, 24.9 seconds per play) last year.

Offense:
In order to run the type of offense Kelly wants, he needs to find a QB. Chip's choices are Michael
Vick, the 33-year-old turnover machine who still has the athleticism to impress Kelly but not the
decision-making skills. Then there are two pure pocket passers in second-year man Nick Foles and
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rookie Matt Barkley. While many project Vick as the starter, I would say not so fast—Kelly hates
turning the ball over and loves to throw the ball short.
Of the 373 Oregon pass attempts last season in Kelly’s offense, 243, nearly two-thirds of all attempts,
traveled less than 10 yards beyond the line of scrimmage. During Kelly’s tenure at Oregon from 2009
to 2012, no team had a higher passer efficiency on third and short (five yards or fewer) than the
Ducks (198.2). From 2009-12, the only BCS schools with a lower INT per attempt rate than Oregon’s
2.1 percent were Alabama (1.5) and West Virginia (1.9).
Based off these stats, Foles could easily
get the nod over Vick. He was more
accurate than Vick on throws 10 yards or
fewer, completing 67 % of such passes to
Vick’s 62 %. On short throws, Vick was off
target on 13 % of his passes compared
with Foles’ 11% and Foles took care of the
ball more effectively than Vick did last
season. Vick threw an interception every
35-pass attempts. Foles averaged an
interception every 53 pass attempts last
season.
For fantasy purposes, Vick, In 10 games
last season, finished 27th among
quarterbacks in fantasy points. He ran the
ball well (332 yards), but had a low completion percentage and threw nearly as many INT’s (10) as
TD’s (12). Foles held his own in seven appearances, completing 60.8 percent of his passes for 1,699
yards and six touchdowns.
LeSean McCoy was a first-team All-Pro selection two years ago, rushing for 1,300-plus yards and
scoring a franchise-record 17 rushing touchdowns. However, injuries to his offensive line last year
had a big effect on his performance. His rushing average dropped from 4.8 to 4.2 and he had just two
rushing touchdowns. With his line back intact, he should return to All-Pro form this season.
Losing WR Jeremy Maclin is huge. He led the team in receptions, receiving yards and touchdowns
last season. In fact, Maclin has led the Eagles in all of those categories during his four seasons with
the team. With Maclin down, the underachieving DeSean Jackson will have to step up. While
Jackson is one of the game's most dangerous receivers, he has underachieved the last two-plus
seasons. Riley Cooper is in as the starter after Maclin was lost but he has just seven touchdown
catches in his last 33 starts.
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Defense/ST:
Talk about underachieving, The Eagles defense finished 31st in fantasy points in 2012. It was 15th in
yards allowed (5,491), T-25th in sacks (30), 30th in interceptions (eight), and scored only one
touchdown.

Schedule:
The Eagles schedule includes six games against teams that had double-digit wins last year and four
games against teams that had double-digit losses. Whichever QB emerges will face the ninth easiest
fantasy schedule while LeSean McCoy faces a tough slate with the sixth toughest fantasy RB
schedule. Philly’s WR’s get to face the third easiest schedule this season for wideouts in fantasy
football. It’s an NFC North playoff feast weeks 14-16. LeSean McCoy will get Detroit, Minnesota and
Chicago, who were all in the top nine fantasy defenses against RBs last season. Whoever is at
quarterback by this point will have it easier, the Lions were 20th against QBs and the Vikings near the
bottom at the 29th spot.
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WASHINGTON REDSKINS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 9

Philadelphia Eagles

2

September 15

3

September 22

4

September 29

@

Green Bay Packers
Detroit Lions

@

Oakland Raiders
Bye Week

5
6

October 13

@

Dallas Cowboys

7

October 20

8

October 27

9

November 3

10

November 7

@

Minnesota Vikings

11

November 17

@

Philadelphia Eagles

12

November 25

San Francisco 49ers

13

December 1

New York Giants

14

December 8

Kansas City Chiefs

15

December 15

16

December 22

17

December 29

Chicago Bears
@

Denver Broncos
San Diego Chargers

@

Atlanta Falcons
Dallas Cowboys

@

New York Giants

Head Coach Mike Shanahan essentially proclaimed his team eliminated from the playoffs following a
Week 9 home loss to the Carolina Panthers that dropped the Skins to 3-6. But behind two rookies,
QB Robert Griffin III and RB Alfred Morris, Washington won seven straight games to advance to the
playoffs for the first time since the 2005 season. The Skins became the first team since the
1996 Jacksonville Jaguars to reach the playoffs after a 3-6 start.

Offense:
QB Robert Griffin III ranked first in rush yards (815), yards per rush (6.8) and yards per scramble (9.6)
among quarterbacks with at least 50 rushes last season. His rushes will decline this season, as he
recovers from surgery to repair his right ACL and LCL performed on Jan. 9. However, Griffin was on
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the field more than two weeks ahead of
schedule, as the Redskins began their first
training camp in on July 25. He will need
his arm a lot more this season.
While he was deadly accurate throwing the
ball, his numbers were pedestrian in terms
of fantasy value. He ranked 22nd in
yardage (3,200), and T-19 in TD passes
(20). The injury could affect his ability to
throw on the run and that would not be
good. Last year, one of the things that
made Griffin so dangerous was his ability
to throw accurately when outside the pocket. His 60 percent completion rate prior to the injury on
those throws was the best in the NFL. Griffin ranked seventh or eighth among quarterbacks in fantasy
points in 2012.
RB Alfred Morris was the Redskins MVP down the stretch last season. He finished second in the NFL
with 1,613 rush yards this season -- the third-most rush yards by a rookie in NFL history -- and he did
it with big plays. Morris had 55 rushes with gains of 10 or more yards last season, second-most in the
NFL behind Adrian Peterson (61). Since the start of 2001, only Peterson last year’s season and Ricky
Williams in 2002 (57) finished a regular season with more 10-yard rushes than Morris in 2012. In the
Week 17 showdown with archrival Dallas for the NFC East title, Morris ran for 200 yards (just the fifth
Redskin to do so) to break the franchise season mark, a total exceeded by only two rookies in NFL
history (Eric Dickerson and George Rogers).
At WR there are plenty of options but no real threats in the fantasy world. Pierre Garcon injured his
right foot on an 88-yard touchdown pass from Griffin in the opener last year and was not the same
again until Week 12. But he was very productive during those final six straight victories even though
he was not 100 percent. Garcon, who was held out of spring practices as he recovered from shoulder
surgery, caught 44 passes last year and led Washington with 633 receiving yards.
Josh Morgan led the Redskins with 48 catches and could be better this year after having the screws
removed that were placed in his right leg during surgery in 2011. Santana Moss was demoted to third
receiver and responded by turning a team-high eight of his 41 catches into touchdowns while
averaging 14 yards. Big target Leonard Hankerson was a little-used rookie in 2011 before injuring a
hip, was Washington's fourth 500-yard receiver in 2012. After catching 24 passes for 325 yards, TE
Fred Davis injured his Achilles tendon in Week 7 against the Giants, ending his season. Davis is a
good receiver, but is no more than a fantasy number 2 tight end.

Defense/ST:
The Skins ranked eighth in fantasy points in 2012 but only 28th in yards allowed (6,043) and T-23rd in
sacks (32), but a T-3rd in interceptions (21) helped this unit to the fantasy top 10. Injuries are already
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an issue, as DE Adam Carriker and ILB Keenan Robinson will miss significant time. Kicker Kai
Forbath was perhaps the biggest surprise of Washington's season. He beat out veterans Olindo Mare
and Josh Brown to replace off-target veteran Billy Cundiff during a Week 6 audition. He then went on
to set an NFL record hitting his first 17 field-goal attempts, 12 of them from beyond 42 yards.

Schedule:
The Redskins’ 2013 schedule includes six games against teams that had double-digit wins last year
and five games against teams that had double-digit losses. The winning percentage of this year’s
opponents based on their 2012 record is .498 (the 17th highest in the league). Making the schedule a
bit more challenging, four of the six games (Denver, Atlanta, Green Bay and Minnesota) will be
played on the road. The other two (San Francisco and Chicago) are home games. RG3 will face the
12th easiest fantasy QB schedule while Alfred Morris will face the 5th toughest fantasy RB schedule. It
may not matter who is at quarterback for the Redskins during the fantasy playoffs, provided they are
able to replicate the success they had running the ball last season. Kansas City, Atlanta and Dallas
were among the bottom nine-fantasy defenses against RBs.
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DALLAS COWBOYS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

New York Giants

2

September 15

3

September 22

4

September 29

5

October 6

Denver Broncos

6

October 13

Washington Redskins

7

October 20

@

Philadelphia Eagles

8

October 27

@

Detroit Lions

9

November 3

10

November 10

@

Kansas City Chiefs
St. Louis Rams

@

San Diego Chargers

Minnesota Vikings
@

New Orleans Saints
Bye Week

11
12

November 24

13

November 28

14

December 9

15

December 15

16

December 22

17

December 29

@

New York Giants
Oakland Raiders

@

Chicago Bears
Green Bay Packers

@

Washington Redskins
Philadelphia Eagles

Head Coach Jason Garrett is 21-19 as the Cowboys main man since taking over in the middle of the
2010 season. Despite owner Jerry Jones’ approval, Garrett enters the season squarely on the hot
seat. Dallas has finished in third place in each of the last three seasons in the NFC East and has
never finished outside the top two in their division in four straight seasons since the NFL split its
conferences into divisions in 1967.

Offense:
Dallas signed QB Tony Romo to a six-year extension on April 1 that includes $55 million in
guaranteed money. In the four seasons in which Romo started all sixteen games for the Dallas
Cowboys, he never finished worse than eighth overall among fantasy quarterbacks. He also scored
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three or more touchdowns in 26 games
since 2007, equating to one in every
four of his games since the 2007
season.
However, Romo threw 19 interceptions
(tied for the most in the NFL). Romo
finished eighth or ninth in fantasy points,
depending on the league, and threw for
4,903 yards (third) and 28 touchdowns,
which was sixth.
Dallas ranked 31st in the NFL in rush
yards per game last season, the lowest
rate in team history. In fact, Adrian
Peterson gained more yards in his final eight games than the “Boys” did all season.
Tailback DeMarco Murray has shown flashes but has battled injuries in his two seasons. He missed
six games with a foot injury last season and a hamstring injury caused him to miss parts of Cowboys
OTAs this offseason. Since Murray’s breakout game (253 rush yards) in Week 7 of 2011, he does
rank among the top eight in the league in rushing yards per game and yards per rush.
Over the last seven weeks of last season, WR Dez Bryant led the NFL in receiving touchdowns (nine)
and ranked third in receiving yards per game (113.1). He finished with 1,382 receiving yards and 12
TDs last season, joining Terrell Owens in 2007 as the only players with 1,300 receiving yards and 12
TDs in a season in team history. WR2 Miles Austin finished 26th in fantasy points, catching 66 passes
for 943 yards and six touchdowns. Battling injuries that would cripple an elephant, TE Jason Witten
caught an amazing 110 passes for 1,039 yards in 2012 but was only the fifth best TE in most
standard fantasy scoring because he scored only three touchdowns.

Defense/ST:
This unit ranked 25th in 2012 in fantasy points. The transition from the 3-4 defense to Monte Kiffin's
Tampa 2 will take longer than one offseason and limit the unit's effectiveness. Leave them on the
board in 2013. Kicker Dan Bailey was ninth among kickers with 134 fantasy points in 2012.

Schedule:
The Cowboys’ 2013 schedule includes six games against teams that had double-digit wins last year
and five games against teams that had double-digit losses. Romo will face the third easiest schedule
for fantasy QB’s while his receivers have the easiest fantasy schedule in the league. DeMarco
Murray, however, faces the seventh toughest RB slate. Come fantasy playoff time, the Cowboys will
face “Da Bears” in Chicago on Monday night, who intercepted five Romo passes when they last met.
The Packers were no slouch against the pass (11th) either but the Week 16 date in Washington
(30th) could offer relief. Romo threw for 659 yards and five TDs (along with five INTs) in two games
against the Redskins last season.
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NEW YORK GIANTS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

2

September 15

3

September 22

@

Carolina Panthers

4

September 29

@

Kansas City Chiefs

5

October 6

6

October 10

7

October 21

8

October 27

@

Dallas Cowboys
Denver Broncos

Philadelphia Eagles
@

Chicago Bears
Minnesota Vikings

@

Philadelphia Eagles
Bye Week

9
10

November 10

Oakland Raiders

11

November 17

Green Bay Packers

12

November 24

Dallas Cowboys

13

December 1

@

Washington Redskins

14

December 8

@

San Diego Chargers

15

December 15

16

December 22

17

December 29

Seattle Seahawks
@

Detroit Lions
Washington Redskins

The NY Giants have made the playoffs just twice in the past five seasons. They won the Super Bowl
both times but are not getting a pass from GM Jerry Reese. Reese said this before the team's first
camp practice, "All I know is that we've been in the playoffs one time in the last four years and that's
really not acceptable for us."

Offense:
Injuries in the backfield and at wide receiver limited the Giants and Eli Manning’s fantasy production,
as only WR Victor Cruz was a fantasy standout. The G-Men finished 12th in passing yards
(3,825), 21st in attempts (539) and T-11th in passing touchdowns (26). Their running game was also
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middle-of-the-road, as they were 23rd in rushing attempts (409), 14th in rushing yards (1,862) and
fifth in rushing touchdowns (18).
After finally becoming one of the NFL’s “elite” QBs in the 2011 playoffs, Eli Manning's production
slumped significantly in 2012. He ranked 14th in standard fantasy points (284.9), was 12th in passing
yards (3,948) and T-9 in TD passes (26). Peyton’s brother has thrown at least 15 interceptions in
three straight seasons and an NFL-worst 56 interceptions over the last three seasons. Despite this,
all signs point to a rebound in 2013, so consider Eli a low tier QB1.
RB David Wilson entered 2012 with a lot of promise as the team’s first-round draft pick. Then he
fumbled early in the opening game and landed in Tom Coughlin’s doghouse. Wilson emerged as a
viable running option late in the season, carrying 43 times for 247 yards and three touchdowns in the
final four games. He is struggling in camp with pass protection but with no Ahmad Bradshaw and RB
Andrea Brown no better, Wilson will emerge and could be a breakout candidate this season. He led
rookie running backs with an average of 5.0 yards per rush last season and he will be trying to
replace Bradshaw, who ranked ninth in the NFL in rushing touchdowns over the last three seasons
with 23. One thing to keep in mind: The Giants won big without a great rushing game. The 2011
Super Bowl champs ranked last in the NFL in
rushing—perhaps even more reason to believe
Eli will bounce back as well.
WR Victor Cruz signed a five-year deal on July
9 and will earn $9 million annually over the first
three years of the deal, making it tied for the
12th richest active contract for a WR. He
earned it, as he had 2,628 receiving yards the
last two seasons, fifth most in the NFL. He
leads the NFL in touchdown catches as a slot
receiver in that span with 15.
Next up is Hakeem Nicks on the contract block.
Hicks is entering the final year of his rookie
deal. His yards per game declined from 86.1 in
2011 to 53.2 last season but he’s had to battle
injuries. He has missed seven games over the
last three seasons but both he and Cruz are
vital to the Giants success. Seventy percent of
Manning's passes went their way over the last
two seasons.

Defense/ST:
The Giants ranked 12th in fantasy points in 2012, but they were much better in fantasy than
reality. The best thing about the Giants defense last season was their 35 takeaways, but they are
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nothing more than a matchup play until they improve their linebacking situation and secondary, which
was 28th vs. the pass.

Schedule:
The Giants’ 2013 schedule includes seven games against teams that had double-digit wins last year
and five games against teams that had double-digit losses. The winning percentage of this year’s
opponents based on their 2012 record is .480, ninth easiest in the league. The first and third weeks of
the fantasy playoffs will present a great opportunity for Eli Manning and the Giants’ wide receivers.
San Diego and Detroit were both in the bottom 13 against QBs and WRs last season. The same
cannot be said for Seattle, which had the No. 1 fantasy defense against QBs and No. 2 against WRs.
At least that game is at home.
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CHICAGO BEARS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

Cincinnati Bengals

2

September 15

Minnesota Vikings

3

September 22

@

Pittsburgh Steelers

4

September 29

@

Detroit Lions

5

October 6

New Orleans Saints

6

October 10

New York Giants

7

October 20

@

Washington Redskins
Bye Week

8
9

November 4

@

Green Bay Packers

10

November 10

Detroit Lions

11

November 17

Baltimore Ravens

12

November 24

@

St. Louis Rams

13

December 1

@

Minnesota Vikings

14

December 9

15

December 15

@

Cleveland Browns

16

December 22

@

Philadelphia Eagles

17

December 29

Dallas Cowboys

Green Bay Packers

Da Bears are usually known for their defensive exploits than for what they accomplish on offense.
New offensive-minded head coach Marc Trestman hopes to change that trend in 2013.

Offense:
The last time the Bears did not rank among the ten worst offenses in the league in terms of yards-pergame was 2006. That is also the only time the Bears ranked outside the bottom-ten in the last 13
years. Only the Cleveland Browns (2000-12) have been capable of being that offensive when they
have the ball. Apparently this isn’t just a recent trend either. If you can imagine this, QB Jay Cutler
already ranks second among all Bears' quarterbacks in passing yards and passing touchdowns and
has the best quarterback rating of any Bears quarterback with at least 4,000 passing yards.
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WOW---and the Bears still rank first in NFL history in
total wins and winning percentage. Now you know why
the Bears defense has always been called the Monsters
of the Midway. Cutler may never blossom into what
fantasy owners want him to become and here’s why.
He’s never eclipsed 4,000 yards passing and only once
tossed more than 20 touchdowns in a season. His ESPN
QPR rating never reached 60.0 over the last four years
and his official quarterback rating never reached 90.0
during the same time.
His best fantasy rank among quarterbacks during his
time in Chicago was 14th overall in 2009 and he finished
outside the Top 20 in each of his last two seasons. In
short, Cutler will not be any more than a No.2 fantasy
QB, even with Trestman in town.
Despite missing a game and struggling through some
others with an ankle injury, RB Matt Forte is one of only
six RB’s to have 1,000 yards rushing and 40 receptions in 2012. He ranked 12th with 178 fantasy
points and was 12th with 1,094 rushing yards, and added 44 receptions for 340 yards. He figures to
be busier running and catching in Trestman’s west coast approach.
WR Brandon Marshall quietly finished second to Calvin Johnson in fantasy points last season. Cutler
targeted Marshall 194 times. He caught 118 passes for 1,508 yards and 11 touchdowns and is likely
to produce at those numbers again in 2013.

Defense/ST:
Chicago’s defense finished first in 2012 with almost 200 fantasy points, which was nearly 30 more
than their nearest competitor. They ranked first in interceptions (24), touchdowns (10), second in
fumble recoveries (10), third in points against (277), fifth in yards allowed (5,050) and eighth in sacks
(41).
Despite the fact that Devin Hester had no return touchdowns in 2012, the Bears are still regarded as
a top-five fantasy DST even without defensive-minded head coach Lovie Smith and future Hall of
Fame LB Brian Urlacher.

Schedule:
The Bears’ 2013 schedule includes seven games against teams that had double-digit wins last year
and four games against teams that had double-digit losses. The winning percentage of this year’s
opponents based on their 2012 record is .502 (15th highest in the league).
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MINNESOTA VIKINGS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

@

Detroit Lions

2

September 15

@

Chicago Bears

3

September 22

Cleveland Browns

4

September 29

Pittsburgh Steelers
Bye Week

5
6

October 13

Carolina Panthers

7

October 21

8

October 27

9

November 3

10

November 7

11

November 17

@

Seattle Seahawks

12

November 24

@

Green Bay Packers

13

December 1

14

December 8

15

December 15

16

December 22

17

December 29

@

New York Giants
Green Bay Packers

@

Dallas Cowboys
Washington Redskins

Chicago Bears
@

Baltimore Ravens
Philadelphia Eagles

@

Cincinnati Bengals
Detroit Lions

The Vikings rode the back of Adrian Peterson to a wildcard playoff berth in 2012. There, the Green
Bay Packers eliminated them, as Christian Ponder missed the game with a triceps injury, leaving
many to ponder the future of the Vikings former 12th overall pick.

Offense:
We all know the offense revolves around Adrian Peterson and yes, he is the first player that should
be taken off the board in every fantasy draft. His 1,300 plus yards in the final eight games last years
was more than the Cowboys and Arizona Cardinals rushed for, as a team-- all season. His 2,097
yards were more than 23 other NFL teams---so yes, he is the No.1 overall selection. History says he
will not come close to those numbers in 2013 but you would still settle for 1,700 yards wouldn’t you?
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QB Christian Ponder is facing a make or break season in his 3rd
year in the NFL. He’s likely not to make it and given the fact he
produced only seven 200-yard games last season and 18 TD’s, he’s
not worth a pick anyway.
At WR Percy Harvin is gone and Greg Jennings comes over from
Green Bay. Jennings will turn 30 this September and he has missed
11 games the past two years (8 games last season) due to knee
and groin injuries. Regardless, he will be the #1 target for Ponder in
the passing game. From 2008-2010, Jennings averaged 75 catches
for 1,223 yards per season and totaled 53 touchdown catches.
Those days are long gone, as Jennings move to Minnesota deflates
any fantasy value.
The Vikings traded back into round one of the NFL Draft to select
Tennessee WR Cordarrelle Patterson Patterson. He has ideal size (6-3, 205 pounds), but played just
one year against D-1 competition after spending two years in junior college. He set a University of
Texas record with 1,858 all-purpose yards in 2012 and is a dynamic kick returner. He was the first
player to score a touchdown four ways (receiving, rushing, kick return, punt return) in a single season
since 2008.

Defense/ST:
The Vikings are at best a good fill in option in 2013. They ranked in the top half of the league in total
defense and scoring defense but were not great at takeaways. They did produce 94 sacks over the
past two seasons. Kicker Blair Walsh is an excellent option. He is great at long distance kicks
banging home 7 of 9 from 40-plus and 10-10 from 50 plus last year.

Schedule:
The Vikings’ 2013 schedule includes eight games against teams that had double-digit wins last year
and four games against teams that had double-digit losses. The winning percentage of this year’s
opponents based on their 2012 record is .516 (9th toughest in the league). Their fantasy schedule is
brutal. Christian Ponder will face the toughest fantasy QB schedule in the league, while AP’s is the
second toughest for fantasy RB’s. The WR’s catch a break as their schedule is only 12 th toughest.
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GREEN BAY PACKERS
Week

Date

1

September 8

2

September 15

3

September 22

Opponent
@

San Francisco 49ers
Washington Redskins

@

Cincinnati Bengals
Bye Week

4
5

October 6

Detroit Lions

6

October 13

7

October 20

8

October 27

9

November 4

Chicago Bears

10

November 10

Philadelphia Eagles

11

November 17

12

November 24

13

November 28

14

December 8

15

December 15

16

December 22

17

December 29

@

Baltimore Ravens
Cleveland Browns

@

@

Minnesota Vikings

New York Giants
Minnesota Vikings

@

Detroit Lions
Atlanta Falcons

@

Dallas Cowboys
Pittsburgh Steelers

@

Chicago Bears

Offense:
Mr. Rodgers is simply the best QB in the neighborhood. The neighborhood I am talking about covers
the entire NFL. It does not matter if it’s real life or fantasy, Aaron Rodgers is No.1. He produced the
best fantasy season for a fantasy quarterback ever in 2011 with nearly 400 fantasy points. He has
ranked as one of the two best fantasy QB's every year since becoming the Packers' starting
quarterback in 2008. Rodgers is elite, draft him so.
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Under the guidance of Rodgers, the Packers receiving corps
has developed into one of the top units in the NFL. Randall
Cobb, Jordy Nelson, and James Jones are potential fantasy
starters. Nelson has already proven that he can be elite,
finishing as the second-best WR in fantasy football two
years ago with 15 total touchdowns. Rodgers publicly said
that Cobb could have a 100-catch season and the third WR
on the Packers' squad who has a lot of fantasy potential in
2013 is James Jones. ALL Jones did was score 11
touchdowns while adding another three touchdown grabs
from 20+ yards to lead the league in total touchdowns
among wide receivers in 2012.
With all these talented receivers on the roster, the Packers'
ground game has disappeared The team tried to address
that by drafting Eddie Lacy and Jonathan Franklin in the
2013 NFL Draft. Both players will be fun to watch but just
watch. I would not draft either as a fantasy starter.

Defense/ST:
The Packers DST could be a valuable fantasy option in 2013. Although they did not play very well last
year, they did finish in the top six among fantasy DSTs for three consecutive years between 2009 and
2011. Kicker Mason Crosby will rebound this year. He finished as a Top 3 fantasy kicker in two of the
past four years.

Schedule:
The Packers’ 2013 schedule includes a league-high nine games against teams that had double-digit
wins last year and four games against teams that had double-digit losses. The winning percentage of
this year’s opponents based on their 2012 record is .533, fifth toughest in the league. Aaron Rodgers
will face the 14th toughest schedule for fantasy QB’s, while the rookie RB’s face the second toughest
fantasy schedule for their position. The quality trio of receivers will face the 14th easiest schedule for
fantasy wideouts in 2013.
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DETROIT LIONS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

Minnesota Vikings

2

September 15

@

Arizona Cardinals

3

September 22

@

Washington Redskins

4

September 29

5

October 6

@

Green Bay Packers

6

October 13

@

Cleveland Browns

7

October 20

Cincinnati Bengals

8

October 27

Dallas Cowboys

Chicago Bears

Bye Week

9
10

November 10

@

Chicago Bears

11

November 17

@

Pittsburgh Steelers

12

November 24

Tampa Bay
Buccaneers

13

November 28

Green Bay Packers

14

December 8

15

December 16

Baltimore Ravens

16

December 22

New York Giants

17

December 29

@

@

Philadelphia Eagles

Minnesota Vikings

If you played the game on paper, the Detroit Lions would have already won a Super Bowl sometime
in the last three years. However, football requires a playing field and last year the Lions regressed to
4-12 on it.

Offense:
QB Matthew Stafford may be the best example of the Lions constant battle between potential and real
production. He finished 11th or 12th in most leagues last year with nearly 320 points in SSL. He lead
the NFL in passing attempts (727) and finished second in yards (4,967), but ended the season T-19th
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in touchdown passes with 20. With a new contract, I would bet on Stafford to stay the same in PA and
yards but look for his TD’s to jump in 2013.
LY, Reggie Bush ranked 14th with 171.8 fantasy points. He ran 227 times for 986 yards, and caught
35 passes for 202 yards, while totaling eight touchdowns with the Dolphins. The former USC star now
finds himself in an offense that throws most of the time (66 percent to 34 percent pass/run ratio), as
evidenced by the 86 combined passes caught by RB’s Mikel Leshoure and Joique Bell. This is right
up Bush’s alley and he has the potential to be a PPR stud, and probably a high-end RB2 in standard
formats.
WR Calvin Johnson broke Jerry
Rice’s all-time single season
yardage record in 2012 and could
come close to doing it again this
season. He ranked first among
wideouts with 220 fantasy points in
2012 and led the NFL with 122
receptions, 1,964 receiving yards
and 205 targets. The downside was
he only scored only five touchdowns,
but with Bush in tow, Johnson’s TD
numbers should get even better.
Mega Tron is football’s best wideout
and a first round pick in your league.

Defense/ST:
The Lions ranked 29th with 69 fantasy points in 2012. They were 13th in yards allowed (5,458), but
unfortunately, ranked T-20 in sacks with 34 and, T-23 in interceptions with 11. They had just six
fumble recoveries and were 27th in points allowed (437). Detroit was just one of two units not to score
a touchdown. They should always be on the waiver wire in 2013.

Schedule:
The Lions will have a long road ahead of them if parity is not alive and well in the NFL in 2013.
Detroit’s 2013 schedule includes a league-high nine games against teams that had double-digit wins
last year and a league-low three games against teams that had double-digit losses. The winning
percentage of this year’s opponents based on their 2012 record is .539, toughest in the league.
Stafford will face the 3rd toughest schedule for fantasy QB’s in 2013, while Bush and Mega Tron will
square off against the 3rd toughest and 11th easiest fantasy schedules respectively.
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TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS
Week

Date

1

September 8

2

September 15

3

September 22

4

September 29

Opponent
@

New York Jets
New Orleans Saints

@

New England Patriots
Arizona Cardinals
Bye Week

5
6

October 13

Philadelphia Eagles

7

October 20

8

October 24

9

November 3

10

November 11

Miami Dolphins

11

November 17

Atlanta Falcons

12

November 24

@

Detroit Lions

13

December 1

@

Carolina Panthers

14

December 8

Buffalo Bills

15

December 15

San Francisco 49ers

16

December 22

@

St. Louis Rams

17

December 29

@

New Orleans Saints

@

Atlanta Falcons
Carolina Panthers

@

Seattle Seahawks

Head Coach Greg Schiano impressed at times last season with the way his Tampa Bay Buccaneers
played. He has a few fantasy studs to work with moving forward but the question is can Schiano take
the talent and win in a tough NFC consistently.

Offense:
This is a make-or-break season for QB Josh Freeman. He set franchise records for passing yards
and touchdown passes last season but also made poor decisions while tossing 17 interceptions.
Freeman is a fantasy head scratcher in that he earns points but you are not quite sure how. He
finished 13th in QB fantasy points and ranked 9th with 4,065 passing yards and T-7th with 27
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touchdown passes. He is an underrated mid-level second fantasy option. He does play a tough
schedule (see below).
Last season, RB Doug Martin burst onto the scene as one of only six (only rookie) players to eclipse
1,000 yards rushing and 40 plus receptions. He ranked second among RB’s in fantasy points, fifth
with 1,454 rushing yards, and fifth among backs with 472 receiving yards. He had 368 touches and
only fumbled once. Only Adrian Peterson and Arian Foster touched the ball more in 2012. Martin tied
for fourth among backs with 12 touchdowns. He is an every down back and only Peterson should be
taken ahead of him this season.
The Bucs have the best tandem of receivers in franchise history in Vincent Jackson and Mike
Williams. Jackson ranked sixth among wideouts in fantasy points in 2012 and 20th with 72
receptions. However, he was fifth with 1,384 yards and T-12 with eight touchdowns. Williams ranked
18th in fantasy points in 2012 and 32nd in receptions (63), 20th in yards (996), but tied for 10 th in
touchdowns with nine.

Defense/ST:
Last season the Bucs were polar
opposites playing in Florida. They were
dead last vs. the run and No.1 against the
pass. They ranked 23rd in fantasy points
in 2012 and 29th in yards allowed (6,078)
and 23rd in points allowed. They had just
27 sacks and T-22 in fumble recoveries
with eight. Revis Island is not likely to
make this defense “Fantasy Island”
worthy. Kicker Lawrence Tynes was
signed to replace the injured Connor
Barth who is out for the season.

Schedule:
The Buccaneers’ 2013 schedule includes five games against teams that had double-digit wins and
five games against teams that had double-digit losses. The winning percentage of this year’s
opponents based on their 2012 record is .500. Martin will face the 10th easiest schedule for fantasy
RB’s but Freeman and his WR’s will see the seventh and second toughest fantasy schedules
respectively in 2013. During the playoffs, the Bucs will get the 30th ranked Bills run defense but that is
where the fun ends. Next up, the 49ers allowed the fourth-fewest points to RBs and they are followed
by St. Louis (15th in rushing defense in 2012) added linebacker Alec Ogletree and safety T.J.
McDonald to its defense in the draft. The 49ers and Rams also were top-12 defenses against QB’s.
Good luck!
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CAROLINA PANTHERS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

Seattle Seahawks

2

September 15

3

September 22

@

Buffalo Bills
New York Giants
Bye Week

4
5

October 6

@

Arizona Cardinals

6

October 13

@

Minnesota Vikings

7

October 20

8

October 24

9

November 3

10

November 10

11

November 18

12

November 24

13

December 1

14

December 8

15

December 15

New York Jets

16

December 22

New Orleans Saints

17

December 29

St. Louis Rams
@

Tampa Bay
Buccaneers
Atlanta Falcons

@

San Francisco 49ers
New England Patriots

@

Miami Dolphins
Tampa Bay
Buccaneers

@

@

New Orleans Saints

Atlanta Falcons

The rise and fall of this team now rests squarely on the shoulder of one Cam Newton. Is he up for the
task in 2013, we shall see.

Offense:
During his first two years in the league, quarterback Cam Newton has proved that the Carolina
Panthers were right to select him with the first overall pick in the 2011 NFL Draft. During his first year
in the league, Newton broke several records, including most passing and total yards by a rookie, most
total touchdowns by a rookie, and most rushing touchdowns in NFL history by a quarterback. Last
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year, he ranked sixth among 2012 fantasy
quarterbacks with anywhere from 360 to 380 points.
He was 13th in passing yards (3,869) and T-21 in
touchdown passes (19), but led quarterbacks with
eight rushing TDs and placed second with 741 rushing
yards. He should start the year building on last year’s
strong second half when he had 13 touchdown passes
against four interceptions in his final eight games.
At running back, the team features often-injured
Jonathan Stewart who is supposed to lead the team in
carries if he can stay healthy. Between 2008 and
2011, Stewart averaged at least 4.3 yards-per-carry in
each year and scored double-digit touchdowns in his
first two NFL seasons. In 2009, he finished as a Top
10 fantasy running back. Like his QB, Carolina’s other
RB also finished 2012 in high fashion.
DeAngelo Williams did not start well last year but
finished as the fourth-best fantasy running back and
third-best running back according to Pro Football Focus over the last four weeks of the season.
At the wide receiver position, Steve Smith is 34 but still the man. Smith has experienced a true revival
during his two years with Cam Newton in which he posted back-to-back 1,000-yard receiving seasons
and finished as a Top 20 fantasy wide receiver.

Defense/ST:
Carolina ranked 19th in fantasy points in 2012. The Panthers ranked 10th with 5,329 yards allowed,
T-8 in fumble recoveries (12) and T-9 in sacks (39), but were 18th in points allowed (363) and T-23 in
interceptions (11).

Schedule:
The Panthers’ 2013 schedule includes six games against teams that had double-digit wins last year
and three games against teams that had double-digit losses. The winning percentage of this year’s
opponents based on their 2012 record is .453. Newton will face the fifth easiest schedule for fantasy
QB’s while the RB’s will only face the 11th toughest schedule. Newton’s WR’s will face the seventh
easiest slate in 2013.
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NEW ORLEANS SAINTS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

Atlanta Falcons

2

September 15

3

September 22

Arizona Cardinals

4

September 30

Miami Dolphins

5

October 6

@

Chicago Bears

6

October 13

@

New England Patriots

@

Tampa Bay
Buccaneers

Bye Week

7
8

October 27

Buffalo Bills

9

November 3

10

November 10

Dallas Cowboys

11

November 17

San Francisco 49ers

12

November 21

@

Atlanta Falcons

13

December 2

@

Seattle Seahawks

14

December 8

15

December 15

@

St. Louis Rams

16

December 22

@

Carolina Panthers

17

December 29

@

New York Jets

Carolina Panthers

Tampa Bay
Buccaneers

Head Coach Sean Payton returns to the New Orleans Saints after his team went through a tortuous
2012 season without him due to his yearlong suspension for Bountygate. Payton has his sights set on
a return to the postseason this winter and will resume the play-calling duties for the first time since
October 2011.

Offense:
Because Aaron Rodgers also plays in the NFL, Drew Brees should be the second QB taken in any
fantasy draft. He topped all quarterbacks in points in 2012 and led in passing yards (5,177),
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touchdown passes (43) but he also tied for
first with 19 interceptions. With Payton
back calling the plays, Brees is likely to
relax and cut down on the INT’s and should
top 5,000 yards and 40 plus TD’s for a
third consecutive season.
At RB, the Saints have Darren Sproles and
Mark Ingram. Last year, Sproles ranked
20th among RBs in fantasy points.
Although he only had 244 rushing yards on
48 carries, he led backs in receptions (75,
runner-up had 61), receiving yards (667,
runner-up had 496) and receiving TDs (seven, runner-up had three). He racked up all those numbers
while missing three games with a broken hand. Sproles is absolutely worth a top-25 overall pick in
PPR formats and is an RB2 in standard leagues.
You can score some points with the Saints WR’s, the problem is, which one to start each week.
Marques Colston and Lance Moore figure to get the lion’s share but TE Jimmy Graham plays like a
receiver and a very-very good one. After signing a new contract, Colston had 83 catches and led the
club in receiving yards (1,154) and touchdowns (10) last year. Colston ranked 12th in fantasy points in
2012 and ranked 13th among WRs in both receptions (83) and receiving yards (1,154). He was T-6 in
touchdowns. Moore ranked 20th in fantasy points in 2012 and was 25th in receptions (65) and 19th in
yards (1,0410.
With 215 receptions and 25 touchdowns in his first three seasons, TE Jimmy Graham has clearly outperformed the rookie contract he signed in 2010 and will likely become the highest-paid tight end
soon. He will also remain one of Brees’ go to guys so he should be the first TE off the board and fairly
early in fantasy drafts.

Defense/ST:
The Saints were fun to play against last season as they allowed an amazing 7,042 yards. They are
not draftable despite Rob Ryan taking over.

Schedule:
The Saints will not have the benefit of playing the second easiest fantasy schedule this season. In
fact, New Orleans’ schedule includes six games against teams that had double-digit wins last year
and only three games against teams that had double-digit losses. The winning percentage of this
year’s opponents based on their 2012 record is .539, the toughest in the league. Brees will also have
to deal with a double dose of Carolina in the fantasy playoffs. Unbelievably, the Panthers were top
five against fantasy WRs last season. If this holds up again, it could be good news for Jimmy Graham
owners, as Carolina didn’t perform nearly as well (23rd) against TEs. The Rams, who are sandwiched
in, were also a top-10 fantasy defense against WRs last season.
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ATLANTA FALCONS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

2

September 15

3

September 22

4

September 29

New England Patriots

5

October 7

New York Jets

@

New Orleans Saints
St. Louis Rams

@

Miami Dolphins

Bye Week

6

Tampa Bay
Buccaneers

7

October 20

8

October 27

@

Arizona Cardinals

9

November 3

@

Carolina Panthers

10

November 10

11

November 17

12

November 21

13

December 1

@

Buffalo Bills

14

December 8

@

Green Bay Packers

15

December 15

16

December 23

17

December 29

Seattle Seahawks
@

Tampa Bay
Buccaneers
New Orleans Saints

Washington Redskins
@

San Francisco 49ers
Carolina Panthers

Simply put, Falcons GM Thomas Dimitroff has built and Head Coach Mike Smith leads a perennial
Super Bowl contender and a fantasy football powerhouse in the Atlanta Falcons.

OFFENSE:
It starts under center in Atlanta where the Falcons feature one of the most promising young signal
callers in the game in Matt Ryan. With targets such as Julio Jones, Roddy White, and Tony Gonzalez
to throw to, Ryan should get a little closer this season. For fantasy value, Ryan should continue the
trend of improving his passing yards and touchdown total per season in each year he has been in the
league. Matty Ice has also ranked as a Top five quarterback according to Profootballfocus.com in
each of the past three years.
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Recognizing that Michael Turner was not the burner he proclaimed himself to be, Dimitroff added one
of the top running backs in the league in Steven Jackson. He will be a three down back in Atlanta and
if the Falcons take advantage of Jackson as they did with Turner, 240 carries and 40 receptions could
mean over 1,000 rushing with 300 plus receiving yards with 10 total touchdowns.
The Falcons' offense is their receiving unit. Roddy White has been a Top 10 fantasy wide receiver in
each of the last five years and he finished each of the last six seasons with over 1,100 receiving
yards and at least six touchdowns. He’s never missed a game in his NFL career but will turn 32 in
November and will continue to lose touches to Julio Jones, who is the quiet new No.1 in Hotlanata
these days.
After only two years in the league, Jones already amassed over 2,000 receiving yards with 18 total
touchdowns. Only four receivers in the last 20 years have been more productive during their first two
NFL seasons: A.J. Green, Marques
Colston, Randy Moss, and Larry
Fitzgerald.
The Falcons also possess the best
tight end to ever play the game in 37year-old Tony Gonzalez. In 16 NFL
seasons, Gonzalez finished outside
the Top 10 at his position in fantasy
scoring only twice. Last year, He
ranked third with 141 fantasy points
and was second among tight ends in
receptions (93), third in yards (930)
and T-4 in touchdowns with eight.
Gonzo is still an elite football and
fantasy football player.

Defense/ST:
Atlanta ranked 20th in fantasy points in 2012 … Fifth in points allowed (299) but 24th in yards allowed
(5,849), T-5 in interceptions (20), 28th in sacks (29), T-13 in fumble recoveries (11), and scored two
touchdowns. They could be a fill in unit but nothing more

Schedule:
The schedule sets up well for the potent Falcons offense. Ryan will face the eighth easiest fantasy
QB schedule while his receivers will see the sixth easiest schedule. Steven Jackson faces just the
12th easiest fantasy RB schedule.
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ST. LOUIS RAMS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

Arizona Cardinals

2

September 15

@

Atlanta Falcons

3

September 22

@

Dallas Cowboys

4

September 26

San Francisco 49ers

5

October 6

Jacksonville Jaguars

6

October 13

@

Houston Texans

7

October 20

@

Carolina Panthers

8

October 28

Seattle Seahawks

9

November 3

Tennessee Titans

10

November 10

@

Indianapolis Colts
Bye Week

11
12

November 24

Chicago Bears

13

December 1

@

San Francisco 49ers

14

December 8

@

Arizona Cardinals

15

December 15

New Orleans Saints

16

December 22

Tampa Bay
Buccaneers

17

December 29

@

Seattle Seahawks

The Rams are a team that could shock the world and steal a playoff spot this season. Remember,
they were 7-8-1 last season and never lost to division rival and NFC Champ, San Francisco. St. Louis
is not afraid of what lies ahead in the tough NFC West. In fact, they were 4-1-1 vs. divisional foes last
season. Change continues to occur with second year HC Jeff Fisher. No longer in St. Louis are the
reliable veterans (RB) Steven Jackson and (WR) Danny Amendola. However, coming to town are a
pair of rookies from West Virginia who could eventually help the Rams back to being the greatest
show on turf.

Offense:
QB Sam Bradford is finally comfortable with the team's offense. For the first time in his brief career,
he will be operating with the same system for the second consecutive season. Bradford has
not completed 60 percent of his passes in any season since his rookie year; however, in 2012 he
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posted career-highs in yards (3,702), yards per attempt, (6.7), and
touchdowns (21). If Bradford is going to break through to fantasy
starter quarterback status, this is the year.
The Rams RB situation is not a desirable one for fantasy owners.
Those three ugly letters no fantasy player wants to hear when it
comes to RB’s will be the choice method for OC Brian
Schottennheimer, at least as the season starts. RBC or running
back by committee is how the Rams will deal with replacing Steven
Jackson. Starter Daryl Richardson, as well as backups Isaiah Pead,
Zac Stacy, Terrance Ganaway, Chase Reynolds and Bennie
Cunningham are all likely to get carries the preseason. Pay
attention, HC Jeff Fisher will eventually settle on one.
The wide receiver corps is filled with uncertainty as well. As many
as five players looking will look to make an impact in 2013. Of those five, the one that will have the
biggest impact is Tavon Austin, St. Louis’ first round draft pick. The speedster from WVU is expected
to be an impact player on offense right out of the gate. Last season at West Virginia, Austin caught
114 passes for 1,289 yards and scored 12 touchdowns. The other rookie out of WVU is Steadman
Bailey, who was actually a more productive player last season than Austin was. In 2012, Bailey
caught 114 passes for 1,622 yards and an insane 25 touchdowns. Third-year man Austin Pettis
looked great in offseason practices and is on the fast track to becoming a starter along with Austin
this fall.

Defense/ST:
The Rams' defense did its part in 2012. Despite having the league’s fourth toughest schedule, the
Rams were able to lead or be within one touchdown at the half - in every game except two [NE, MIN].
The Rams held opponents to 20 points or less during the final five games of the season, to finish in
the top half of the league in total defense and scoring defense. The Rams only had 21 takeaways but
scored five TD’s. They also ranked tied for first in the NFL with 52 sacks. The addition of Alec
Ogletree is only going to help improve a number like that. LY, they were a nice fill in or matchup
defense at times but deserve a shot to start on a team in 2013.

Schedule:
The Rams’ 2013 schedule includes eight games against teams that had double-digit wins last year
and four games against teams that had double-digit losses. The winning percentage of this year’s
opponents based on their 2012 record is .539, tied for toughest in the league. This also translates into
the fantasy world, as Sam Bradford faces the second toughest QB schedule while those rookie
wideouts face the sixth toughest schedule. In the playoffs Bradford and Co. get the Saints to start,
which is good news. N.O. gave up the most fantasy points to QBs last season but that is likely the
easiest it gets. In Week 15, the Rams face a top-four fantasy defense in Arizona and close out with a
game against a Tampa Bay secondary that now includes Darrelle Revis and Dashon Goldson.
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SEATTLE SEAHAWKS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

2

September 15

San Francisco 49ers

3

September 22

Jacksonville Jaguars

4

September 29

@

Houston Texans

5

October 6

@

Indianapolis Colts

6

October 13

7

October 17

@

Arizona Cardinals

8

October 28

@

St. Louis Rams

9

November 3

10

November 10

11

November 17

@

Carolina Panthers

Tennessee Titans

Tampa Bay
Buccaneers
@

Atlanta Falcons
Minnesota Vikings
Bye Week

12
13

December 2

New Orleans Saints

14

December 8

@

San Francisco 49ers

15

December 15

@

New York Giants

16

December 22

Arizona Cardinals

17

December 29

St. Louis Rams

Pete Carroll is building a serious contender in Seattle and he is doing it much the way he did at USC,
by having fun. The Seahawks made the playoffs a year ago, won a postseason game and return
largely intact. Now, they are aiming for a third trip to the playoffs in just four seasons and are even
talking about returning to the Super Bowl.

Offense:
For the first time since 2009, the Seahawks have an unquestioned starter in QB Russell Wilson. He
earned a Pro-Bowl invite after an impressive rookie season and Coach Carroll expects the Wisconsin
product to be even better after having a season to adjust to defenses. With a full offseason and
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training camp working with the first unit
under his belt, Wilson could be the best of
the returning sophomore QB’s that made
so much noise in 2012. He threw for 3,118
yards, 26 touchdowns and 10
interceptions.
During the playoff game vs. Washington,
Seattle set a franchise record with 224
rushing yards and Marshawn Lynch had
132 of them, tying the Seahawks' singlegame postseason record, previously held
solely by Shaun Alexander. Lynch is
coming off a career-best 1,590 rushing yards in 2012 and remains one of the best runners in the
game. He tallied 10-100 yard rushing performances in 2012 and is likely to produce close to that in
2013. Once in beast mode, Lynch is now one of the league’s best and he needs to be drafted as
such. The Seahawks drafted Christine Michael in the second round as depth in case Lynch begins to
show that the tread on his tires is wearing thin.
Despite what Hawks fans suggest, the loss of WR Percy Harvin is going to hurt. Last year, Seattle
lacked play-making ability from their wideouts ranking in the bottom four of the league in receptions
(143), receiving yards (2,007) and yards after catch (523). The trade for Harvin immediately fixed that
as Harvin, despite playing in just nine games last season, had 528 yards after the catch – more than
the entire Seattle wide receiver corps combined. Since the NFL/AFL merger in 1970, Harvin is one of
only three players to have at least four rushing touchdowns, four receiving touchdowns and four
kickoff return touchdowns. With that said, the Seahawks averaged more than 32 points per game
over their last 10 games last season.
The loss of Harvin will force Golden Tate back into the starting lineup alongside Sidney Rice. Tate
has improved in each of his first three seasons in the league, but he will need to take a
significant step forward this season, as he and Rice were among the least productive wide receiver
tandems in the NFL last season. Both averaged fewer than 50 yards receiving per game last year,
and neither was much of a deep threat. Rice led the team with 50 catches, with Tate not far from
behind with 45.

Defense/ST:
The Seahawks had one of the best defenses in the NFL a year ago, and return almost the same unit
but with upgrades in 2013. They finished fourth in total defense and first in points allowed. They had
32 takeaways, 36 sacks and three TD’s. With their young aggressive secondary a year better and
their offseason additions, they should be the first or second defense off the board in 2013.
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Schedule:
The Seahawks’ 2013 schedule includes six games against teams that had double-digit wins last year
and four games against teams that had double-digit losses. Owners of Russell Wilson should know
he has his work cut out for him come fantasy playoff time. The Seahawks will play division rival San
Francisco and the Giants on the road before coming home for an NFC West tilt with Arizona. The
49ers and Cardinals were both top-10 fantasy defenses against QBs last season, while a crosscountry trip is never easy on the West Coast teams. Overall, the Seahawks will face the 17th easiest
schedule for QB’s and WR’s, while Marshawn Lynch will only have to deal with the 9th toughest slate
in 2013 for RB’s.
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SAN FRANCISCO 49ers
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

Green Bay Packers

2

September 15

3

September 22

4

September 26

5

October 6

Houston Texans

6

October 13

Arizona Cardinals

7

October 20

@

Tennessee Titans

8

October 27

@

Jacksonville Jaguars

@

Seattle Seahawks
Indianapolis Colts

@

St. Louis Rams

Bye Week

9
10

November 10

Carolina Panthers

11

November 17

@

New Orleans Saints

12

November 25

@

Washington Redskins

13

December 1

St. Louis Rams

14

December 8

Seattle Seahawks

15

December 15

16

December 23

17

December 29

@

Tampa Bay
Buccaneers
Atlanta Falcons

@

Arizona Cardinals

Jim Harbaugh had his San Francisco 49ers less than 10 yards from a Super Bowl victory last year. A
missed holding penalty, another Super Dome blackout and you never know what the outcome of SB
XLVII would have been. Does not matter now because what we do know is that with brilliant
offseason moves and another great draft class, the Niners are the frontrunner to repeat as NFC
champions.

Offense:
Colin Kaepernick made just 10 career starts, including the playoffs, but he guided the Niners to the
Super Bowl thanks to his performance from all areas of the field.
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What makes Kaepernick so good?
Accuracy for one; Only 12.5 percent of
his pass attempts have been
incomplete due to an over- or
underthrown pass, which was the
lowest in the league (including playoffs)
last season. His mobility doesn’t hurt
either.
Including playoffs, he gained the thirdmost yards on designed quarterback
rushes and the fourth-most yards on
scrambles. Kaepernick set an NFL
record in his first postseason start when
he ran for 181 yards, the most by a quarterback in any game, regular season or postseason. He is
likely to finish the season as a top five fantasy QB in 2012 if not No.1. If you extrapolate his playoff
numbers over a full season, he would pass for 4,272 Passing Yards, run for 1,400 more while scoring
37 touchdowns and tossing 17 interceptions. Even if you take away 25 percent of that away, he is top
10 material on draft day if you are willing.
However, a big part of Kaepernick’s success was due to his relationship with WR Michael Crabtree.
One of the big concerns for the 49ers following the loss of Crabtree, who tore his Achilles during the
offseason, is how it will affect the play of Kaepernick, who loses his favorite target. Including the
playoffs, Kaepernick threw eight touchdowns and zero interceptions when targeting Crabtree last
season. When targeting all other wide receivers, he threw just one touchdown and had four
picks. Anquan Boldin, whom the Niners hope can soften the blow of losing Crabtree, was received as
a gift from the Ravens during an offseason trade. He will have his chance to do something he has not
done in four seasons, crack 1,000 yards. Since 2009, Boldin has had 837, 887 and 921 receiving
yards and he has only averaged four TD’s per season during that span. Coupled with the production
of TE Vernon Davis, whom I feel will be the No.1 TE in football by the end of the 2013 season, and
you could have something special.
Davis is primed for a 900 plus yard season and possibly 10 TD’s if Kaepernick develops a relation
with him. Until the Super Bowl, Davis was absent from Kaps world with just six receptions and no
TD’s. In SB XLVII, Davis went off for 104 yards on just six receptions.
Perhaps no position on the roster has more depth than RB. Frank Gore figures to be the starter but
the Niners have hinted that they will try to keep him fresh for another extended run. He proved he still
has a lot of mileage left (1,214 YDS. 8TD’s) and with talented backups in LaMichael James and
Kendall Hunter, there is less of a need to give it to him 20-plus times a game. James and Hunter are
perfect fits in the read option, especially James, who is one of college football's all-time greats in that
system.
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Defense/ST:
The Niners were a great team defense last season, allowing the second lowest number of points but
that did not translate to fantasy points as San Fran was not a top five-fantasy defense. They had just
25 total takeaways but did score three touchdowns.
Back are Patrick Willis, Aldon Smith, Justin Smith and NaVorro Bowman. If that were not enough to
strike fear in the hearts of quarterbacks everywhere, they drafted Tank Carradine from Florida State
and Corey Lemonier out of Auburn.
Keep an eye on the secondary. It is the one area where they may have gotten worse on defense.
Thanks to the departure of free safety Dashon Goldson and now the injury of CB Chris Culliver, who
tore his ACL, the Niners may not have fully corrected the mid to long routes that the Ravens exploited
in February. GM Trent Baalke brought in depth with players like Nnamdi Asomugha, so San Fran
should be OK. In the end, this is a good defense but do not overdraft them.
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ARIZONA CARDINALS
Week

Date

Opponent

1

September 8

2

September 15

3

September 22

@

New Orleans Saints

4

September 29

@

Tampa Bay
Buccaneers

5

October 6

6

October 13

7

October 17

Seattle Seahawks

8

October 27

Atlanta Falcons

@

St. Louis Rams
Detroit Lions

Carolina Panthers
@

San Francisco 49ers

Bye Week

9
10

November 10

Houston Texans

11

November 17

12

November 24

13

December 1

14

December 8

15

December 15

@

Tennessee Titans

16

December 22

@

Seattle Seahawks

17

December 29

@

Jacksonville Jaguars
Indianapolis Colts

@

Philadelphia Eagles
St. Louis Rams

San Francisco 49ers

QB play makes all the difference in both fantasy play and the real world. From 2008, until the end of
the 2009 season, Arizona won 22 (including playoffs) games and played in the Super Bowl with Kurt
Warner as their signal caller. Arizona finished last season with the seventh-worst record in the NFL
and scored the second-fewest points. Andrea Roberts and Larry Fitzgerald were the only Cardinals
with over 100 fantasy points and the best fantasy option was playing the Cardinals defense. Geez,
remember when they started the season 4-0 including a major win at New England?
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Offense:
Bruce Arians takes over in the desert after helping guide the Indianapolis Colts back to the playoffs
last season with an 11-5 record. They also have a new QB in former Bengal and Raider gunslinger
Carson Palmer. He becomes the seventh quarterback to start for Arizona since Kurt Warner retired
after the 2009 season. Both he and Arians will be in charge of resurrecting an offense that finished
31st in the league averaging a dismal 15.6 point per game. While their passing offense was bad,
finishing 28th in the league, their running game was worse. The Cardinals finished dead last in the
league with 75.3 rushing yards per game.
Palmer proved last season in Oakland that he has the arm to throw the deep ball. Whether or not the
offensive line will give him enough protection to make those throws is another question. But Palmer
had his third 4,000-yard season and did so on a team that did not have close to the talent in the
receiving core he has in Arizona. Palmer averaged almost 16 fantasy points per game and could
have finished as a Top 12 fantasy quarterback if he was not injured. Palmer could be a nice sleeper
in Arizona.
Despite last year, Larry Fitzgerald is still one
of the best receivers in the league. He has
amassed over 10,000 receiving yards in
nine seasons, which ranks him sixth among
all active pass-catchers, including tight
ends. His yards-per-season average ranks
second only to Calvin Johnson among the
50 wide receivers and tight ends with the
most receiving yards. Michael Floyd, in his
second year, was impressive in spring and
summer workouts and moves into the No. 2
role. Floyd, who was one of the most
exciting players coming out of the 2012
Draft, finished the year with only 562 yards
and two scores but then again consider the
QB situation. Andre Roberts should grab the third WR spot and actually finished with more fantasy
points in 2012 than Fitzgerald did with 760 yards and five scores. This trio could be quite dynamic
with a real passer behind center.
At RB Rashard Mendenhall was brought in to be the main back. While he might not be able to reach
his 2010 stat line of over 1,400 yards and 13 scores, he will be an improvement over Beanie Wells.
The Cardinals could also use rookie Stepfan Taylor as a great change of pace back. He could also be
used in the passing game and could emerge as sleeper rookie candidate.
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Defense/ST:
Arizona ranked 10th among all defensive units last year in fantasy football and feature a very
promising return game led by third-year player Patrick Peterson. They also drafted Honey Badger,
Tyran Matthieu who could have a huge impact on both. The Cards had 33 takeaways last season, 38
sacks and scored three TD’s. That may be hard to duplicate in a division that has gotten even better
this year.

Schedule:
In 2013, the Cardinals play the sixth toughest strength of schedule, which includes seven games
against teams that had double-digit wins last year and four games against teams that had double-digit
losses. The Cardinals get two NFC West division games sandwiched by a road trip to Tennessee for
the fantasy playoffs. The good news is the Titans allowed the second-most fantasy points last
season. The bad news is the Rams and Seahawks were not anywhere near as generous. That was
especially the case with Seattle, who gave up the fewest fantasy points to QBs and second fewest to
WRs in 2012.

*ALL TEAM FANTASY PREVIEWS BY ALAN ZLOTORYNSKI
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TEAM BYE WEEK LIST:
Green Bay

Week 4

Detroit

Week 9

Carolina

Week 4

NY Giants

Week 9

Minnesota

Week 5

Denver

Week 9

Tampa Bay

Week 5

Arizona

Week 9

Pittsburgh

Week 5

San Francisco

Week 9

Washington

Week 5

Jacksonville

Week 9

Atlanta

Week 6

Cleveland

Week 10

Miami

Week 6

Kansas City

Week 10

Oakland

Week 7

New England

Week 10

New Orleans

Week 7

NY Jets

Week 10

Chicago

Week 8

Dallas

Week 11

Tennessee

Week 8

St. Louis

Week 11

Indianapolis

Week 8

Buffalo

Week 12

San Diego

Week 8

Cincinnati

Week 12

Baltimore

Week 8

Philadelphia

Week 12

Houston

Week 8

Seattle

Week 12
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CREDITS:
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY ICON SPORTS MEDIA, INC.

Thank you again to our Sponsors – Fantasy Sports Warehouse & Taco Bell!

THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR WRITERS AND EDITORS – Alan Zlotorzynski, John Manuel, Matt
Campion, Ryan Gerrity, EJ McKinley, Josh Essig, Allen Yates, Jim Short, Bill Shoup, and of course
Steve Shoup!

Be sure to check out our Fantasy Football coverage all season long at http://fanspeak.com/fantasy/.

Happy Fantasy Football Season!
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